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Vignette depicting the kremlin of Novgorod, the Detinec. Drawing by Kerstin Abukhanfusa 1995 based on the Michajlovskaja icon from the first half of the 18th century.
Novgorodiana Stockholmiensia

The Novgorod Occupation Archives, a largely complete body of Russian city archives from the early seventeenth century preserved in the National Archives of Sweden and “discovered” in the first half of the nineteenth century by the Helsinki professor S. V. Solov'ev, have regularly attracted the interest of Swedish and Russian scholars alike. Only one circumstance has stood in the way of their being put to wider use, and that is the lack of an adequate description of this rich body of material. At an international symposium in Novgorod in 1993, attended by historians, archaeologists, art historians and philologists, the subject of the Occupation Archives was raised once again, and delegates discussed the possibility of making them more readily available to scholarship. The question was subsequently discussed at a Slavic languages conference at which all the relevant university departments in Sweden were represented. Following a meeting at the National Archives in Stockholm between representatives of the universities and of the National Archives management, a collaborative project with the working title of Novgorodiana Stockholmiensia was launched with the aim of compiling a scholarly catalogue of the whole of the Occupation Archives.

The project has involved the Slavic languages departments of Stockholm, Uppsala and Lund Universities, the Russian Academy of Sciences and the National Archives of Sweden. Three researchers have been employed on a part-time basis: Elisabeth Löfstrand, PhD, Stockholm, Laila Nordquist, BA, Uppsala, and Anatolij Turilov, PhD, Moscow. Prof. Barbro Nilsson, Stockholm, has served as project manager. Cataloguing of the material began in 1995, initially with funding from the then Swedish Council for Research in the Humanities and Social Sciences, and subsequently with support from the Bank of Sweden Tercentenary Foundation, the Royal Swedish Academy of Letters, History and Antiquities, and other bodies. The two Swedish scholars have carried out their work at the National Archives in Stockholm, while Prof. Turilov, who is based at the Russian Academy of Sciences in Moscow, has visited Stockholm at regular intervals to confer with his Swedish colleagues. The finished catalogue will comprise two volumes, of which this is the first.

Barbro Nilsson
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The Occupation Archives comprise documents in two different formats. Series I consists of codices, some of which are bound in leather covers, while others are made up of unbound quires. In Series II the sheets are glued together to form rolls, some several metres long. Photo: Hans Edlund, Riksarkivet, 1997.
Introduction

Anatolij Turilov, Moscow

The archives of the Chancellery of the Governor of Novgorod, held at the Swedish National Archives in Stockholm and known as the Novgorod Occupation Archives, constitute the largest collection of medieval Russian documents preserved outside Russia's borders. Their very name says something of their unique status among collections of Russian documents preserved in countries that had diplomatic relations with Russia in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries – they contain no diplomatic documentation at all, consisting exclusively of administrative material reflecting the internal administration and life of the region during the first quarter of the seventeenth century (primarily the years 1611-1617).

In terms of their subject matter, structure and history, the Novgorod Occupation Archives reflect the Time of Troubles, when the Swedish occupation of Novgorod and the surrounding region resulted in the formation of the so-called Novgorod State under Swedish rule. This semi-autonomous state was not intended to be an enduring entity. Depending on the balance of domestic and international political forces, three developments were possible: the "Novgorod State" could (1) become, under an elected tsar of the house of Vasa, a centre of resistance to Polish–Lithuanian intervention and to a union of the Russian lands; (2) submit to Moscow (as it was eventually to do); or (3) be incorporated in the kingdom of Sweden. A fourth variant, a vassal principality under Sweden, was basically equivalent to the third alternative as far as Moscow and Warsaw were concerned, and was not seriously considered in Stockholm.

The most significant monument to this short-lived semi-state was to be the archives of the Chancellery of the Governor of Novgorod, which were brought to Sweden by the former Swedish governor of Novgorod, Jakob De la Gardie, shortly before the occupied territories were handed over to Muscovy in 1617. It is unclear what prompted him to do this. The documents were hardly needed as a basis for reporting to the King's Council in Stockholm, since the Swedish administration had its own records, and in any case they were not handed over to the Swedish state. If De la Gardie had wished to create difficulties for the Muscovite administration it would have been sufficient to burn the documents on the spot, rather than going to the trouble of shipping such a large volume of papers across the sea.

At all events, scholars have every reason to feel greatly indebted to "the boyar and great general Jakob Puntosovič", because – whatever his intentions may have been – it is thanks to him that these archives have been preserved.
Had they been left where they were, they would in all likelihood have been taken to Moscow before very long, and there they would probably have been lost in the great fire of 1618 which destroyed most of the archives of the central institutions. As a result, the Novgorod Occupation Archives are the only major Russian state archive containing systematic documentation from the 1610s. This circumstance makes them an extremely valuable source which—obviously leaving aside certain local peculiarities—enables us to reconstruct a picture of the central and local administration of the period prior to the much better-documented era of the first Romanov tsars. Russian libraries and archives offer no archival collection from the same period that can compare in size and completeness with the Novgorod Occupation Archives.

Subsequent fate of the archives in Sweden

In Sweden, the documents were initially kept in the De la Gardie family archives, before being transferred at the end of the seventeenth century to the Royal Palace in Stockholm, along with a red trunk used to bring them from Novgorod.

After this, the archives, which served no practical purpose, were virtually forgotten for a long time. This is made clear by the fact that Peter the Great did not demand their return in conjunction with the Peace of Nystad. Had he done so, his request would no doubt have been acceded to, precisely because the documents were of no real use. They also appear to have been unknown to the Russian historian and statesman Vasilij Tatishchev, who showed a keen interest in Swedish–Russian sources for his “History of Russia”. It should perhaps be pointed out that, given contemporary perceptions of what constituted suitable sources for historical works, the archives would hardly have attracted Tatishchev’s attention—admittedly with certain exceptions, but he would have had to search for those exceptions in a mountain of unsystematized material.

In parallel with the development of Russian historical scholarship, the first attempts to explore the archives were made relatively early on, just before the middle of the nineteenth century. Unfortunately, one result of this was that the integrity of the archives was somewhat diminished. Between 1837 and 1841, Sergej Solov’ev, a professor at Helsinki University, scoured Swedish archives for material relating to Russia. As the Occupation Archives were not systematically arranged and the archivists in charge of them had a limited knowledge of languages, Solov’ev seized the opportunity to return home with a number of documents which caught his eye. These he later handed over to the Imperial Archaeographical Commission in St Petersburg. This enabled scholars in Russia to begin to study material from the Occupation Archives, using the documents thus separated from the main collection.

The way in which Solov’ev “acquired” these documents was the rule rather than the exception in the mid-nineteenth century (scholars and manuscript
collectors were equally guilty). At the time, it was considered perfectly legitimate to remove entire volumes or sections of manuscripts from monastic and diocesan libraries, many of which were admittedly in a deplorable condition. But no other scholar seems to have dared to take similar liberties in an archival repository belonging to a foreign state. Disregarding the ethical issues involved, it can be said that Solov'ev, by both tracking down and repatriating “real” Novgorod documents, was the first to call attention to the possibility of studying and publishing the Occupation Archives.

Half a century later, K. Jakubov published an initial, incomplete listing of the archives. The documents he omitted were catalogued at the beginning of the twentieth century by Sam. Clason and K. Poliektov. Clason’s catalogue, though, is regarded by scholars as too general and superficial.

From 1951 to 1964, Sergej Dmitrievsky devoted himself to cataloguing and translating the documents of the Occupation Archives, an undertaking begun by G. Volkonskij back in 1945. The result was a three-volume type-written catalogue in Swedish, the most comprehensive one produced up to that point, supplemented by an extensive commentary. It was during the preparation of this description of the collection that the documents were given their present numbering.

In 1959 Lev Čerepnin spent a month working on the archives. His efforts resulted in a series of publications, including a survey of the whole of the Occupation Archives – presumably the best and most informative work of this kind ever published in Russian. The survey bears the stamp of its author and period, constantly pointing to evidence of the class struggle and resistance to foreign invaders. At the same time, it provides what is by and large a very objective account of the archives: it establishes their chronology, defines the main types of sources, and highlights (by means of striking examples) documents of particular interest to scholars.

Soon after the survey appeared, and following an agreement between Swedish and Soviet archives, the Occupation Archives and a number of other documents relating to Russian history in the collections of the Swedish National Archives were microfilmed. The microfilms were subsequently presented to the Main Archival Administration (Glavnoe archivnoe upravlenie) of the Soviet Union, now of Russia, where they are still to be found. Since there is no catalogue of these microfilms, however, they are used to only a limited extent by Russian scholars, and then only within the bounds defined by Čerepnin’s catalogue. Another major obstacle to their use is the fact that their numbering differs from that employed by Jakubov, and no key linking the two is available.

Professor Henrik Birnbaum, in an article published in 1964, approached the Occupation Archives from a different angle. Here we have a philologist and cultural historian who is interested in regional variants of the medieval Slavic cultures, but the article, which includes a list of 120 manuscript rolls, offers only modest analysis of the documents.
Between 1972 and 1998, Ingvar Kalnins, Lic. Phil., worked on material from the archives. He set out to prepare more detailed summaries of the documents which receive only a brief mention in Dmitrievsky's catalogue. His efforts resulted in three boxes of handwritten summaries in Swedish.

From the beginning of the 1980s, a clear interest in the Occupation Archives emerged among Swedish Slavists, and in the 1990s a resurgence of interest could also be noted among Russian historians. The man who laid the foundations for this was Anders Sjöberg, Professor of Slavonic Languages at Stockholm University (1926–1990). Sjöberg also initiated a number of other research projects by Swedish Slavists, including one involving the cataloguing and publication of Church Slavonic parchment fragments, also taken as spoils of war from Novgorod and the surrounding area.10

During the 1980s, two Swedish doctoral theses relating to the archives were published: Hagar Sundberg's *The Novgorod Kabala Books of 1614–1616* and Ingegerd Nordlander's *Real Estate Transfer Deeds in Novgorod 1609–1616*. Both are text editions with commentaries. In addition, Anders Sjöberg himself wrote a series of articles based on material from the archives. He was able to shed new light on the Novgorod period of the d'jak and historical writer Ivan Timofeev, an aspect of the latter's biography that is otherwise virtually unknown. And Sjöberg's analysis of the account books from the public sauna and the law court is an example of how much information (even on political matters!) can be gleaned from dry records of revenue and expenditure. Following in his footsteps, Nordlander and Sundberg wrote an article on the operation of the state taverns during the occupation years.

**External features of the documents. Seals and paper**

The Occupation Archives consist of two series, distinguished by the physical appearance of the documents. Series I consists of books and individual quires, Series II of rolls, the only exception being a few quires that have been rolled up and are included in Series II.11 All the indications are that this is the original arrangement of the material. At all events, it may be assumed to have been established before the archives were shipped to Sweden, since it allowed the material to be packed into a smaller space.

At the National Archives in Stockholm, the rolls have not been taken apart and stored as loose leaves in boxes, even though some of them are of considerable length. This method of storage has only been used when the pasted joins have come unstuck by themselves, and even in such cases the sheets are still almost always stored in rolls. This fact, which undeniably gives the Occupation Archives an air of authenticity and a distinctive, exotic character, also makes things much more difficult for the scholar, especially if the rolls are long. In addition, the paper could be damaged if scholars are forced to repeatedly unroll and reroll them in search of specific texts.12 The documents making up Series I have been given page numbers, in accordance with
Two seals, the one to the left belonging to Evert Horn, the one to the right that of Novgorod the Great.
Swedish archiving principles, whereas those of Series II are foliated, with a number plus “v” on the verso where this side also carries text (drafts, addresses, decisions, signatures and annotations of other kinds).

Series I consists of 141 items and more than 29,000 pages, while Series II comprises 368 items and just under 7,000 leaves.  

For the most part, the archives are in good condition, although some documents have suffered water damage. Damaged items have been restored and reinforced with Japanese paper. Some lacunae can be attributed to Solov’ev having divided up the documents, and can be filled with the help of the collection in St Petersburg. The least well-preserved feature of the archives is, as always, the black wax seals. Many of them have dried, cracked and fallen into small pieces. Sometimes only discoloured patches remain where they were once attached.

A large number of seals have nevertheless been preserved. For the most part, they are the seals of Novgorod the Great (the Novgorod State) and De la Gardie. Both of these were affixed to decisions to give them legal force. In addition, there are a few seals belonging to other individuals: Evert Horn (who deputized for De la Gardie in his absence; Series II: 34 and other rolls), Prince Andrej Šachovskoj (voëvoda of Staraja Russa; Series II: 368), Tsar Vasilij Ivanovič (Series II: 112), Grigorej Oboljjaninov (a Russian nobleman in Swedish service; Series II: 182) and the merchant Stepan Igolkin (Series II: 367). The last-mentioned seal is impressed in red wax.

A subject meriting special study is the paper on which the documents of the Occupation Archives were written. Since most of the documents are originals and are dated (usually with the day, month and year), the watermarks are not particularly important in terms of dating the material, except possibly in the case of undated fragments. Nonetheless, a basic survey of all the watermarks represented in the archives would be of great value. From a broader scholarly perspective, such a study would make it possible to determine the specific procedures employed in the Chancellery of the Governor of the “Novgorod State”, and perhaps even within its various departments, for example regarding the situations in which different types of paper were used.

In this context, a detail of interest with regard to the history of Russian and European papermaking may be noted. Roll 342 includes a sheet imprinted with a stamp representing a gate with two towers, which is a packing label from the paper mill at Regensburg. A good many documents are written on paper from this mill, but this label is one of very few preserved examples of this form of “product advertising”. All the paper in the archives is clearly imported from abroad, and its origins are easily established with the help of the watermarks. The same type of paper was used, incidentally, for the Swedish documents in the collection Krigshistoriska handlingar. Ryska kriget 1609-1617 (“Documents on Military History. The Russian War 1609-1617”).
The special hand used in the seventeenth century, and earlier, to draw up official documents is referred to in Russian as skoropis’, which can be translated as “rapid writing”. It contains numerous abbreviations and superscript characters. If the scribe is unschooled, it can be very difficult to read.

**Scope of the catalogue**

The present catalogue is not restricted exclusively to the Occupation Archives as such, but also includes a number of documents which either may be assumed to have originated from these archives or are related to them in some other way. These documents are to be found in the collections Extranea, Militaria, Baltiska fogderäkenskaper and the Skokloster Collection.

The situation is clearest in the case of the first of these collections, since it contains material in different languages, including Russian. The documents from Novgorod may have ended up in this collection after being separated from the Occupation Archives. Thematically, documents I: 138 and I: 139 of the Occupation Archives belong in Extranea, and they are not related, either chronologically or in terms of subject matter, to Novgorod at the end of the sixteenth or the beginning of the seventeenth century. Consequently, these two items are not included in the present catalogue.17

When it comes to the other three collections, the picture is more complex. Militaria includes a good many documents dating from the 1610s – most notably, the letter sent by the leaders of the Second Militia Force from Jaroslavl’ to Novgorod. The Occupation Archives contain no foreign policy documents at all, and it is perfectly understandable that such material should be found in Militaria.18 Unfortunately it is not possible to reconstruct where documents of this type, added by Solov’ev to his collection, were originally found. However, document II: 354 of the Occupation Archives incorporates a large fragment of a list of members of a delegation from Jaroslavl’, which originally belonged to Militaria, Krigshistoriska handlingar. On the other hand, a street-by-street list of the dead in Novgorod from 1614/15 belongs to the Occupation Archives, rather than to Militaria.

The Russian customs books from the mouth of the Neva, from 1616 and 1617, which are of the same type as the customs book from 1615 published by Gennadij Kovalenko, are a special case. As Laila Nordquist has demonstrated, the first of them is written by the same hand as the published book. However, no later than around 1620 they were bound together with Swedish customs documents. These examples possibly show that the most relevant parts of the Occupation Archives (in political and economic terms) could be included very early on in collections of Swedish documents.

In Russia, too, there are documents which have or could have a connection with the Occupation Archives. This is of course true of all true of the rolls which Sergej Solov’ev took with him to St. Petersburg. This collection is comparatively small and belongs exclusively to Series II. All the rolls are
small, comprising between one and ten leaves. Sixty-five of them have been described by M. G. Kurdjumov and 49 by V. G. Gejman, A. I. Andreev, A. P. Glagoleva and N. S. Čaevoj.¹⁹

Documents from the Occupation Archives, removed by Solov'ev or later scholars, can also be found in the collections from the Chancellery of the Governor of Novgorod (fondy novgorodskoj prikaznoj palaty, koll. 238, 11, 75), in the collections of the Archaeographical Commission (kollekcija aktowych knig Archeografiiiskej komissii, koll. 2), in a collection of documents from Novgorod (kollekcija novgorodskih aktov, koll. 183) and in a collection of manuscript books (kollekcija rukopisnych knig, koll. 115). All of these collections are held in the archives of the St Petersburg Branch of the Institute of Russian History (Archiv Ank't-Petersburgskogo Filiala Instituta Rossijskoi Istoriiei RAN – formerly Archiv LOII) and are described in the catalogue of those archives (Putevoditel' po archivu LOII, M., L., 1958, pp. 68 ff.).

A small collection of documents from the Occupation Archives is also to be found in the Russian State Historical Archives in St Petersburg (Rossijskij Gosudarstvennyj Istoriejeskij archiv, fond sv. Sinoda, f. 834, op. 5). In Novgorod itself, there is a petition belonging to the Occupation Archives, which for some reason was left behind in the city (NGOMZ, OPI. Inv. n. 25288/283).

Life in Novgorod and the surrounding area during the occupation

The majority of the documents in both Series I and Series II relate to the years 1611-1617, the period of the Swedish occupation of the city and the surrounding area. A small proportion of them originate from the reigns of earlier rulers (listed here in reverse chronological order): Vasilij Šujskij, Vladislav Sigismundovič, the first False Dmitrij, Fedor Borisovič, Boris Godunov and Fedor Ivanovič. These documents become fewer in number, the further back in time from the “Novgorod State” we go. Material from the days of Ivan the Terrible appears only in the form of copies inserted into later documents.

The oldest document in the Occupation Archives is a cadastre (land register) from 1499/1500, from Korel'skaja polovina, Vodskaja pjatina, a copy that was presumably made in conjunction with the Peace of Teusina in 1595, when these areas were returned to the control of the tsar of Moscow.²⁰

The picture that emerges as one acquaints oneself with the Occupation Archives can be described as one of everyday life in an extraordinary situation. This extraordinary situation – one of devastation and division of the Russian lands and military operations by foreign forces in the Novgorod area – constantly makes itself felt in day-to-day life; it shines through, directly or indirectly, and leaves an unmistakable imprint on everything: for example, on the opening formulas of petitions, which are as a rule addressed to “the Lord and the King’s Son Karlus Filipp Karlusovič” or “to the boyars and great generals” Jakob De la Gardie or Evert Horn (and only thereafter to Prince
The Russian administration remained hard at work throughout the existence of the “Novgorod State”: under-secretaries (junior officials) prepared detailed accounts within the different areas of the state budget, they inspected estates and entire districts, they collected – or even remitted – arrears of taxes from the taxpaying population, and they examined petitions for pay and for allocations of service estates, submitted by men in service. The driving force behind the administration’s fiscal activities was the war, or to be more precise, the cost of maintaining the Swedish mercenaries. It would seem that Jakob De la Gardie – after the defeat at Kljušino, where he made the mistake of paying the troops after rather than before the battle – had learnt the lesson that you can save on anything except your soldiers’ pay.

The Russian noblemen serving within the military system of the “Novgorod State” took only second place in this regard – they had to struggle for their prosperity, making a living from service estates. They petitioned the authorities for land, both before and after the Time of Troubles. But the petitions preserved in the Occupation Archives bear the stamp of their period: in return for their services, the petitioners ask to be allocated land from the estates of noblemen who have been killed, disappeared or been taken prisoner, or from those of “traitors of the state” who have departed for Moscow or Pskov or to join the Polish king (a civil war was raging and the country was divided). Petitions were also frequently prompted by grievances about existing estates having been laid waste by the warfare of recent years, and about the peasants having fled in search of, if not better livelihoods, then at least reasonably tolerable living conditions.

Also common are petitions from the peasants of crown villages (dvorcovye sela) and of confiscated estates, requesting a new inspection and a reassessment of the taxes due from them. Normally, this only happened following an epidemic – the individuals who had survived and not fled were unable to pay the taxes of the “dead souls”, i.e. of peasants who now only existed on the pages of earlier cadastres.

Personal guarantees are another characteristic feature of the period. They become increasingly common after 1613 and are clearly of a political character: a number of persons guarantee that one other person will not steal and will not leave Novgorod for Moscow or join the new usurper at Pskov.

A separate complex, a kind of archive within an archive, consists of all the documents relating to Staraja Russa and the surrounding pogosts. Such a large volume of material does not exist for any of the other towns around Novgorod. There are two explanations for this. First, Staraja Russa was of immense economic significance, as a salt producer and one of the most important suppliers of this commodity to the internal market of the “Novgorod State”. The second explanation is more hypothetical. The archives include very few documents from other important fortresses in the Novgorod area: Nöteborg (Orešek), Ladoga, Kopor’e, Ivangorod or Gdov. It would seem
that the Swedes put these strongholds, all of which were situated close to their own border, under direct Swedish administration. This, however, is a question that will require further research, including a study of other Swedish archive collections.

The documents from Staraja Russa consist chiefly of correspondence between the administrations in Novgorod and Staraja Russa concerning a resumption of production, which had suffered a severe setback following the attack of the "Lithuanians" in 1609. Another recurrent theme is the townspeople's complaints to the central authorities in Novgorod about the arbitrary actions of the voevoda Prince Andrej Šachovskoj and his subordinates, who took no account of the disastrous plight of the town.

The work of the Chancellery
It has already been pointed out that the Occupation Archives provide an enormous wealth of opportunities to study how the work of the Chancellery and its various departments was organized, and how individual scribes worked. The documents can often be attributed to specific clerks. Many petitions and other documents received from different places contain particulars of the names and social standing of the scribes (usually, they would be individuals in the employ of the church; more rarely, scribes attached to the local administration). This aspect of the archives is a research topic in its own right, and calls moreover for studies of the portion of the archives now to be found in St Petersburg.

As far as their language is concerned, the majority of the documents, practically all of which were produced at the Novgorod Chancellery, are virtually devoid of local characteristics. Some such features can, though, be found in a number of documents sent from the provinces and in certain petitions written by the petitioners themselves, usually in an unpractised and unschooled hand.

A somewhat trivial example may be given of the relationship between handwriting and social status. Individuals who have attained the rank of d'jak, one of the highest positions in the administration, make it a matter of principle to seek to impress by writing in a barely legible hand, especially when producing drafts and instructions. This tendency is particularly in evidence in the case of d'jak Pjatoj Grigor'ev. Here we have another area for further research: a survey of the resolutions inscribed by the d'jaki on the verso of the documents, and especially of the petitions.

The significance of the archives for scholarship
The collection of documents from Novgorod from the period 1611–1617, preserved at the Swedish National Archives, is unique in terms of its integrity and its age. It is the largest single collection of Russian documents held
outside Russia, and it describes conditions that are documented to only a limited extent in Russian archives and libraries. The Occupation Archives are consequently of immense importance for scholarship, from many different points of view. Professor Henrik Birnbaum, Los Angeles, who was the first to draw attention to the archives at an international level, pointed out before the work of cataloguing them began that the archives "are of great interest both from a linguistic, cultural-historical, and sociological point of view and their being made available to international scholarship is therefore an exceptionally worthwhile task".

The language of this catalogue is English. It is our hope that its publication will encourage specialists from many different countries, not only Sweden and Russia, to discover the rich opportunities for research which the documents of the Novgorod Occupation Archives have to offer.

Notes

1. The collection is the most important, but not the only, holding of sixteenth- and seventeenth-century Russian documents in the Swedish National Archives. Documents from this period are of course also included in the collection known as Muscovita, and likewise in the Skokloster Collection, which contains material taken as booty during the war in Poland in the mid-seventeenth century. Here we find, among other things, an important set of documents from Smolensk, dating from the early seventeenth century, of which the Russian scholar J. V. Gautier has published only a selection. There are also a few documents from the archives of Jan Sapieha, relating to the Time of Troubles in central Russia and Prince Władysław's campaign against Moscow in 1618, and a large number of western Russian documents from the sixteenth century.

In addition, individual documents and even small collections can be found in other groups of archives, e.g. Extranea. Of great interest here are intercepted letters from Russians serving near Narva in 1700 and letters confiscated from Russian officers taken prisoner during the Great Northern War. The collection Krigshistoriska handlingar ("Documents on Military History") includes material from the sixteenth century.

Individual documents are also to be found in certain family archives. The Ehrenskiöld Collection includes Russian letters to Matthias Suppe, the lawman of Karelia, from the 1630s.

Furthermore, in 1998 a collection of seventeenth-century documents (some 1,000 leaves) relating to the Uspenskij convent in Tichvin was deposited in the Swedish National Archives by the Orthodox Church of the Transfiguration in Stockholm. These documents had been left to the church by their owner, and found their way to Sweden some time after the 1920s. This overview of Russian documents in the National Archives in Stockholm is far from complete, however.

3 Solov’ev’s attitude to the documents from Smolensk and western Russia included in the Brahe Collection of the Skokloster Archives was much the same. It may be assumed, though, that a private archive would have been more strictly supervised than a state one.

   For a list of the documents (including those from Novgorod) which Solov’ev brought back from Sweden, see M. G. Kur’djumov, O pisanie aktov, chranjavaných v archive Archigraficeskoj komissii. LŽAK za 1918 g., Pg. 1923, Vyp. 3, pp. 3–7 (Vvedenie). A list of published documents, including Novgorod material, from Solov’ev’s collection can be found on pp. 4–5.

   In addition, there is in the archives of the Institute of Russian History in St Petersburg a small collection of documents (10 items) clearly linked to the Novgorod Occupation Archives (fond 834, opis’ 5, nos. 2–11). It is not known how they ended up there. They could either be one of “Solov’ev’s trophies” which for some reason went astray in Russia, or a separate “haul” made by one of the Russian scholars who have worked in Swedish archives in more recent years. For a survey of these documents, see G. M. Nasper, Kratkij obzor dokumental’nych materialov XVII–XVIII vv. iz byvšego archiva Sinoda, Archeograficeskij ezhegodnik za 1959 g. Moscov 1960, p. 309.

   There are also nine documents from the library of the Holy Synod, now held at the Russian State Historical Archives in St Petersburg.


11. See for example Series I:270.

12. For this reason, it is unfortunate that all the sheets making up roll 351 were recently glued together. This roll of 573 leaves, the largest in the entire Occupation Archives, has thus become an interesting exhibition item, but is almost impossible for the scholar to work with.

13. One book, I:80, has long been missing. Two books, I:138 and I:139, have been excluded from the catalogue, since they do not belong to the Occupation Archives, in terms of either subject matter or date, and appear to have ended up among them by accident.

On the other hand, three books from other collections are included in the catalogue, as they undoubtedly do belong to the archives. One is a customs book from Novgorod from 1614/15, now in the Skokloster Collection (no. E 8609) and discovered by Laila Nordquist in 1997. The other two are customs books (or rather quires) from the mouth of the Neva, from 1616 and 1617, which are a direct continuation of the 1615 customs book published by Gennadij Kovalenko. They were discovered in 2000 by Adrian Selin in the collection Baltiska fogderäkenskaper (“Baltic Tax Accounts”), no. F 425. The history of these books is unclear.

As regards the volume in the Skokloster Collection, there is reason to suspect that it has accidentally been moved from one collection to another within the walls of the Swedish National Archives. The customs books from the mouth of the Neva, on the other hand, were bound together with Swedish documents as early as the seventeenth century.

Of Series II, five rolls have been missing since an inventory in 1904. Nine rolls from the Extranea collection and one from Krigshistoriska samlingar are included in the catalogue. Thematically and chronologically, they belong with the Occupation Archives.

14. One reason for this is undoubtedly the fact that many of the documents have been stored as rolls, putting additional pressure on the paper and the fragile seals.


16. A valuable study of this kind has been made of northern Russian monastic archives from the seventeenth century; see A. A. Amosov’s Candidate of Science dissertation.

19. These catalogues are included as an appendix in Part II of the present work.
20. I:30. As cataloguing progressed, several fragments of this book were found which had ended up by mistake in other books (I:8, 113). It is interesting to note that this register was used as a source of information by the Swedish authorities, too (after the Peace of T eusina) - the names of the villages have been noted in Latin characters in the margin.
21. Naturally, Novgorod did not escape the plague - the constant companion of protracted wars - during these years. The principal cause of the outbreak was famine, brought on by the crop failure of 1614/15 and exacerbated by the requisitioning of food by the Swedes for their mercenaries. A sombre monument to this is the earlier-mentioned roll listing the dead of Novgorod, street by street (Krigshistoriska handlingar, Ryska kriget 1609-1617, M. 1287, no. 19).
Troubled Years
The Background to the Occupation
Gennadij Kovalenko

“Never before had Russia found herself in as catastrophic a situation as at the beginning of the seventeenth century: enemies without, armed conflict within, revolt among the boyars, and above all a complete lack of leadership in the country - all these things threatened the Russian realm with unavoidable collapse.” With these words Michail Zagoskin begins his novel about the Time of Troubles, Jurij Miloslavskij. The early years of the seventeenth century were indeed one of the most dramatic periods in Russian history. Failed harvests, famine, an increasingly intense struggle for power between the feudal upper class and the lower nobility, and mounting tensions between the classes generally - all had contributed to the profound internal crisis that had brought the Russian state to the brink of disintegration.

Foreign nations were quick to exploit Russia’s plight. This was true above all of her closest neighbours - Sweden and the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth - but other European states, too, showed little inclination to remain neutral. Poland’s intervention in Russia was supported by Catholic Spain, which hoped to find a naval support base there for its struggle against England, and to use Finland as a base against Russia in the event of the Polish king Sigismund III securing the crown of Sweden. One of Hetman Sapieha’s units was commanded by a Spanish nobleman, and among those serving in the army of the Swedish general Evert Horn was the English captain Thomas Chamberlain, one of the architects of England’s plans to interfere in events in Russia.

Denmark, too, decided to capitalize on Russia's debilitated condition. Christian IV called on Russia to renounce her claims on Lapland and to evacuate the Russian population from the Kola peninsula.

The Time of Troubles is generally considered to extend from 1605 to 1613, when Michail Romanov was elected tsar. In 1605 Boris Godunov died, the first Russian tsar to be elected and consequently one whose position was insecure from the outset. His son Fedor was murdered just two months later by the first False Dmitrij, a usurper who, with Polish assistance, managed to seize the Russian capital. Dmitrij claimed to be the youngest son of Ivan the Terrible, who had allegedly escaped assassination in 1591. A year later, the first False Dmitrij was in turn murdered by the boyar Vasilij Šujskij. Before long, a new False Dmitrij appeared on the scene, making for Moscow with Polish support and setting up camp with his court in the village of Tušino. For a time, the Russians had two tsars and two governments.
Sweden and Poland compete for influence

Poland and Sweden intervened in developments in Russia on the pretext of “assisting the rightful ruler”. It was just that, by “the rightful ruler”, they meant different people: Poland had in mind the second False Dmitrij; Sweden, Vasilij Šujskij. The price to be paid for this “assistance” was Russian soil. One of the claims made related to Novgorod, which had been promised by the first False Dmitrij to his closest protectors – the Mniszek family. Now, at the beginning of the seventeenth century, the Swedes’ plans went far beyond the territorial claims they had pursued in the sixteenth century, extending to Novgorod and the surrounding region. Events in Russia were followed with anxious attention in Stockholm. The successes of the second False Dmitrij alarmed Sweden’s leaders and forced them onto the counteroffensive. For Karl (Charles) IX, who had gained possession of the Swedish throne in competition with his nephew Sigismund III of Poland, it was important to secure recognition among the ruling houses of Europe as the rightful king of Sweden. And he certainly could not permit a Russian–Polish–Lithuanian coalition to be forged against his country. Such a coalition could deprive him not only of Sweden’s possessions beyond the Baltic, but also of the Swedish crown. As soon as the first False Dmitrij had taken Moscow Karl sent a proposal calling for ratification of the Peace of T琉sina of 1595 and the formation of a coalition against Sigismund III. Dmitrij, however, refused to negotiate.

Novgorod held an important place in the political plans of the Swedish king. Karl invoked Novgorod’s history as an independent principality and the fact that, even as part of the centralized Muscovite state, it had preserved certain federative features and a degree of autonomy. Furthermore, the governors of Novgorod still retained their old right to negotiate directly with the kings of Sweden. In his Eastern policy, therefore, Karl decided to “play his Novgorod card” and to try to rekindle the ancient Novgorodian spirit of independence. In 1605 he issued an appeal to the city’s authorities, condemning the Pope’s insidious policy of provoking unrest and bloodshed in Russia in order to eradicate the Orthodox faith, and declaring his readiness to provide the Russians with assistance. In October 1606 he instructed the governors of the border fortresses to enter into direct negotiations with the Novgorod authorities with the aim of restoring the city’s freedom. At the same time, he offered Vasilij Šujskij assistance in his confrontation with Poland. The tsar, who shortly before this had bloodily crushed Ivan Bolotnikov’s peasant uprising, was afraid of his own people and could not count on any support from that quarter in his struggle against the second False Dmitrij. He therefore accepted Karl’s offer of help.

The Treaty of Viborg

In February 1609 a treaty was signed at Viborg in which Russia renounced all claims on the Baltic Sea coast and surrendered Kexholm to Sweden “for all
Photo: Nationalmuseum, Stockholm.
time”. In return, the Swedes would send a force of 5,000 men to Russia to fight Vasilij Šujskij’s enemies. As the historian Nikolaj Kostomarov has aptly put it, this was, from Karl’s point of view, a matter of “help in saving his own skin”. Should the Poles succeed in gaining control of the Muscovite state, Sigismund III would unleash the forces of both countries on Karl in order to “reclaim the crown of which his uncle had robbed him”. For Karl, it was vitally important to support every regime in Russia that was free in relation to Poland. At the same time, though, the Time of Troubles presented a golden opportunity to make territorial gains. Sweden’s interference in Russian internal affairs arose from a combination of these considerations.

The Swedes go into Russia

By the end of March 1609, Swedish troops under the command of the experienced officers Evert Horn, Christer Some, Axel Kurk and Anders Boije were in the vicinity of Novgorod. Their supreme commander was the 26-year-old Jakob De la Gardie, son of Johan (John) III’s illegitimate daughter and the famous general Pontus De la Gardie. He had been well trained by the distinguished soldier Count Maurice of Orange, Stadholder of the Netherlands. De la Gardie left his main force some fifty kilometres north-west of Novgorod and proceeded to the city with a small unit, where he was ceremonially received by the Russian general Michail Skopin-Šujskij. The latter was a nephew of the tsar – a talented young man who was popular in many circles of society. He confirmed the Treaty of Viborg and disbursed some of the pay due to De la Gardie’s mercenaries.

The Swedes’ army consisted of mercenaries of different nationalities: Swedish, Finnish, German, English, Scottish and French. The help given to Vasilij Šujskij’s regime was thus of a superior and effective kind. However, though efficient in combat, this army was – as tends to be the case with mercenary forces – highly unstable in moral terms.

The arrival of the Swedish forces had repercussions for developments in the Russian realm. Several cities went over to the government side (i.e. to Vasilij Šujskij). In May 1609 the Swedish-Russian campaign against Moscow was launched. Skopin-Šujskij led a force of 2,000 men, De la Gardie one of 10,000. By their concerted efforts a succession of cities were captured, but in the vicinity of Tver’ mutiny broke out among the mercenaries, as they had not been paid on time. De la Gardie was forced to turn back. He could not resume the offensive until the beginning of 1610, and then only with a much depleted force of just over 5,000 men.

Sweden’s troop operations in Russia provoked countermeasures on the part of Sigismund III, who now abandoned indirect involvement in favour of direct intervention. In the autumn of 1609 he crossed the Russian border at the head of a large army and laid siege to the western Russian city of Smolensk.
After the sudden death of Skopin-Šujskij, which prompted various rumours, De la Gardie’s troops united with those of Vasilij Šujskij and moved in the direction of the Poles, who were now advancing from Smolensk towards Moscow. In the battle of Kljušino on 24 June 1610, Šujskij suffered defeat, whereupon a large number of the mercenaries went over to the Polish side. De la Gardie himself concluded an agreement with the Polish hetman Zolkewski and headed for Novgorod with a force of 300 men. The Novgorodians, however, refused to let him into the city, recommending that he leave for Sweden without delay. This brought to an end the first phase of Sweden’s involvement in Russian events. Over a period of a year they had fought the Polish–Lithuanian forces and those of the second False Dmitrij and helped to rid a large area of Russian territory of their presence.

De la Gardie’s subsequent actions can only be described as pure intervention. To better understand how this came about, it is necessary to analyse the underlying causes. The successes of the Polish–Lithuanian forces, their entry into Moscow and the agreement to elect Władysław, son of the Polish king, as tsar of Russia left the Treaty of Viborg in ruins. The situation in Russia was fast becoming a threat to Karl IX. The native dynasty which he had supported no longer existed. The Russian–Swedish alliance against Poland was dead and buried. Instead, the threat had arisen of a Russian–Polish coalition, directed against Sweden.

Faced with this situation, De la Gardie sought to gain control of the north-western part of the Russian realm, in order to prevent Władysław from extending his power to this region and to create a barrier against a Polish offensive targeted on the Baltic territories. Control of the region would, moreover, provide a guarantee that Sweden would in future receive everything Vasilij Šujskij had promised in 1609.

Candidates for the throne

In August 1610 De la Gardie wrote several letters to the authorities in Moscow and Novgorod, warning them against electing Władysław as tsar and advising them instead to choose one of the sons of the Swedish king or one of his kinsmen or friends, if they did not want a candidate from their own ranks. Karl IX also tried to influence developments, but unlike De la Gardie he never put forward his sons as candidates for the Moscow throne, instead counselling the Russians to choose one of their own boyars as tsar.

In July 1610 a group of boyars led by Prokopij Ljapunov had overthrown Vasilij Šujskij and power had passed to a Boyar Council. On 17 August, this Council concluded a treaty with the Poles and recognized Władysław as tsar of Russia, after which the Poles marched into the Russian capital. According to historian V. O. Kostomarov, the Russian state, “having lost its centre, began to fall into its constituent parts, and can be compared to a shapeless, tottering federation”.
The Treaty of Moscow faced the Novgorodians with a dilemma: Władysław or the False Dmitrij? After long deliberations with Moscow’s envoy Ivan Saltykov, Novgorod took the oath of allegiance to Władysław. The oath was sworn, not so much to him as to the Boyar Council, the only authority which at this time could be regarded as legitimate. But the Council was not capable of securing either peace or a new dynasty for the country. It soon became a plaything in the hands of the Polish occupying power, and the people turned their backs on it once and for all. After a failed anti-Polish rebellion in Moscow, Ivan Saltykov was arrested and subsequently executed by the Novgorodians, who accused him of having wished to hand Novgorod over to the Poles. They then broke with the Boyar Council and openly sided with the movement for freedom, the so-called Militia Force (opolanie), declaring that they would “help the Moscow state against those who would destroy our Orthodox Christian faith, against the Poles and the Lithuanians, and stand united in the struggle for the true Orthodox Christian faith”.

The people of Novgorod sent an appeal to the cities of Pskov, Ivangorod, Ladoga, Jaroslavl’ and Toržok to join with them in their struggle. They announced their intention of sending forces to the Militia near Moscow, plans that were to be thwarted, however, by the arrival of the Swedes in the Novgorod area.

The Swedish troops march on Novgorod
At the beginning of March 1611, Kexholm fell, and De la Gardie sent Colonel Cobron to Novgorod to find out whether the people of that city still recognized the Treaty of Viborg and whether they still regarded the Swedes as their allies. De la Gardie received no clear answer. The Swedes waited for the spring floods to end and, once reinforcements had arrived, advanced towards Novgorod. In the middle of June they encamped at the Chutinskij monastery outside the city.

The Novgorodians had prepared for a long struggle against Sigismund. Peace and a treaty with Sweden had seemed to them the best way out of the situation, and Sweden appeared to be ready to accommodate them. As late as March, Karl had sent a letter to the citizens of Novgorod, promising help against the Polish–Lithuanian forces. The leaders of the Militia Force were also keen to establish an alliance with Sweden, as they wanted to avoid a war on two fronts. In May the Militia’s representative, Vasilij Buturlin, arrived in Novgorod. He had been instructed to join the Novgorod authorities in negotiating with De la Gardie on Swedish auxiliary troops. Under pressure from two sides, the Novgorodians entered into discussions with the Swedish military leaders.

The Swedes’ plans to detach the north-western territories from the Russian realm became clear at an early stage. De la Gardie received instructions from Stockholm to do all that was in his power to incorporate the fortresses
of Ivangoed, Nöteborg (Orešek), Jam, Kopor'e, Gdov and Kolahus (Kola) in the Swedish empire. The leaders of the Militia Force were prepared to accede to the Swedes' wishes, in order to secure military assistance as quickly as possible. The Novgorodians, on the other hand, declared that they would rather die than give up their territories. Buturlin was unable to agree a common line with the Novgorod authorities, and decided to take his chance with separate negotiations with the Swedes. Novgorod were kept very much in the dark about these negotiations. “Vasilij held meetings with them and drank with them, but their thoughts were known to no one,” we read in the Chronicle (Novyj letopisec). This approach made the Novgorodians suspicious of Buturlin and the people he represented.

Buturlin asked De la Gardie to send troops to the Militia Force as soon as possible. All contentious issues were to be laid aside until a new tsar had been elected. On that subject, he revived the idea of putting forward a Swedish prince as candidate. It is difficult to establish whether he was acting on his own initiative or on the instructions of the Militia, but he used this proposal to put pressure on De la Gardie. The messengers who were dispatched with it reached the outskirts of Moscow by the middle of June 1611. By then, however, the Militia's position had deteriorated. At the beginning of May Hetman Sapieha had set up camp at Poklonnaja gora in the vicinity of Moscow. The Militia leaders had failed in their attempts to enter into negotiations with him. Sapieha concluded an agreement with Alexander Gonsewski, the Polish military governor of Moscow, and declared war on the Militia Force.

Under these circumstances, the Militia leadership regarded a closer relationship with Sweden as unavoidable. On 23 June the Council of the Whole Land (Sovet vsej zemli) decided to elect one of Karl IX's sons as “lord, tsar and grand prince of all Russia”. The decision represented a radical turnabout in dynastic politics and a formal rejection of the Polish candidacy. It was dictated above all by a desire to find a way out of a difficult situation, but also by a wish to restore unity and calm to the Russian state and, at least for a time, to unite around the Swedish candidate. Naturally, arriving at such a decision was not easy. Presumably there were opponents to the policy even within the Council of the Whole Land. Not for nothing did “the boyars and noblemen and d'jaki and officials of all ranks consult with a great many people for more than a day” before reaching their decision.

On 2 July 1611 the Militia Force's declaration reached Novgorod, but the people of the city failed to pass it on to De la Gardie, merely informing him of its contents and passing over in silence its reference to the Swedes receiving the fortresses of Ladoga and Nöteborg. The Novgorod authorities were pursuing a line of their own in the negotiations with the Swedes. Their position can be judged from a preserved draft treaty prepared in the Governor's Chancellery (voevodskaja kanceljarija). It reaffirms the Treaty of Viborg, the alliance with Sweden and joint operations against the Polish-Lithuanian forces. De la Gardie was to purge Jam, Ivangoed, Kopor'e and Gdov, but
Sweden was not to annex them, but to return them to the Muscovite state. The draft particularly emphasizes that Swedish troops are not to enter the district (uezd) of Novgorod and Nöteborg. Remarkably, there is no suggestion whatsoever of a Swedish prince being elected tsar of Russia.

The storming of Novgorod

The negotiations had reached a dead end, and De la Gardie decided to storm Novgorod in order to force the inhabitants to accept his terms. He moved his camp to the Kolmov monastery closer to the city. While the authorities offered no resistance to the Swedes and merchants went out to their camp to trade, ordinary, simple Novgorodians started to arm for the struggle. They hid food and forage and began to resist the Swedes militarily. During the first half of July, two major encounters took place between Swedes and Russians outside the city walls. The time for negotiations was over, and a decisive engagement was inevitable.

At dawn on 16 July 1611, the Swedes mounted an assault on the city. They began with a diversionary attack from the south-east, followed by the main thrust from the west. De la Gardie, having no siege artillery, decided to employ a tried and tested tactic: to blow open one of the gates of the city with petards and then launch an unexpected attack. The element of surprise was paramount. To keep the plan secret, he did not divulge it to his forces until they had taken up their positions in readiness for the attack. The Swedes failed to capture the redoubts in the city’s outer line of defence (Okol’nyj gorod), as the petardier had been killed and they had been unable to blow in the gate. The Novgorod Chronicle reports that they were assisted by a captured Russian, Ivan Šval’, who slipped into the city and opened the Čudincev Gate. The city’s defenders retreated along the ramparts to the towers and opened fire from there. Vasilij Buturlin’s unit offered fierce resistance, but it proved short-lived. To avoid being surrounded, Buturlin and his men crossed the river to the Market Side. On the way they plundered shops and houses, on the pretext that the Swedes would in any case take everything.

Fire broke out in the city, causing panic among the residents who had taken refuge behind its walls. But the courageous defenders of Novgorod continued to resist the intruders. Their names are preserved in the Chronicle. The commander of the strěl’cy, Vasilij Gajukin, the d’jak Afinogen Goleniščev and the Cossack ataman Timofej Šarov fought to the bitter end. The chief priest (protopop) Amos refused to surrender to the enemy and died in the flames. The Swedes took control of the outer redoubts, but their attack was halted at the walls of the citadel (Detinec, i.e. the Novgorod kremlin). The citadel was so strongly fortified that it was virtually impossible to breach without siege artillery.

Inside the besieged citadel, a council of war was held. The reports of the d’jak and the officers offered little comfort. The citadel had no stores of ei-
“Moreover, considering that our border commissioners are to mark out the new border, it is probably the case that we lack particulars of how far the lands around the fortifications ceded to us by the Russians extended. It has been said that the best particulars of this were to be found at the Novgorod Chancellery, and we can only assume that you have now arranged to search for them there.”

This is an extract from a letter from King Gustav II Adolf of Sweden to Jakob de la Gardie. It is the only contemporary written reference to the Novgorod Archives hitherto brought to light. Riksarkivet, Stockholm: riksregistraturet 1617, pp. 382–383.
ther provisions or arms. There was consequently nothing to eat for the soldiers and civilians who had sought refuge there, and the guns were silent for want of powder. To make matters worse, De la Gardie now had access to his enemy’s artillery. Taking all these factors into consideration, the voevoda (governor) Ivan Odoevskij and Metropolitan Isidor decided that further resistance would be futile. On 17 July the Swedes concluded a truce with the Novgorodians and marched into the citadel. There then followed a whole week of negotiations on the terms of a treaty.

The July Treaty
On 25 July 1611, an agreement was concluded between the Novgorod State and the King of Sweden. Its preamble included a reference to the decision taken by the Council of the Whole Land on 23 June. The treaty confirmed
the Peace of Teusina of 1595 and the Treaty of Viborg of 1609, but differed from them in that it acknowledged the Swedish king as protector of Russia and stipulated that one of his sons was to be elected grand prince of the Novgorod State, and also of the Moscow and Vladimir states if they wished to join with Novgorod. Particular emphasis was placed on an alliance against Poland. A special clause guaranteed that the Russians would be permitted to retain their Orthodox religion and that established legal procedures would be preserved. Pending the arrival of the Swedish prince in Novgorod, the administration of the city and the surrounding region was placed in the hands of De la Gardie, and Metropolitan Isidor and the voevoda Odoevskij were to “hold consultations” with him. The July Treaty formally separated Novgorod from the Russian state and placed it under obligations towards Sweden. The links with the Militia Force were thus severed.

Some scholars take the view that “the Novgorod State” was created through the conquest of the city by the Swedes and the signing of the July Treaty. However, nothing is said in any of the versions of the treaty about the establishment of such a state. On the contrary, the concept already existed and the treaty was concluded in the name of that state. This was wholly in line with the diplomatic practice that had developed at the end of the 16th century. The feudal Novgorod Republic was incorporated in 1471 in Ivan III’s Muscovite kingdom in its capacity as the Novgorod State, which for a long time was able to retain a degree of autonomy. Its governors dealt with various types of business of a national and local character, without reporting everything to the tsar. Rudiments of the old order had been preserved up to the beginning of the 17th century. For example, deliberations between the Russian realm and Sweden were held in Novgorod and agreements and treaties were concluded by the governors of that city and attested with a seal that had been made in 1565 solely to confirm peace treaties with Sweden. Vasilij Šujskij was following in this tradition when, in 1608, he sent Michail Skopin-Šujskij to Novgorod to negotiate with the Swedes. Here Skopin-Šujskij concluded a preliminary agreement with the king’s secretary Måns Mårtensson Palm, and in April he confirmed the Treaty of Viborg and affixed to it the seal of the Novgorod State. It was in keeping with this tradition, too, that the July Treaty was concluded in the name of the Novgorod State.

Neither party, it would seem, was entirely happy with the agreement reached. De la Gardie was not sure how Stockholm would view his plans to create a new ruling dynasty in Russia or what the Militia Force’s attitude would be to the capture of Novgorod and to the July Treaty. It was not by chance that he waited a whole month before informing Karl IX of the news. His fears were not unfounded. The Swedish leaders were above all interested in territorial expansion. Consequently, Gustav II Adolf, who succeeded Karl IX in November, was in no hurry to place his brother on the throne of Russia. He made it clear to De la Gardie that Sweden’s expansionist plans should not be sacrificed for the sake of a dynastic policy.
The significance of the treaty

The Militia Force’s decision of 23 June 1611 and the Novgorodians’ treaty of 23 July with the Swedes were important milestones in the history of Russian political thinking. They created an opportunity to implement one of the many alternatives for the development of a new Russian state that had emerged from the Time of Troubles. The ten-year-old Swedish prince Karl Filip could have become a Russian tsar of Swedish origin. His candidacy, approved by the Militia Force on 23 June 1611, had found additional support in Novgorod.

The treaty of 1611 opened a new chapter in Novgorod’s history, a chapter that ended in 1617. Between two diametrically opposed positions, it is possible to find a whole spectrum of views on the events of this period. One extreme is represented by the historian Sergej Platonov. In his opinion, “Novgorod’s religious and national ties with the rest of Russia were so strong that it neither wished nor was able to detach itself from Moscow in a state of its own. The old legends of past freedom and self-government had long since fallen silent on the banks of Lake Ilmen and the Volchov; over 150 years, the unifying policies of Moscow had not only managed to eradicate these legends, but also succeeded in transferring to Novgorod a Muscovite population and a Muscovite patriotism.” As the Novgorodians of the seventeenth century saw it, “a separate Novgorodian state outside the Russian tsardom had never existed and, in times of unrest, Novgorod had never been divorced from Moscow.”

The other position is represented by the historian A. Nikitin, who argues that Ivan the Terrible’s savage attack on Novgorod in 1570 was still, 40 years on, so fresh in the minds of those who had survived it that, during the Time of Troubles, they unanimously decided to cut loose from Moscow and join forces with the Swedish king. They accepted the presence of De la Gardie and the Swedish troops, and between 1611 and 1617 forcefully asserted their independence from Moscow and the new Romanov tsar.

Between these two extremes lies, not the truth, but a problem, which can be described as that of a region in deep crisis – the result of a disintegrating state. When studying this region, it is necessary to remember that it had its own distinctive historical, geographical and political character and traditions. Similar processes took place in Vologda and Kazan, but there the sources are laconic in the extreme. As far as Novgorod is concerned, on the other hand, an unusually rich body of source material has been preserved to the present day: the Novgorod Occupation Archives.

This account of the Time of Troubles is based on the chapter “Licholet’e” in the book V sostave moskovskogo gosudarstva. The original text has been somewhat abridged, and certain additions made.
Annals

Elisabeth Löfstrand

These annals are compiled largely on the basis of Generalstaben, Sveriges krig, volume I, and record the most important events, from a Swedish point of view, on the Russian front from 1611 to 1617.

1611

2 March Kexholm is captured by the Swedes.

Spring A fortification is built at Nyen to blockade Nöteborg (Orešek).

Early July De la Gardie has reached the Kolmov monastery, just north of Novgorod. His forces number just over 4,000. The army lacks artillery, but does have petards, small engines charged with gunpowder that can be used to breach gates or walls. The Swedes therefore have to attack by blowing open and then storming the gates of the fortification. For this to succeed, feigned assaults must be mounted to mislead the Russians for as long as possible regarding the main point of attack.

At this time, Novgorod is believed to have some 30,000 inhabitants.

8 July The third False Dmitrij takes Pskov. His identity is unclear, but according to some sources he was a fugitive deacon by the name of Sidorka (Isidor).

12 July The Novgorod garrison makes a sortie against the Swedes, who are repulsed.

16 July During the night the Swedes feign an attack on the city, diverting the Russians’ attention from the gate where they intend to make a breakthrough – Čudin-cevskie vorota. According to the Third Novgorod Chronicle, a captured Russian, Ivan Šval’, has provided information about the most weakly guarded stretches of the wall. (Ivan Šval’ is also known in the Occupation Archives as the under-secretary Ivan Pro-
kof’ev.) The city is captured, but the citadel, the Novgorod kremlin, holds out.

17 July The Swedes take the citadel, where the city’s leaders, headed by Metropolitan Isidor and the governor Ivan Odoevskij, have taken refuge.

25 July A treaty is signed between the Swedes and the Russians.

August The Swedish general Evert Horn, De la Gardie’s right-hand man, attempts to take Pskov. By now, the third False Dmitrij has departed for Gdov, which he controls, along with Ivangoord and Kopor’e.

27 August The Novgorodians draw up a letter to Karl IX of Sweden, placing themselves under his protection and asking to be ruled by one of his sons.

12 September Ladoga falls, followed shortly afterwards by Tichvin and Staraja Russa. Nöteborg (Orešek), however, continues its resistance.

13 September Thanksgiving in churches throughout Sweden for the conquest of Novgorod.

30 September Coup in Pskov. The authorities and some elements of the army have shown leanings towards Sweden. Now the common people rebel, with the help of 300 Cossacks. Horn wants to attack Dmitrij in Gdov. However, the Governor of Narva, Filip von Scheiding, refuses to send artillery, so nothing comes of the planned siege. Dmitrij later goes to Ivangoord and from there to Pskov, where he is formally proclaimed tsar on 4 December 1611.

30 October Karl IX dies.

25 December Full powers are issued for the embassy of leading Novgorodians that is to go to Stockholm to negotiate and to bring back a Swedish prince to rule Novgorod, and possibly all of Russia. News of the king’s death has not yet reached the city.
Beginning of year

Representatives of the Cossack forces outside Moscow arrive in Pskov and hail Dmitrij as tsar. However, as a result of his immoral way of life, he loses everyone's respect. He feels compelled to flee, but is captured and returned to Pskov, where he is handed over to the Moscow Cossacks.

10 January

Gustav II Adolf signs a reply to Metropolitan Isidor, Odoevskij and the estates of Novgorod, stating that he himself wishes to assume responsibility for the government of Novgorod and also of all Russians, if they are willing to accept this arrangement. A number of land grants signed the same day show that the Swedish king has assumed the title of tsar.

January/February

The Cossack chief Aleksej Michajlovič settles near Staraja Russa; at Boroviči to the east, there is another horde of 2,000 men under Colonel Alexander Nalivajko. To the west, the countryside is being ravaged by the feared Pole Lisowski and his men. Staraja Russa is lost at the beginning of 1612, but is soon recaptured. The actions of the Cossack irregulars threaten to completely undermine the Swedish administration of the Novgorod area.

Late February

The Novgorod embassy arrives in Stockholm.

25 February

Horn defeats Nalivajko at Boroviči.

18 March

Horn inflicts a heavy defeat on Aleksej Michajlovič. He now feels in a position to send boyars and troops to Ustreka to collect unpaid taxes in the form of money and provisions from 28 pogosts.

Early April

The king's letter reaches De la Gardie in Novgorod, causing him to despair. His plan, which he is pursuing with great vigour, is for the king's 11-year-old brother Karl Filip to be declared successor to the Russian throne.

April

Nöteborg (Orešek) capitulates to the Swedish officer Klas Eriksson Slang, following a long siege.
**Mid-May** A new letter arrives from the king, making a somewhat unclear reference to Karl Filip's candidacy. De la Gardie puts a favourable interpretation on it, and Novgorod rejoices. Porchov and Toržok voluntarily open their gates. Ladoga, however, has to be besieged - a difficult undertaking, as Evert Horn is fully occupied at Pskov.

**Spring** When, thanks to Evert Horn, all is quiet on the eastern front, he is entrusted with the task of capturing the western Russian fortresses, once the ground has thawed. To provide the necessary troops, De la Gardie has to make do with a small force in Novgorod and its environs. This is only possible thanks to the calm that has ensued following the spring operations.

**2 June** Gustav Adolf writes to De la Gardie, forcefully rejecting the latter's arguments in favour of Karl Filip's candidacy for the Russian crown.

**15 June** The king receives De la Gardie's letter of 8 May, reporting the expressions of joy in Novgorod at the “promise” regarding Karl Filip.

**16 June** Kopor'e is captured.

**June** The third False Dmitrij is taken from Pskov to Moscow as a prisoner of the Cossacks. On the way, the escort is surprised by Lisowski's irregulars and Dmitrij is stabbed.

**Late June** Jama is captured.

**3 July** De la Gardie reports on the favourable reception given to the Novgorodian embassy by the Militia Force at Jaroslavl'. One task of this embassy is to promote the candidacy of Karl Filip.

**July (date unknown)** Gdov is captured. While he is so far south, Evert Horn decides to make another attempt to take Pskov. But his forces are in such a poor state that they are not up to besieging the city. The foreign troops are unreliable, as usual because they have not been paid.

**Early August** The siege of Pskov has to be raised.
Around 23 August De la Gardie writes a letter to Stockholm explaining and urging support for his policy. The siege of Ivan-gorod is begun. The aim is to starve the fortress into submission. Soon large numbers of the population want to surrender to the Swedes, but they are driven back to ensure that food supplies run out more quickly.

30 October Gustav Adolf puts his name to a letter to the Novgorod estates. He accepts Novgorod’s choice of ruler on behalf of his brother. He pledges that Karl Filip will come to Viborg on 28 February 1613. There he should be met by envoys not only from Novgorod, but also from the rest of Russia.

November A decision is made in Stockholm to send Karl Filip to Russia. In confidential discussions, the decision is described as a “feint”. Gustav Adolf has not given up hope of incorporating the conquered territories in his kingdom.

4 December Ivangoord falls.

1613

New Year A lack of troops prevents Horn from turning his attention once again to Pskov. By and large, calm now prevails in the Russian theatre of war.

After 17 January De la Gardie and the Novgorod estates send Fedor Boborykin to Moscow with the good news of Karl Filip’s imminent arrival.

February The intention is that Karl Filip will travel to Russia round the Gulf of Bothnia, but his journey is constantly postponed owing to an unusually mild winter, which makes overland travel more difficult. The Novgorod envoys suggest to the Dowager Queen that the prince should travel across the sea, which has not yet frozen over, but she refuses.

21 February Michail Romanov is elected tsar, and the Russians become more self-confident.

18 March De la Gardie writes to the king, asking him to hasten
Karl Filip's departure and to reinforce the army in Russia with the troops that have become available now that the war in Denmark has ended. Sweden must seek to hold on to its gains and to extend its empire to the Arctic Ocean in the north.

Beginning of year  
The Poles intensify their forays. De la Gardie feels he has no choice but to send troops to Porchov. Horn is ordered to clear the areas to the south-west and south of Lake Il'men'. In conjunction with this operation, the idea of a surprise attack on Pskov arises. The Polish raiding parties are driven away, whereupon Horn returns from Staraja Russa via Korostyn' to Porchov, where he arrives before 5 April. From here he sends out reconnoitring and scouting parties to determine whether it will be possible to capture Pskov. He realizes, though, that there is no hope of success.

Early April  
De la Gardie receives definite news of the election of Michail Romanov. He engages the services of the Cossack chief Sidor and his irregulars. Gustav Adolf later demands that they be “got rid of”.

29 April  
Gustav Adolf writes a letter to De la Gardie. He sees three policy options with regard to Russia: (1) the dynastic plan; (2) if it fails, a secure peace and compensation for Sweden's sacrifices; (3) if the Russians refuse, vigorous prosecution of the war. On no account is the king prepared to allow Karl Filip to be grand prince of Novgorod alone - he must be made tsar of all Russia.

Mid-May  
A Russian force of around 6,000 men takes a fortified camp in the east. Now that they have a tsar, the Russians are beginning to rally. Somewhat later, a smaller body of men advances as far as the Staraja Russa area. Captain Robert Moor is put in command of the troops that are to try to drive the Russians from the vicinity of Ustreka.

June  
The Swedes are driven out of Tichvin and Gdov. But the Russians lack sufficient forces for an attack on the Novgorod heartland.

18 June  
Karl Filip sets off from Stockholm. At the same time as
the duke and his retinue, the Novgorod embassy also departs, having been detained in Stockholm since February 1612. For the time being, though, the envoys must remain in Finland as a kind of hostage.

Summer, autumn
Reinforcements arrive from Finland and Sweden. Since it is unclear for a long time how substantial the reinforcements will be, De la Gardie engages foreign mercenaries at his own expense.

Late June
Gustav Adolf receives De la Gardie’s report on the election of the grand prince in Moscow and the fall of Tichvin. A few days later, Evert Horn arrives in Stockholm with fresh reports from Russia. The bad news does not alter the king’s basic position. He does not intend to give up any of his aims and hopes to be able to send substantial reinforcements to Novgorod.

9 July
Karl Filip arrives in Viborg. There are no envoys there to receive him, from Moscow or Novgorod. However, Novgorod rejoices, and all its church bells are rung for three days. For a short time, the national movement loses ground.

28 July
An embassy leaves Novgorod for Viborg. It is shipwrecked en route, however.

Late July
The Staraja Russa area is cleared of Russian raiding parties.

17 August
The convent at Tichvin is recaptured by the Swedes.

26 August
The Novgorod embassy arrives in Viborg.

28 August
The embassy is received in audience. In accordance with their instructions, the envoys request that Karl Filip should continue immediately to Novgorod.

August
The authorities in Toržok detain the messengers sent to Moscow with news of Karl Filip’s arrival.

28 August
An attempt to recapture Gdov is mounted. The Swedes suffer a severe defeat.
6 September The king has to inform De la Gardie that he is unable to send the promised reinforcements. He will have to manage on his own for the winter. The army should be concentrated in Novgorod and live off the land. He writes that it is better that the land of the Russians is laid waste than that Sweden should be impoverished.

Mid-September The Swedes’ siege of Tichvin has to be raised.

17 September De la Gardie writes to the commissioners in Viborg to instruct them not to raise the question of Novgorod’s incorporation in the Swedish empire before military reinforcements have arrived.

22 September The Russian envoys who set off for Stockholm in 1611 are finally given permission to return to Novgorod. First, though, they are required to kiss the cross to pledge that they will remain loyal to Karl Filip and stand by the treaty of 1611. Their joy is short-lived, however: they fall into the hands of Cossacks and, branded as traitors by their fellow countrymen, are dragged first to Pskov and then to Moscow.

October The king slowly begins to realize that the people of Novgorod are not going to give up their passive resistance. A contributory factor behind his change of policy seems to be the war-weariness that has emerged during the deliberations of the Council and the Diet. The commissioners in Viborg are instructed to enter into direct negotiations with Moscow.

6 October Evert Horn leaves Narva and lays siege to Gdov.

November Horn has to abandon the siege of Gdov. This marks the end of the Swedish counter-offensive, which has proved a complete failure. The initiative now passes to the Russians. Their strategy (the winter offensive) is as follows: after recapturing Tichvin, the natural goal is to retake Ladoga and Nöteborg (Orešek), too, thereby cutting off the Swedes’ communications on and along the Volchov, via Ladoga towards N yen. In the west, the situation has been stabilized by the recapture of Gdov. The Russians in Pskov can now join forces with the troops at Staraja Russa, with a view to surrounding Novgorod.
from the west, from Porchov. To close the circle, the main Russian attack should meanwhile be launched along the road from Moscow, via Valdaj and Bronnicy. This attack, however, will be delayed and impeded by heavy snowfall. New Russian troops under Prince Dmitrij Trubeckoj gather in Toržok. The Cossack force around Staraja Russa grows. The officer in command of the fortification at Staraja Russa is cavalry captain Frans Dücker. De la Gardie feels no real anxiety about a Russian offensive; his main concern is how to secure provisions for his troops. The Novgorod area is already hard pressed by taxes, and parts have been ravaged by both Russians and Poles. There is a danger that, if supplies are not forthcoming, the troops will mutiny and plunder Novgorod. The soldiers have not all received full pay; only the small garrison in Novgorod itself has been paid in full, to avoid any risks. What is more, there is a severe shortage of uniforms for the winter.

23 December The king meets the Council in Västerås, confirming his change of policy. The negotiations in Viborg are expressly declared to be hopeless. Karl Filip is to return home forthwith. The Swedish demands are greatly moderated. The plans to conquer the Arctic Ocean coast are shelved. Sweden will be content with Ivan-gorod, Jama, Kopor’e, Nóteborg (Orešek), Kexholm, Gdov and Ladoga.

1614

12 January The Novgorodian envoys in Viborg are given a farewell audience. The Swedes tell them that the negotiations will continue in Novgorod.

16 January Karl Filip departs for Stockholm.

January The Swedish Diet meets in Örebro. The estates express a strong desire for peace. Nevertheless, they decide that the Novgorod area should not be evacuated until a peace has been concluded. Gustav Adolf announces that he will go to Finland himself to speed the negotiations or to take command if hostilities should ensue.

26 January The leading men of Novgorod are summoned to a meeting with De la Gardie and Horn. They are asked
if, despite Karl Filip’s departure, they intend to remain under Gustav Adolf’s protection. Their answer is that they do, since they are bound by their oath. But they speak above all of their allegiance to Karl Filip. De la Gardie replies that Karl Filip has renounced and entrusted to his brother the government of the patricians of Novgorod, but this renunciation carries no weight with the Novgorodians. He then goes a step further, demanding that Novgorod should unite for all time with Sweden, though as a free people, as Lithuania has done with Poland. However, his demand falls on deaf ears. De la Gardie tries in vain to scare the Novgorodians by referring to the Poles and to Gustav Adolf’s talk of war reparations. Their answer remains the same: the city is bound by its oath to Karl Filip; they cannot betray him.

31 January
New directives to De la Gardie and the commissioners. Direct negotiations with Moscow are to begin as soon as possible. The order to reach a prior settlement with Novgorod is revoked. Owing to the slow winter postal service, it takes a very long time for these new instructions to reach their addressees.

February
De la Gardie attempts to drive the Cossacks out of the Staraja Russa area, but fails.

Late February
The king accepts England’s offer to mediate, and declares that he also wishes to bring about Dutch mediation.

Early May
The Russians, led by Prince Trubeckoj, advance towards Novgorod and dig in at Bronnicy. De la Gardie does not fear an immediate attack, but begins to assemble his troops around Novgorod. The garrison at Staraja Russa leaves, razing the fortification as they do.

13 May
Gustav Adolf writes to De la Gardie informing him that he intends to launch his Russian campaign in July. However, he realizes that it may not be possible to hold Novgorod until help arrives. His directives for that eventuality are ruthless: the city, the kremlin and the buildings it contains are to be rendered useless to the enemy. Once this is done, the general himself should
retreat, either to join the king or to take up a secure position elsewhere.

16 June

The king arrives in Narva. Here he has to wait almost a month for reinforcements.

June/July

De la Gardie receives unexpected and welcome reinforcements in the shape of the Cossack force of the Polish colonel Sidor.

In purely numerical terms the Swedes are in a strong position, but food is in very short supply. The cavalry have to eat their horses, and are thus increasingly reduced to an unmounted force. In the wake of the food shortage comes disease. The soldiers are not paid.

At Bronnicy, a positional war develops, partly as a result of flooding. The Swedes are led by Colonel Samuel Cobron. The Russian and Swedish troops have encamped on opposite banks of the River Msta. The soldiers are subjected to a barrage of propaganda from the Russians.

14 July

The Russians begin to pull back from Bronnicy. Trubekoj's army is subsequently disbanded. The Swedes can now operate freely, and Gustav Adolf decides to besiege Gdov, as the first stage of an advance on Pskov. The Swedes continue to put pressure on Novgorod to submit to Sweden. A new and heavy war tax is ordered immediately after the victory at Bronnicy.

July

The Novgorod area is now calm. The fortification at Staraja Russa is restored. As well as at that fortress, garrisons are maintained as usual at Porchov and Tesovo.

In Kexholm (Korela) county, however, it was never really calm at any time during the Russian war. The area was too vast to be completely controlled. The commanding officer here was cavalry captain Hans Mikaelsson Munck. The purposeful manner in which Swedish administration was introduced in Kexholm county is evidenced, for example, by Swedish tax accounts for 1612–1613.

20 July

King James of England gives John Mericke a letter of credence to act as mediator between Sweden and Russia.
27 July The king establishes a detachment of troops under Evert Horn's command to take Gdov. By appointing Horn as supreme commander, the king heeds the entreaties of Chancellor Oxenstierna and the Council not to go into the field himself. From his headquarters at Narva, though, he does take overall command of operations in the Russian theatre of war. In July, Oxenstierna joins him at his headquarters.

Mid-August De la Gardie arrives at the king's headquarters in Narva. In his absence, he leaves Colonel Jesper Andersson Cruus in charge of Novgorod.

22 August Secretary Måns Mårtensson Palm, head of the Swedish administration in Novgorod, proposes the annexation of Novgorod to Sweden.

25 August Gustav Adolf arrives at Gdov.

1 September Petition from the estates of Novgorod to Gustav Adolf, firmly declining the requested annexation to Sweden. Novgorod is bound to Karl Filip by its oath and its kissing of the cross, but, as before, gratefully acknowledges Gustav Adolf as its protector. The hardships of the city are described in lurid detail. The king is urged to ease the burden of taxation.

10 September Gdov capitulates. For several reasons, Gustav Adolf refrains from following through with an attack on Pskov. He decides to use the success at Gdov to try once again to begin negotiations with Moscow. De la Gardie is granted leave for the winter and departs for Sweden.

4 October Full powers and instructions are issued for Evert Horn, who is supreme commander in De la Gardie's absence, and for Colonel Jesper Andersson Cruus and Måns Mårtensson Palm, who are to act as commissioners in the peace negotiations in Moscow. Gustav Adolf now lays claim to the whole of Novgorod, which has long been an independent principality and which, jure belli, already belongs to Sweden. In addition, the king demands 50 barrels of gold.

Action to secure immediate annexation to Sweden is thus to be taken in both Novgorod and Pskov. Pskov
must be attacked by force of arms, whereas Novgorod is to be won over by negotiations.

The same day, Evert Horn is instructed to demand that the city swear an oath of allegiance to Gustav Adolf. Previously, the Novgorodians have evaded the issue by invoking their oath of allegiance to Karl Filip. To avoid this happening, the Swedes explain that the latter, having failed to gain the support of all Russia, has withdrawn and relinquished all his rights in favour of Gustav Adolf.

October

The king leaves the theatre of war, arriving in Stockholm in mid-November.

Mid-November

Evert Horn leaves Ivangoord. On arriving in Novgorod he finds the city in a “wretched state”. The grain sown in the spring lies unharvested under the snow. Hardships and shortages are the lot of civilians and soldiers alike. The Novgorodians’ discontent is made worse by the heavy tax which they have in vain asked the king to spare them from.

3 December

Horn, in Novgorod, takes over the command of the Swedish armed forces in Russia. Complete calm now prevails throughout the theatre of war.

The Swedes feel no fear of the Russians, since their forces are tied up at Smolensk. Now, for want of troops, the tsar is forced to resort to other means to drive the Swedes from the occupied territories. The Russian population is ordered to destroy all grain and other food stocks apart from what is required for their own domestic needs. The effects of this tactic of starving out the Swedes are already making themselves felt.

14 December

After applying pressure for sometime, Evert Horn now demands without further ado that Novgorod should unite with Sweden, as Lithuania did with Poland. The Novgorodians repeat their old arguments.

22 December

The English envoy John Mericke arrives in Moscow, where he is accorded every honour.

1615

New Year

A two-year truce is concluded with Poland, with effect
The Novgorodians secure permission to try to mediate between Moscow and Sweden. They write a letter to Moscow. If they have not received a reply by Easter, they will swear the oath of allegiance to Gustav Adolf that is demanded of them. The letter is delivered by an embassy led by Archimandrite Kiprian. About a month later, the envoys return to Novgorod. They bring with them a reply from the boyar council, full of polemic against the Swedes and reproaching the city for its defection.

Despite all that has happened, the grand prince Michail Romanov has acceded to the city's entreaties. Instead of an army, he plans to send envoys. Questions regarding titles and ceremonial issues of importance for the negotiations are dealt with at length. The reply from Moscow strengthens the Novgorodians' resolve. The call for incorporation with Sweden is firmly rejected.

Horn receives intelligence about the Russians assembling reinforcements at Tichvin. He orders Samuel Cobron to march on the town, but Cobron falls ill and is unable to carry out the order, and subsequently deep snow prevents any troop movements.

Horn goes to Porchov, where he takes steps to cut off food supplies to Pskov from the Livonian side.

John Mericke informs Gustav Adolf of his arrival. Horn tries to persuade Mericke to stop in Novgorod en route and help to get negotiations under way. The parties cannot agree on a time and place. The title issue may also prove contentious. The Swedes carefully avoid directly or indirectly acknowledging Michail Romanov's title of grand prince.

Throughout the spring there are rumours about the tsar gathering troops in various areas to the east. Like De la Gardie in 1614, however, Horn is less afraid of a Russian attack than of the effects of the indescribable destitution in Novgorod and the surrounding area.
14 May

Gustav Adolf orders De la Gardie to leave Sweden for Finland to raise new troops. Shortly afterwards he appoints Henrik Horn and Arvid Tönnesson Wildeman to serve as commissioners at the forthcoming peace congress.

31 May

In response to Horn’s incessant attempts at persuasion, Novgorod declares yet again that it refuses to be incorporated in Sweden. The city has honoured all its undertakings. Three-quarters of its inhabitants have died in destitution and misery. The letter to Moscow has had the intended effect, and the English mediator is on his way. As usual, the Novgorodians are unstinting in their assurances of allegiance and loyalty, once again concluding with an offer – unwelcome from Gustav Adolf’s point of view – to renew their oath to Karl Filip. The attempts to force Novgorod into submission have in other words failed. When, thanks to the intervention of the western powers, the peace talks finally get under way, Sweden is only able to invoke the rights it has acquired by force of arms. Both England and the Netherlands have an interest in the Russian trade routes remaining open. But the mediators are also jealously watching each other: in their mutual rivalry, they must endeavour to control Sweden’s policy towards Russia. John Mericke represents England’s commercial interests in Russia and is therefore bound to take Russia’s side (wishing to see a strong Russian central government that can safeguard trade). The Dutch envoys adopt a more impartial position.

5 June

Mericke arrives in Novgorod. His pro-Russian stance is immediately apparent. He is unpleasantly surprised to discover that the States General are also mediating.

21 June

De la Gardie leaves Åbo for Russia, travelling via Narva.

28 June

The Swedish fleet with the king on board sets sail from Stockholm.

8 July

The Swedish fleet and the king arrive in Narva.

Early July

Mericke and Evert Horn set off from Novgorod to
make an appeal to Gustav Adolf. They meet him in Narva, at the head of an army ready for action.

9 July

Hans Boije, Colonel of the Finnish Cavalry, who is in Finland, is ordered by the king to go to Novgorod to relieve Colonel Jesper Andersson Cruus as commanding officer there.

11 July

Mericke arrives in Narva with Horn and meets the king. His approach is to demand negotiations under a truce, which is completely at variance with the Swedes’ intentions. From the outset, therefore, irritation creeps into the negotiations. Mericke also brings with him a long missive from the grand prince, the main points of which are that the intended attack on Pskov is an insult to the king of England, who has undertaken to mediate, and that Sweden should not be permitted to appoint commissioners who have been involved in the Russian war.

20 July

Despite the inadequate equipment of his army, Gustav Adolf orders it to march on Pskov. The same day he issues full powers for his commissioners at the peace talks: De la Gardie, Henrik Horn, Arvid Tönnesson, Filip von Scheiding and Måns Mårtensson Palm. Presumably as a concession to Mericke, Michail Romanov is referred to here as “the recently elected and now reigning tsar and grand prince of the Russian kingdom”.

De la Gardie has to stay in Narva to ensure that the remaining troops leave for Pskov.

25 July

The king and his troops reach Gdov.

29 July

The king and his troops arrive at Pskov, where they encamp at the Snjetogorski monastery, a short distance west-north-west of the city.

30 July

Evert Horn is killed when the king mounts a show of strength against Pskov. The accident is not unexpected: Horn has long been criticized for his imprudence. His death is an irreparable loss to the Swedes.

9 August

The Russian commissioners compose a letter protest-
The siege of Pskov is intended by the Swedes to give greater momentum to the congress and bring about an early peace. However, none of the delegates manage to arrive by the appointed date. Not until the beginning of September do they gather in Novgorod.

14 August The grand prince writes a furious letter to Mericke, threatening to conclude a peace with the Poles and unite with them against Sweden, since the Swedes are persisting with their plans to attack Pskov. The English mediator sides entirely with the Russians. At the same time, the Swedish mediators are worried by the king's obstinacy – they fear that the siege of Pskov could drive the Russians into the arms of the Poles.

18 August De la Gardie and Mericke arrive in Novgorod.

11 September The king informs the commissioners that he intends to maintain the siege of Pskov.

12 September The Dutch envoys arrive in Narva: Reinhold van Brederode, President of the High Council of the province of Holland; Dirck Baas, mayor of Amsterdam; and the knight Albert Joachimi. They are eagerly awaited. Gustav Adolf's distrust of Mericke is growing all the time.

18 September The king informs Mericke that he intends to maintain the siege of Pskov. Mericke threatens to return home if the Swedes begin to fire on the city.

27 September Plans for winter quarters are drawn up. They show that the besieging army is over 8,500 strong. In all, Sweden's armed forces in Russia number 13,300 men.

Late September An infectious disease breaks out in the Swedes' camp.

30 September Gustav Adolf gives orders to prepare to withdraw. The situation is now such that the city must be taken by storm or the siege raised.
The Swedish peace negotiators and Mericke arrive at the Vzvad monastery on the south shore of Lake Il'men.

The Swedes storm Pskov. Their troops manage to climb the walls, but are driven back. Hunger has begun to torment the beleaguered population, but they are in good spirits, because they are well aware of the disease raging among the Swedes. Only a third of the troops are fit for action. The king decides to raise the siege forthwith.

The commissioners are greatly embarrassed by the events at Pskov. Mericke is delighted. He has not realized what has really happened, and sees the raising of the siege as a great diplomatic victory, rather than a result of the Swedes having difficulties of their own. When De la Gardie takes him aside to “discuss with him in my poor Russian” – the only way of avoiding the use of an interpreter – the Englishman assures him that the biggest obstacle to peace has now been removed.

The Swedish peace negotiators and Mericke arrive in the village of Romanovo.

Gustav Adolf leaves the camp at Pskov for Narva.

The Swedish negotiators take up residence in the village of Glebovo, close to Diderino, where Mericke is already installed. The Dutch mediators have previously found accommodation in Glebovo.

After several months of wrangling over procedural issues (safe-conduct, venue for the negotiations, credentials, status of the Dutch mediators, positions of tents and tables, titles etc.), the first session of the peace congress is held “amid pomp and splendour”.

The Russians demand reparations and the return of all occupied territories, including in principle the whole of Estonia. The meeting breaks up in acrimony. The weather does little to improve the atmosphere: it is so
cold that several of the guards suffer frostbite.

22 January The two sides are still making completely incompatible demands. The Swedes threaten to leave.

4 February An expedition is sent to the grand prince in Moscow. The delegates now have to await his reply.

18 February As yet, there is no answer from the grand prince, and the Swedes decide to leave, despite Russian protests.

19 February The Swedish peace delegates take their leave.

20 February Mericke summons the Swedes to a new conference. A letter from the grand prince has just arrived. However, they are not satisfied by his reply.

21 February The Swedes insist that they still intend to leave. The mediators then propose a truce. During it, Mericke will try to persuade the grand prince, and the Dutch Gustav Adolf, to make the necessary concessions. The meeting is a stormy one. At first, the Swedes reject the proposal, but then they agree to a three-month truce. The next meeting is set for 31 May, somewhere between Ladoga and Tichvin.

Late May The Dutch mediators arrive in Stockholm to negotiate with the Swedish king.

12 June Henrik Horn speaks out in favour of concessions, with reference to the tax burden, Polish conspiracies and the danger of Russian–Polish cooperation. If absolutely necessary, Sweden should content itself with Nöteborg (Orešek) and suitable financial compensation. De la Gardie is less radical than Horn. But it will be months before the king is won over by the calls for greater moderation. In reality, though, this does not matter very much, as it will be a long time before any discussion of substantive issues can begin.

Mid-June Mericke arrives in Tichvin from Moscow, and is joined thereby by the Russian commissioners. Now it is a matter of also securing the attendance of the Swedes.
June  The Polish Diet grants Prince Władysław funds for a new campaign in Russia. The objective is still unclear, and the whole venture is deeply worrying for Swedes and Russians alike, even though the Poles will not be in a position to cross the border until 1617.

28 July  Colonel Karl Karlsson Gyllenhielm, who has been appointed to succeed Evert Horn as field marshal, begins his march on Pskov via Gdov. His instructions are to attempt an assault on the city and subsequently to build fortifications on both sides of the River Velikaja.

July  De la Gardie is detained in Novgorod by the king's orders and by a protracted and serious illness. His fellow commissioners eventually gather in Ladoga.

8 August  After some hesitation, De la Gardie proceeds to Ladoga. Now the negotiations gather momentum. They still revolve around the same issues, however. And the old question arises of whether military operations are permissible while peace talks are under way. The attempts to take Pskov embitter the negotiations to the very end.

9 August  Gyllenhielm reaches the Pskov area. The rumour of a Polish attack on the city proves unfounded. The Swedes refrain from trying to surprise the city and begin work on their fortifications.

30 October  Mericke arrives in Ladoga.

21 October  A new round of peace negotiations begins. The parties continue to argue about Nöteborg (Oreșek), which the Russians are unwilling to give up.

23 October  The Swedes pay a farewell visit to Mericke, well aware that the thaw will prevent them from actually leaving. They are lucky - the thaw continues and new conferences can be held.

3 December  Agreement is reached in the protracted negotiations. Stolbovo is chosen as the venue for the final peace congress.
Ceremonial issues relating to the forthcoming congress are argued over from this day until the end of the year, the disputes filling between thirty and forty pages of the protocol. For example, the Swedes believe that disputes over precedence can most easily be avoided if each side has its own door. But Mericke’s lodgings have only one entrance, and a new doorway therefore has to be opened up. However, Mericke is ill in bed and does not want to be disturbed by the hammering. The two sides agree to take it in turns to enter first through the one existing door.

The Swedes have to leave the fortification near Pskov.

The peace congress opens at Stolbovo with long, polite speeches. Then the disputes erupt once again.

Treaty drafts and proposals are exchanged. As before, Mericke has to act as an intermediary.

The commissioners meet again. Amid endless discussion, the peace treaty is drawn up, point by point.

The final checking of the treaty drafts can begin. This immediately gives rise to new arguments.

The original treaty documents are signed and exchanged. Principal provisions:

- Novgorod, Staraja Russa and Porchov are to be evacuated 14 days after the conclusion of the peace, Ladoga a week later.
- Gdov is to remain in Swedish hands until the peace has been ratified and the border determined.
- All of Karl Filip’s claims to the returned territories are declared null and void, under the personal guarantee of Gustav Adolf.
- The Russians cede Ivangorod, Kopor’e, Jama and Nöteborg (Orešek) and the surrounding areas. Members of the upper classes who wish to emigrate may do so within 14 days, but peasants and parish priests must remain.
- Sweden is awarded reparations of 20,000 roubles
and may retain all spoils of war taken before 20 November.

- The cession of Kexholm (Korela) is also confirmed.
- Mutual freedom of trade and travel is granted, accompanied by numerous rights and advantages.

Page 15 from Series I: 135 The document deals with the confiscation of a quarter of the harvest gathered on the Belaja estate in Butkovskoj pogost. The scribe is Ivan Prokof’ev (probably Ivan Sval’). Facsimile.
Notes on the administration of Novgorod

Adrian Selin, Zoja Dmitrieva & Sergej Kozlov

Territorial organization

- Pjatina, uezd, prisud, polovina. Throughout the 16th century, the Moscow authorities attempted to implement territorial reforms in Novgorod. In the late 15th century, they introduced a system of pjatiny ('fifths'), covering most of the Novgorod Lands. The five pjatiny created were Vodskaja, Šelonskaja, O bonežskaja, Derevskaja and Bežeckaja.

At the same time, a system of uezdy (districts) was established. These consisted of the territories around the towns and fortresses, and were made up of a number of pogosts. The following uezdy were created: Novgorod (the largest), Ivangozorod, Jama, Kopor'e, Korela, Ladoga, Orešek and Staraja Russa. Sometimes the uezdy of Kursk and Demon (in the southern part of Derevskaja pjatina) are also mentioned, but up to the end of the 16th century references to them are very rare.

Another word for uezd is prisud (court district), the reason being that in the 16th century the towns (fortresses) became the centres of court districts. By the end of the 16th century, this aspect of the meaning of the word had been lost, and prisud became merely a synonym of uezd.

In the middle of the 16th century, after the institution of guba elders had been created, the pjatiny were divided into poloviny (halves):
  - Bežeckaja pjatina into Belozerskaja and Tverskaja poloviny.
  - Derevskaja pjatina into Grigorij Morozova polovina and Žichar' Rjabčikova polovina (Grigorij Morozov and Žichar' Rjabčikov are the names of the scribes who recorded Derevskaja pjatina in 1539-40).
  - O bonežskaja pjatina into Nagornaja and Zaonežskaja poloviny.
  - Šelonskaja pjatina into Zaleskaja and Zarusskaja poloviny.
  - Vodskaja pjatina into Koreľ'skaja and Polužskaja poloviny.
  - Stan. We can sometimes read about certain pjatiny having been divided in the 16th century into stany (Zareckij stan and Orechovskij stan in Vodskaja pjatina, Kostovskij stan and Borovickij stan in Bežeckaja pjatina). This reflects the gradual nature of the guba reform and the Moscow state's constant experimentation with the territorial organization of Novgorod; in this context, the stan is the residence of the gubnoj starosta and of a number of pogosts belonging to the guba district.
  - Dvorcovaja volost'. From the early 16th century, settled areas were the private property of the tsar. Here we find the crown villages. The rents and
taxes from dvorcovye volosti went into the tsar's private coffers. The term comes from the central office, Dvorec (Palace) or Bol'soj Dvorec (Great Palace), which received payments from the volosti.

- **Pogost**: Administrative unit, consisting of a village with a church and the area around it.

**Administrators at different levels**

- **D'jak**: Secretary, the highest chancellery rank: head of a chancellery.
- **Under-secretary** (pod'jačij): Official or clerk. A lower-ranking secretary who, under the direction of a d'jak, performed basic secretarial duties at a chancellery, for which he would receive a money payment. During the Time of Troubles, for want of ready cash, under-secretaries could be granted land in lieu of money (at a rate of 1 rouble = 10 četverti).
- **D'jaček**: Scribe, the lowest clerk of a chancellery or local community.
- **Notary** (plošadnoj pod'jačij): Official or clerk who worked outside the chancelleries, acting as a scribe for the local population.
- **Servicemen**.
  - **Servicemen by birth**, i.e. nobility or gentry, in Russian dvorjanstvo (from dvor, the tsar's dvor, court). At 15 years of age they underwent a procedure known as verstanie, which involved reporting for review, being appointed to the service of the state and being assigned a land assessment (pomestnyj oklad), that is, a “salary” expressed as a number of četverti (četi), to which the nobleman had a claim from that point on.

  By order of the tsar or the governor, the nobleman was to come to a stated place “with horse, people and arms” (sometimes also “dressed in a proper way”). In the course of his career, his land assessment could be increased. But the nobleman himself had to search for a “no man’s land” estate (one escheated or confiscated by the state). Only when he had found such an estate could he make a formal request for it (bit' ělom). In the Time of Troubles, escheated estates were put on a par with traitors’ estates. In the event of a nobleman not reporting for state service, his estate was confiscated by the state, either in its entirety or half of it.

  If the nobleman perished, his wife and children had a right to an estate, which provided them with a livelihood and, for sons, the opportunity from the age of 15 to go into state service themselves. A childless widow and a daughter were also entitled to a small estate until they died, remarried or took the veil (on taking the veil, a woman had to give some money to the convent).

  If a widow or a nobleman's daughter received a large estate, she had to provide a number of people (datoňe ljudi “given people”) for state service. She had to send her slave or engage a volunteer who could enter state military service (or rarely, a state workshop) instead of her husband or brother.
Servicemen by recruitment – streľcy, Cossacks, artillerists, dato-nye ljudi. They were recruited from among townspeople, or more rarely among peasants or “any” people – tramps, vagrants etc. For their service they received payment in money and bread, as a rule worth considerably less than the landed estate granted to a nobleman for his first year of service. Generally, they served in garrisons and in auxiliary units – providing transport, acting as guards etc.

Peasants
- “Crown peasants” (dvorcovye krest'jane) – peasants living in a dvorcovaja volost' (crown village), (see above), paying rent and other levies to the Financial Chancellery of the Crown Estates (originally for the tsar’s private finances, and later [in Novgorod from 1611 to 1617] to meet government expenditure in general).
- “Metropolitan peasants” (metropol'či or Sofijskie krest'jane) – peasants living on the Metropolitan’s lands, and paying rent and other levies to the Novgorodian Metropolitan (= the House or Court of St Sophia).
- “Monastery peasants” (monastyrskie krest'jane) – peasants living on monastery land, within the town or in the countryside. They paid rent and other levies to the landowners.
- “Gentry peasants” (pomešči krest'jane) – peasants living on the local estates of the gentry. Their duty was to support a nobleman – a soldier or, more rarely, a chancellery clerk.

Taxation
The documents of the Occupation Archives contain a good deal information about how the Russian population were taxed during the six years of occupation. As before, tax was levied at a rate of three roubles per obža, which since the 15th century had been one of the most basic tax assessment units in the Russian state. In addition, “postal taxes” (jamskie den'gi) were collected, for the upkeep of roads and to provide a postal service.

To ensure that these obligations were discharged, the state employed “postal couriers” (jamskie ochotniki), for whose maintenance a special tax was levied on the population – “for the support of the postal couriers”. The documents also mention “prisoner money” (polonjani,nye den'gi), which was collected periodically from the 16th century on for the redeeming of Russian prisoners.

Alongside these levies, a new and onerous tax for the maintenance of the Swedish occupying forces was introduced – “for provisions for the Swedish soldiers”. As a rule, this tax was collected in the form of money, grain (rye and oats) and also meat products. Often, though, it assumed special forms, involving the collection of salted and dried fish, salt, butter, hops or vodka. In addition, the population were required to bake and dry rusks for the Swedish army.
One of the most important obligations was to maintain defence installations in the towns and the countryside. In a petition from 1612, the townspeople of Staraja Russa describe the work that has been carried out as follows: "In the town we have built a fortress, and around the town we have dug a moat, and in the town, in the cold of winter, we have built houses for the soldiers, and even now we are building houses for the soldiers in the fortress and in the town of Staraja Russa, where the Swedish soldiers of His Royal Majesty are quartered in the rest of our houses, and we are all constantly working on the fortress." (Series II: 359.) Other duties imposed were to provide transport for the building work and for the various needs of the army, and to mow hay "for the sovereign" (na gosudarja). Furthermore, the taxpayers of Novgorod had to provide wages for employed under-secretaries, carpenters and blacksmiths. An important source of revenue which the Swedish authorities took over was the state monopoly on the production and sale of alcoholic beverages. All income from this source was carefully recorded in special vodka and beer books.

The many taxes and all the extraordinary levies, together with the onerous labour obligations, proved too much for the population. Those who tried to evade their obligations were subjected to corporal punishment by the Swedish administration and thus forced into submission.
Russian noblemen serving in the military system of the “Novgorod State” relied on service estates for their livelihoods, and had to be very active to secure this means of support. In return for their service, they petitioned the authorities for allocations of land from the estates of noblemen who had been killed or captured or who had disappeared, or from those of “traitors” of the state, who had defected to Moscow or Pskov or to the Polish king.

Grants of land of this type are the single most frequently occurring type of business dealt with by the documents in Series II, accounting for some 1,900 pages (roughly 25% of the total). Individuals in state service, civilian as well as military, were assigned a certain area of land as their “salary”. These salaries were recorded in special military service lists (spiski verstan'ja). Land could be granted both to noblemen and to state officials, such as d'jaki, under-secretaries etc.

The area specified as a person’s remuneration in a service list was not linked to any specific estate, however. The serviceman concerned had himself to apply for a “vacant” estate. Several individuals might apply for the same estate, and it would then be allotted to the person or persons with the best arguments: for example, that they had no land, that they had served the state for a long time, that they were the widow or offspring of a serviceman who had been killed, and so on. It was something of a lottery whether a person would have any land assigned to him or her. It was vital to look after your own interests and find out for yourself what estates could be applied for. Land was in short supply in the Novgorod area, and many people could not be allocated property corresponding to the salary set for them. Some petitioners had recourse to lies and smear campaigns against other applicants in order to secure land.

A land grant application begins with one or more petitions from individuals in state service, requesting a certain amount of land. The applicant explains why he wishes to gain possession of the land, for example because his own land has been laid waste or occupied by others, or because his salary (which is expressed as a certain area, given in ā'ěverti or ā'ě – corresponding to 0.545 hectares) has not been “paid” in full. He states his salary and how much land, if any, he already has at his disposal. He also states how the land applied for has become vacant, for example as a result of the owner dying, absconding to the enemy side, or simply disappearing.
A petition often states whether the earlier (deceased) owner of the vacant land has left a widow and children. If so, they are taken into account in one way or another. A widow who, for her support, applies for a piece of the land granted to her husband (generally 50–100 ľeti) is often granted her request. The widow then retains possession of this land until she marries, enters a convent or dies.

Petitions concerning voluntary exchanges of estates also occur.

The grain sown and harvested on an estate does not automatically go with the land when it is granted, but may be allocated separately.

The petition often bears an inscription on the reverse, e.g. “Make an extract” (vypisati). This is followed by extracts from older books (cadastres, land grant books, land parcelling books, inspection books etc.), showing the salaries and land grants of both the present owner and the petitioner.

Usually the applicant is examined regarding his motives in applying for the land concerned. He has to explain why the land has become vacant. A record of this examination is followed by the decision of the boyars, which is dated. Generally, the grounds for the decision are given, especially if there are several petitioners. The decision has affixed to it the seals of Jakob De la Gardie (or his deputy, Evert Horn) and of Novgorod the Great.

The decision is as a rule followed by instructions as to how the land is to be parcellled out, which also serve as a draft parcelling document. A named official is commissioned by the boyars to parcel the land. It is stated in this document that seals are to be affixed to it. Since this is a draft rather than a fair copy, however, these seals are not attached.

On the verso of the last sheet of the instructions there is a heading comprising the year, the name of the person allocated land, and the pjatina concerned.

The documents relating to a land grant application are generally signed on the reverse with the skrepa of a d’jak across the joins between the sheets. The draft instructions are not signed.
Different types of signatures and attestations

Laila Nordquist

The original meaning of the word skrepa was a signature by a person in a position of responsibility, written across the joins between the sheets that were pasted together to form a roll. However, the word gradually assumed a wider sense, coming to refer to any signature.

The other word for signature used in the Archives, pripis', means a signature added by a person in a position of responsibility (e.g. a d'jak or under-secretary) in order to approve a document. In inspection books it is stated that the inspections are carried out “po nakazu za pripisi ...”, i.e. “by order of and with the signatures of ...”

When an extract is made from an older book in relation to a land grant application, it is stated which d'jak signed the earlier book: “za pripisju ...”

Signatures in Series I

Signatures (in Russian, skrepa or pripis') inscribed with the purpose of giving a document official status or approval are to be found in both Series I and Series II. In Series I, roughly two-thirds of the books are signed. The signature is often that of the d'jak responsible, comprising his title and name, written one syllable at a time in the margins of the right-hand pages. Together with this signature, there is in many cases another type at the foot of each page. Here, priests and/or other persons in positions of trust have written their titles and names, divided into syllables. The latter category includes the individuals officiating and village and church scribes.

In an inspection book from Klimeckoj-Tesovskoj pogost (I:16, pp. 11–22), for example, we find the following signatures:

• To this inspection book the priest of Frolov Church, Petr Charljampiev, has put his hand (i.e. his signature) on behalf of the parishioners.
• To this inspection book the priest of Spasskaja Church at the Tesovo post station (jam), Prov Ancyforov, has put his hand.
• To this inspection book under-secretary Matjuša Pomeščikov has put his hand.

In this particular book, the individual quires, covering different pogosts, were first signed by priests. When the quires were subsequently assembled into a book, an under-secretary signed the whole bundle all the way through.
A comparatively large number of books, around a third of the total, are unsigned. This is the case regarding most of the different types of books. Six of the eight tavern account books are unsigned, as are all four books from the Mint.

Likewise, most of the land grant books, two of the four customs books and the two books of horse-trading contracts are unsigned. On the other hand, all the inspection books are signed, and so too are most of the books of provision accounts. It is not known why some books are unsigned. One theory is that the books concerned were drawn up for internal use, and not for the state authorities. This could be true of the tavern accounts, the books from the Mint and the customs books. Some of the books are drafts and may lack signatures for that reason.

Signatures in Series II

Many types of documents in Series II have signatures. Documents of the most commonly occurring type, dealing with land grant applications (25% of all items of business), are generally signed on the verso with the skrepa of a d’jak across the joins. Signatures are also often found on orders and instructions to local officials. A long roll (II:20), consisting of reports of suspected smuggling with the city of Pskov, bears the skrepa of d’jak Semen Lutochin on the reverse, across the joins, virtually throughout the document (73 sheets).

Inquisition reports and records of the election of individuals to different positions are signed by a priest.

Attestations and other types of inscription

Different kinds of documents, in both series, bear attestations. Extracts from older books, and examinations of petitioners carried out in conjunction with land grant applications in Series I, are as a rule witnessed by someone on the reverse. In this connection, the Russian verb for “confirm, authenticate” is used, e.g. spravil Kostja Petrov.

Personal guarantees have inscriptions in the hands of the guarantors on the reverse, confirming the agreement they have entered into, and these are witnessed by another party.

Sometimes a letter, order or petition is signed by the d’jak or other official concerned in person. An order to somebody to supply labour to Anc (H ans) Boije, for example, is signed by under-secretary Grigorej Sobakin himself. In the same roll, a petition from the interpreter Erik Andersson is signed by the petitioner himself (II:41). Otherwise, the normal procedure was for the scribe who drew up the document also to write the name of the official.

In roll II:136, the petitioners themselves have put their names to the petition. Normally, though, petitions are not signed.
Seals
As is mentioned in Anatolij Turilov's foreword, seals are to be found in the Occupation Archives, chiefly on decisions regarding grants of land in Series II. The seals concerned include those of Novgorod the Great and Jakob De la Gardie. The seal of De la Gardie's deputy, Evert Horn, also occurs.

The seal of Novgorod the Great is a small black wax seal with steps (or a throne), a mesto, with a staff leaning against it. Below the steps are three fish. Round the circumference, according to John Lind, is the text “Pechat' gospodarstva Velikogo Novgoroda”. Only a few of the seals are in good condition, and on none of them is it possible to read the quoted text in its entirety.

Jakob De la Gardie's seal consists of his baronial coat of arms (the family was elevated to countly rank in 1615), with a St Andrew's cross in two of the divisions. Some of the seals bear the letters “IAC DLG ”, representing his name.

Evert Horn belonged to the noble Horn af Kanckas family of Finland. The shield in his seal shows a horn (of an animal).

Letter seals
Among the various seals found, mention may be made of the ones that were placed on letters sent from and to the central chancelleries in Novgorod. The paper bears an address and has holes in it, through which the letter was tied together with string. Most of the seals affixed to such letters have been lost. In roll II: 148, three letter seals have been preserved on sheets 3, 10 and 16. They are small and unclear. The roll contains instructions to the official Griša Obolnjaninov concerning a distribution of grain.

Notes
2. J. Raneke, Svensk Adelsheraldik med Klingspors vapenbok, Corona.
3. J. Ramsay, Frälsesläkter i Finland intill stora ofreden, Helsinki.
Overview of Series I of the Novgorod Occupation Archives

Laila Nordquist

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Number of books</th>
<th>Number of pages</th>
<th>Dates</th>
<th>Area(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Accounts</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taverns</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6,105</td>
<td>1611–1617</td>
<td>Novgorod et al.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mint</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>944</td>
<td>1613–1617</td>
<td>Novgorod</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Law court</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>596</td>
<td>1611–1615</td>
<td>Novgorod</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mills</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>412</td>
<td>1611–1612</td>
<td>Novgorod et al.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firewood</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>1615–1616</td>
<td>Novgorod</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public sauna</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>1613–1615</td>
<td>Novgorod</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customs</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1,364</td>
<td>1606–1615</td>
<td>Novgorod et al.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provisions</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1,180</td>
<td>1611–1616</td>
<td>Tesovo, Porchov, Derevskaja et al.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revenue and expenditure</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2,062</td>
<td>1603–1616</td>
<td>Vodskaja, Derevskaja, Novgorod et al.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collection/contribution of money</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1,700</td>
<td>1611–1616</td>
<td>Novgorod, Obonežskaja</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revenue</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1,602</td>
<td>1609–1616</td>
<td>Novgorod, Derevskaja, Šelonskaja et al.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expenditure/distribution of grain</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>592</td>
<td>1612–1615</td>
<td>Novgorod, Vodskaja, Porchov et al.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total number of pages 16,789

**Contracts**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Number of books</th>
<th>Number of pages</th>
<th>Dates</th>
<th>Area(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Horse trading</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>398</td>
<td>Undated</td>
<td>Novgorod</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real estate</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>1611–1612</td>
<td>Novgorod</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kabala</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>264</td>
<td>1614–1616</td>
<td>Novgorod</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total number of pages 961
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Number of books</th>
<th>Number of pages</th>
<th>Dates</th>
<th>Area(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Harvesting, sowing, threshing</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>1614</td>
<td>Vodskaja, Šelonskaja et al.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inspections and inquisitions</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>4,529</td>
<td>1611–1615</td>
<td>Šelonskaja, Staraja Russa et al.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tax book</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>Undated</td>
<td>Vodskaja</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harvests and confiscations</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2,378</td>
<td>1612–1616</td>
<td>Šelonskaja, Vodskaja, Porchov et al.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grants of land</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>636</td>
<td>1582–1613</td>
<td>Derevskaja, Šelonskaja et al.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parcelling of land</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>3,553</td>
<td>1609–1615</td>
<td>Derevskaja, Vodskaja, Šelonskaja et al.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inventory book</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1613</td>
<td>Šelonskaja</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total number of pages</strong></td>
<td><strong>11,394</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**All categories**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Number of pages</th>
<th>Dates</th>
<th>Area(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total number of pages</strong></td>
<td><strong>29,144</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Of which, blank</td>
<td><strong>4,769</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pages with text</td>
<td><strong>24,375</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Novgorod was divided into five areas, known as “fifths” (pjatina): Vodskaja, Derevskaja, Šelonskaja, Obonežskaja and Bežeckaja. In addition, the documents refer to the towns of Staraja Russa and Porchov, to the south and south-west of Lake Il’men’, and to the fortress at Tesovo.

**Number of pages per year (1 September- 31 August)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1610/11</th>
<th>1611/12</th>
<th>1612/13</th>
<th>1613/14</th>
<th>1614/15</th>
<th>1615/16</th>
<th>1616/17</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2,697</td>
<td>7,076</td>
<td>7,023</td>
<td>3,993</td>
<td>4,697</td>
<td>2,336</td>
<td>328</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Some books cover more than one year.)
## Overview of Series II of the Novgorod Occupation Archives

Elisabeth Löfstrand

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of business</th>
<th>Percentage of sheets in Series II</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Grants of land</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Requisitions of provisions, money and workers</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Petitions on various matters</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Criminal proceedings</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Account books from the taverns and wine cellars</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Inspections and examinations of peasants</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Accounts (crown revenue and expenditure)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Personal guarantees</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Refugees and confiscation of chattels, land or grain</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Reports on sowing and harvesting</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Lists of granted land</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Account books from the Chancellery</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>for Grain Distribution and the granaries</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Lists of peasants who have fled to Novgorod</td>
<td>&lt; 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Contracts of sale</td>
<td>&lt; 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Lists of people required to report for service</td>
<td>&lt; 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. Lists of sworn men</td>
<td>&lt; 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. Receipts for sums received</td>
<td>&lt; 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total: 368 items, just under 7,000 sheets

The figures given are somewhat arbitrary, as it is difficult to establish clear dividing lines between documents of different types. The table does, though, indicate the proportions of the different categories.

It should be noted that many of the headings in the table include several types of documents (petitions, decisions, reports, instructions etc.).
Number of items (rolls) per year

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>1610</th>
<th>1611</th>
<th>1612</th>
<th>1613</th>
<th>1614</th>
<th>1615</th>
<th>1616</th>
<th>1617</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Some rolls cover more than one year.)

Notes

1. This heading comprises petitions whose subject matter is such that they cannot be placed under other headings, e.g. “Grants of land” or “Requisitions”. Documents associated with these petitions, such as decisions and instructions, are also included.

   One of the documents assigned to this heading is roll no. 351 - the largest roll in the Archives, with 573 sheets - which consists for the most part of petitions and documents arising from them.

2. The commonest criminal offences are cheating in conjunction with grain levies, and smuggling.

3. This heading includes revenue from public institutions such as the public saunas, the court, the custom house, the crown gardens etc. Expenditure includes, among other things, wages paid in cash. (Documents recording revenue from alcoholic beverages are included under a separate heading, no. 5)

4. Only documents from the Occupation Archives are included here (i.e. not those to be found in Extranea or Krigshistoriska handlingar).
Index over books in Series I (English titles)

Laila Nordquist

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of text</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Account book</td>
<td>I:90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Account book from the law court</td>
<td>I:4, I:5, I:64, I:122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Account book from the mill</td>
<td>I:22, I:26, I:77, I:91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Account book from the public sauna</td>
<td>I:31, I:64, I:77, I:78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Account book from the city’s wine cellars</td>
<td>I:60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Account books (various): from the mill, the sauna, weighing fees, rents for fishing</td>
<td>I:77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cadastre</td>
<td>I:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collection of duty in conjunction with transfers of property</td>
<td>I:100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collection/contribution of money</td>
<td>I:35, I:42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confiscation and sowing book</td>
<td>I:94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contribution/collection of money</td>
<td>I:35, I:42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contribution of troop money</td>
<td>I:2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customs book</td>
<td>I:47, I:121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customs book from Novgorod</td>
<td>I:114, I:137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distribution of grain</td>
<td>I:56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expenditure book</td>
<td>I:11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expenditure book relating to grain</td>
<td>I:32, I:51, I:98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firewood book</td>
<td>I:85, I:130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harvest book</td>
<td>I:12, I:55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harvest and sowing, confiscation and other books</td>
<td>I:99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harvest and threshing book</td>
<td>I:13, I:52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horse-trading contracts</td>
<td>I:137, I:141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inquisition and inspection book</td>
<td>I:95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inquisition and land parcelling book</td>
<td>I:18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of text</td>
<td>Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inquisition, land parcelling and confiscation book</td>
<td>1:75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inquisition reports</td>
<td>1:28, 1:62, 1:69, 1:119, 1:120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inventory book</td>
<td>1:93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kabala book</td>
<td>1:20, 1:21, 1:37, 1:38, 1:86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land parcelling book</td>
<td>1:93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provision book</td>
<td>1:48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real estate transfer deeds</td>
<td>1:34, 1:136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Records of the Mint</td>
<td>1:14, 1:15, 1:33, 1:111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registered real estate transfer deeds, permits to brew beer and distil vodka</td>
<td>1:93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rent book</td>
<td>1:39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Requisition of supplies for Swedish troops</td>
<td>1:27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revenue and expenditure book</td>
<td>1:34, 1:136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revenue and expenditure book relating to grain</td>
<td>1:108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revenue and inquisition book</td>
<td>1:102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sowing book</td>
<td>1:113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sowing and harvest book</td>
<td>1:55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Index over books in Series I (Russian titles)

Laila Nordquist

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of text</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bannye knigi</td>
<td>1:64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Četvernye knigi</td>
<td>1:135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D ačnye knigi</td>
<td>1:20, 1:21, 1:86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dogovory o torgovle lošad‘mi</td>
<td>1:137, 1:141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drovjanye knigi</td>
<td>1:85, 1:130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kabal’nye knigi</td>
<td>1:65, 1:107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knigi chlebnoj otdači</td>
<td>1:11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knigi chlebnoj razdači</td>
<td>1:56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knigi deneţnoho dvora</td>
<td>1:14, 1:15, 1:33, 1:111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kniga pobereţnych pošlin</td>
<td>1:84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knigi pošilnnye sudnoj izby</td>
<td>1:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knigi sudnogo dvora</td>
<td>1:5, 1:64, 1:122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kormovye knigi</td>
<td>1:74, 1:97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kormovye prichodnye knigi</td>
<td>1:73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kormovye priiimočnye knigi</td>
<td>1:9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kormovye raschodnye knigi</td>
<td>1:72, 1:81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kupčie zapisí</td>
<td>1:34, 1:136, 1:93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mel’ničnye knigi</td>
<td>1:22, 1:26, 1:91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O bročnye knigi</td>
<td>1:39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O bysknye i dozornye knigi</td>
<td>1:95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O bysknye i otdel’nje knigi</td>
<td>1:18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O bysknye, otdel’nje i vydel’nje knigi</td>
<td>1:75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O bysknye reči/knigi</td>
<td>1:28, 1:62, 1:69, 1:119, 1:120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O tdel’nje, obysknye knigi</td>
<td>1:119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O tpiš’ chlebov</td>
<td>1:83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O tpišnye knigi</td>
<td>1:24, 1:50, 1:54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perepisnye knigi</td>
<td>1:53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Piscovye knigi</td>
<td>1:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of text</td>
<td>Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posevnye knigi</td>
<td>l: 113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Požinnye knigi</td>
<td>l: 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prichodno-raschodnye knigi vinnogo pogreba</td>
<td>l: 60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prichodnye i sysknye knigi</td>
<td>l: 102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Priimočno-raschodnye knigi</td>
<td>l: 117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Priimočnye knigi</td>
<td>l: 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Razdača nemeckich kormov</td>
<td>l: 82, l: 132, l: 134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Razdača pomestij</td>
<td>l: 37, l: 38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Razdačnye knigi</td>
<td>l: 51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Razrešenie na pivovarenie i vinokurenje</td>
<td>l: 93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sbor i razdači nemeckich kormov</td>
<td>l: 48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sbor deneg</td>
<td>l: 35, l: 42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sbor nemeckich kormov</td>
<td>l: 87, l: 89, l: 125, l: 128, l: 133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sbor soldatskich deneg</td>
<td>l: 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamožennye knigi</td>
<td>l: 47, l: 114, l: 121, l: 137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Užinno-razdatočnye knigi</td>
<td>l: 88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Užinnye i otpisnye knigi</td>
<td>l: 10, l: 57, l: 129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Užinnye i umolotnye knigi</td>
<td>l: 13, l: 52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Užinnye, sejanye, vydel'nye knigi</td>
<td>l: 99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Užinnye, umolotnye, vydel'nye knigi</td>
<td>l: 109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vydel'nye knigi</td>
<td>l: 49, l: 110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vydel'nye i posevnye knigi</td>
<td>l: 94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zapisnye knigi</td>
<td>l: 101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zasevnye i užinnye knigi</td>
<td>l: 55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Principles applied in the catalogue entries

Elisabeth Löfstrand & Laila Nordquist

To make the descriptions of the manuscripts as uniform as possible, certain principles have been followed in the preparation of the catalogue entries and the reproduction of the sample excerpts from the manuscripts. These principles are set out below, under the headings used in the entries. The text samples are printed in a specially developed font designed to reflect the original handwriting as closely as possible, while still being easy to read. For the transliteration of personal names and place-names, the ISO R 9 system has been used.

- Pages. The documents making up Series I (books) are paginated in accordance with Swedish archival principles. The total number of pages in each book, including blank pages, is given under the heading. The documents in Series II (rolls) are foliated.
- Type of text. The type of text which each manuscript represents (e.g. inspection book, customs book, land parcelling book) is given both in English and in Russian (in a normalized form). If there is no descriptive heading in the manuscript itself, the established Russian term for the type of document concerned is used. This term is given in English and in normalized Russian.
- Year(s). The year or years covered by each document have been converted into their modern calendar equivalents. In Russia up to 1700, years were reckoned from the creation of the world, which was considered to have occurred in 5508 BC. The year 7120 according to the older method of reckoning thus corresponds to AD 1611 (or 1612). The new year began on 1 September, and a date incorporating an oblique stroke, e.g. “1611/12”, refers to an entire year, in this case from 1 September 1611 to 31 August 1612. (To illustrate how dates have been converted: September–December 7122: 7122–5509 = 1613; January–August 7122: 7122–5508 = 1614.) If only one year is given, e.g. “1612”, the manuscript relates to events which do not straddle the modern year-end 31 December/1 January. If several years are given, e.g. “1612–1614”, this corresponds to the period from 1 September of the first year to 31 August of the last year.
- Area.
  1. Here the pjatina is given in the first instance, together with the polovina (“half”) if the manuscript provides that information. Sometimes the manuscript refers to one or more pogosts, without specifying the pjatina, and then only these names are given in the heading.
A sequence of several geographical names is divided by commas if one name denotes part of the area referred to by the other: e.g. "Vodskaja pjatina, Polužskaja polovina." Names on the same hierarchical level are separated by full stops: e.g. "Vodskaja pjatina. Derevskaja pjatina."

Toponyms are given in an orthographically modernized form. Adjectival endings in the masc. sing. preserve the -oj vowel of the manuscript, e.g. "Sabel’skoj pogost".

2. A good many pogosts have “double-barrelled” names: e.g. “Il’inskaja-Tigockoj pogost”. The first part of such a name indicates the dedication of the church in the pogost. Here, in order to facilitate the reading of long lists of pogost names, a hyphen is placed between the two elements, although this is not the normal practice in Russian literature.

3. “Novgorod the Great” refers to the actual city of Novgorod, reflecting the expression used in the Archives: “Velikoj Novgorod”.

• Summary

1. Personal names declined as adjectives are written with the endings -oj, -ej in the masculine, as in the manuscript: e.g. “Pervoj”, “Vasilej”. Exceptions to this are the names of well-known individuals referred to in the historical literature, such as Vasilij Šujskij, (the False) Dmitrij and Ivan Odoevskij.

   Likewise, adjectival toponyms end in -oj, -ej, as in the manuscript: e.g. “Petrovskoj pogost”. Exceptions are the names of monasteries and churches, which are given the Church Slavonic endings -yj, -ij. Regarding the latter group, usage in the manuscripts fluctuates.

   Well-known toponyms are reproduced in a normalized form in the summaries. For example, “Polužskaja polovina” is used, rather than “Polusskaja polovina”, which is the form most commonly found in the manuscripts.

   In proper names, soft consonants are marked as in the manuscript. This is the case when all the letters are written on the line of writing. In the case of superscript letters, softness is not indicated in the manuscript and we therefore do not know whether they were pronounced soft or hard. In such instances, the modern Russian pronunciation is followed. See for example the name “Tren’ka”, in which the “n” is written as a superscript character in the manuscript.

2. Owing to the large number of names in the summaries, patronymics are often omitted if some other surname is given.

3. Surnames which are also occupational designations are written with a capital letter: e.g. “Sen’ka Kvasnik”.

4. The character “è” in the manuscript is represented by “j” at the end of a word, and after another vowel and before a consonant: e.g. “Grigorej”, “Michajlo”.
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5. The summaries include the name(s) of the person(s) officiating, i.e. the individual or individuals commissioned by the authorities to perform a particular function. They were assisted by an under-secretary (pod'jačij), whose name is also given. The name of the scribe, i.e. the person drawing up the document, is usually stated. This information is not given, however, when there are a large number of scribes and a very long list would result.

6. A good many terms have been left untranslated, and are given in a transliterated form: e.g. volost', treť, rosylo:noj, d'jaček etc. In these cases, a translation could be misleading. The terms concerned are explained in the Glossary. As a rule they are printed in italics. Only if they are encountered very frequently and have been assimilated to some extent into English are they given in roman type, e.g. “pogost”, “boyar”.

   Italicized terms are given their modern Russian plural form: e.g. pjati koneckie starosty.

7. Sometimes a word or concept is supplemented with the corresponding Russian term, given in parentheses. This term is transliterated in the conventional manner, omitting the hard sign. These words are not included in the glossary.

8. When the summaries mention only “the boyars”, e.g. “by order of the boyars”, the reference is always to Jakob De la Gardie and Ivan Nikitič Bol'soj Odoevskij.

9. The summaries refer consistently to “Grand Prince Karl Filip”, regardless of the titles he is given in the manuscripts.

10. The word “traitor” (Russian izmennik) means that the person in question has left the Novgorod area to serve other lords, for example the third False Dmitrij at Pskov.

11. Instructions and reports are common types of documents. Both are referred to in Russian as pamjat', which is sometimes translated in the summaries as “memorandum”. It is almost always clear from the context, though, whether it is a matter of instructions or a report.

12. The presence of a seal is always noted.

13. Land grant documents conclude with instructions in draft form, in which it is pointed out that a seal is affixed to the instructions. Naturally, there are no seals on the draft versions.

14. The rolls in the Archives often deal with several types of business. In the summaries, these are numbered. Different documents dealing with the same item of business are not assigned separate numbers. For example: The first ten sheets of a roll may relate to a land grant matter (number 1 in the summary), which involves different documents such as petitions, an investigation, a decision etc. This may then be followed by a number of sheets dealing with an entirely different piece of business (number 2 in the summary), e.g. a requisition of
provisions, and here, too, different types of documents are included, such as petitions, instructions and reports.

• Notes
  1. Many books in Series I are marked with older archival numbers, probably from the 17th century. These are reproduced with the punctuation marks found in the manuscript, e.g. “N:21” or “No:23”.
  2. The presence of any seal is also mentioned here.
  3. If a remarkably large proportion of the leaves in a book – a third or more – are blank, this fact is stated here.

• Text sample
  1. Samples have been chosen with the aim of ensuring that different parts of each text type are represented. Passages may also be selected because they refer to well-known individuals or are of particular interest for some other reason.
  2. The text has been divided into words, according to the modern Russian usage.
  3. Ends of lines are indicated by a vertical rule: |, ends of pages by two vertical rules: ||.
  4. Abbreviations are given as in the manuscript.
  5. Superscript characters are given as in the manuscript, to the extent permitted by the font.
  6. Superscript letters are reproduced half a line above the other characters, with or without a title, as in the manuscripts. They are positioned as required by the etymology of the words concerned, which is not always the case in the original.
  7. Points in the manuscript indicating numerals and used as punctuation are reproduced.
  8. A thick, slightly oblique line is reproduced as è.
  9. When the same character has been used to represent both hard and soft jer – or when the character is difficult to read – the etymologically motivated jer is given.
  10. Ligatures are indicated by a curved line below the letters: Russian text (typsnitt Lailopis’). A ligature is defined here as two letters joined in writing which have a stroke in common.
  11. The abbreviations “Russian text (typsnitt Lailopis’)”(?? RED ) are read as: Russian text (typsnitt Lailopis’).
  12. Illegible or indecipherable characters are indicated by square brackets: [...]. Where possible, the number of points indicates how many letters are missing.
  13. Words that could conceivably be writing errors or are otherwise worthy of note are indicated by an exclamation mark in square brackets: [!].
  14. If the excerpt from the text begins or ends in the middle of a sentence, this is indicated by three points: ...
15. Coherent text within parentheses means that, in the original, it is written above the line of the text: (...) Usually, it is a matter of an addition to the original text.

16. Deleted text is reproduced between oblique strokes: //

Page 552 from an account book (I: 61) for the city's taverns from 1613
Photo: Kurt Eriksson, Riksarkivet, 2005
The following words and expressions are to be found in the summaries or headings. They reflect local practices in Novgorod at the beginning of the 17th century. In most cases, we have chosen not to translate them, as they refer to specifically Russian phenomena and a translation could be misleading.

altyn | Unit of currency corresponding to 6 den'gi.
belyj dvor | A tax-free homestead or house, generally the property of a serviceman, official or clergyman.
bobyli' | Non-agricultural or landless peasant.
Bol'soj prichod | The Great Chancellery, responsible for the collection of taxes and duties.
boyar (bojarin) | Member of the land-owning hereditary aristocracy; the highest position in the administrative aristocracy.
boyars' sons (bojar'skie deti) | The lower Muscovite gentry.
čašnik | Court rank in the Moscow State. The čašnik was appointed from among the stol'niki (see that word). Formally, he was responsible for the tsar's drinks, and also for beekeeping etc. Vasilij Buturlin's title of čašnik, conferred by Vasilij Šujskij, was a purely formal one.
čet', četvert' | Area of land (0.545 ha), or a unit of measure of dry substances (210 litres).
četvertnaja pomestnaja pošlina | Duty which a person had to pay to the state when he received an estate. In Novgorod, 2.5 den'ga (0.0125 roubles) for one čet' of land.
dačnye knigi | Books recording ownership of landed estates.
den'ga | Unit of currency.
desjatnja verstal'naja | List of noblemen and boyars' sons (usually within one uezd or pjatina), indicating their “salaries” (in the form of land). It was regularly compiled by a boyar or governor.
desjatskij, desjatnik  A person elected from 10 homesteads.
d'jaček  1. Church sacristan, reader. 2. Scribe, the lowest clerk of a chancellery or local community.
d'jak  The highest chancellery rank: head of a chancellery.
dozornye knigi  Cadastres created when there were changes in the population and hence in the solvency of a territory.
D vorcovaja izba  See D vorcovyj prikaz.
dvorcovoj prikazčik  Court servant.
efimka  Silver coin (Joachimsthaler), minted in Western Europe.
gorodničej  Military governor of a town and fortress. Privileged merchant.
grivenka  Unit of weight, 96 zolotnikov (410.5 grams), and a unit of currency.
guba  Local district of the civil judicial and police organization (generally = a district or, in the Novgorod Lands, half a pjatina). Adjective: gubnoj.
gubnoj starosta  Elder of a guba, elected from and by the local gentry (rarely, appointed by the governor), with civil judicial and police powers.
jamskaja sloboda  Part of a town or a local settlement inhabited by postal couriers.
kabackij djaček  Scribe who kept the tavern account books.
ključnič’i raschodnye knigi  Credit books of the Chancellery for Grain Distribution, kept by the Žitničnyj ključnik (see ključnik, Žitničnyj prikaz).
ključnik  1. Steward, a serf. 2. Traditionally, the steward of the Chancellery for Grain Distribution (a man in service).
kormovoj sboršik  Official sent to the countryside to collect provisions, forager.
kružka  Liquid measure. See vedro.
Lithuanians (litovskie ljudi)  Formally, soldiers of the Polish-Lithuanian State; the expression could also be used for any soldiers from Poland, Lithuania, White Russia etc.
The village elite, i.e. the peasants who were most solvent and had lived for longest in a given place.

Instructions on a certain procedure.

State clerk, police officer, officer of a court.

Nobleman who is not in actual state service (or who has no experience of service).

New converts to the Orthodox faith (formerly Muslim or, rarely, Catholic).

Person who has recently arrived in a town or state.

Rent paid for the use of land or for hay-making.

Record books created as the result of an investigation.

Transcript of an examination of local people in the course of an investigation.

Unit of measure used for land (before mid-16th century – local peasant allotment; from mid-16th century – 10 verbeti of good land, about 5.45 ha).

Volunteer.

Moscow court or council rank, one rank below that of a boyar; an okol’ničij usually took part in the Moscow State Councils (Bojarskaja Duma).

Okol’ničij (see above) appointed as governor.

Half a verb.

Kormovye sboršiki (see above), noblemen appointed to distribute provisions to troops.

Official document recording the granting of an estate.

Nobleman (rarely a bureaucrat) appointed to parcel out and allocate an estate to a serviceman; he had to determine the areas of arable (and other) land to be included in the new estate.

A document including an order or direction.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>peremernyj spisok</td>
<td>Here, a document stating the location of a reassigned plot of land (II:104) (for the building of a homestead during a time of siege).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perevodnaja gramota</td>
<td>Official document on the commuting of a debt (especially a debt relating to payments to the state).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>piscovye knigi</td>
<td>Cadastral records in the 16th- to 17th-century Muscovite state, which from the mid-16th century had official status.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pjatennye pošliny</td>
<td>Duty paid for the granting of a mark of ownership, pjatno. The pjatno could belong to the state/crown or to a local state institution (jam or court). There were also private pjatna – a registered mark or stamp which confirmed ownership (of cattle, horses or land).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pjatina</td>
<td>Region, comprising one fifth of the Novgorod Lands. The system was introduced by the Muscovite state in the 1480s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pjatikoneckoj starosta</td>
<td>Elected elder of the townspeople of Novgorod’s five “corners” (parts).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>platežnye knigi</td>
<td>Books created for the collection of rents and taxes from a territory. As a rule, they were created on the basis of piscovye or dozornye knigi. They included a list of estates, with the total amounts to be paid.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pogreboj prikaščik</td>
<td>An official appointed to be in charge of a tavern.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>polovina</td>
<td>Half a pjatina.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pomestnaja izba</td>
<td>See Pomestnyj prikaz.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pomestnoj prikaz</td>
<td>Chancellery of Estates, which administered the granting and confiscation of estates.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>poslušnaja gramota</td>
<td>Document issued to a serviceman, confirming his rights to an estate and addressed to the peasants, including a direction that they obey him.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>posošnye ljudi</td>
<td>Workers, elected by a local community or appointed by a landowner for state works, one from each socha (unit of measure of land).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>posyločnoj podjačij</td>
<td>Lower clerk, courier.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Distribution of Pieces of Land

**povytno po četvertjam**  - Distribution of pieces of land (četverti) between estates (as a rule, involving an equal distribution of inhabited and abandoned land).

**prikaščik**  - Bailiff of a private or state estate.

**prikaznoj**  - Clerk of any rank.

**pripiš'**  - The signature of a state or local official, authenticating a document.

**pripravočnye knigi**  - Auxiliary material for a cadastral, prepared in order to give a more detailed description of the estates concerned; normally used as a basis for compiling new cadrastres (pisovye knigi).

**pristav**  - 1. Police supervisor. 2. Official of a court.

**pud**  - Unit of weight, about 16 kg.

**pustoš’**  - Unit of land, object of economic significance, former settlement, abandoned arable land.

**Razrjad**  - Chancellery of State Service.

**rjadok**  - Trade/craft or fishing settlement (not a town).

**Rozrjad**  - See Razrjad.

**rossyloščik**  - See posyloščik podjaji.

**rossyločnoj podjačij**  - See posyloščik podjaji.

**sbavočnye učastki**  - Pieces of land exempted from tax (temporarily, as a rule).

**sježaja izba**  - Office of a local community with some police functions.

**skrepa**  - A signature written where the sheets of a document were pasted together. Inscribed by a state or local official to authenticate the document.

**sotnik**  - Strel’cy or Cossack officer, commander of a hundred. As a rule, a nobleman would be appointed as sotnik. Was entitled to a landed estate. For a nobleman, such service represented a loss of face.

**spisok verstanija**  - See dejatnja verstalnaja.

**spusknye den'gi**  - A kind of payment. (II: 159, 4)

**stan**  - 1. Residence for a gubnoj starosta, for the local administration. 2. Administrative unit. 3. Temporary camp for an army.

**starosta**  - Elected (rarely appointed) elder of a community.
stol’nik Court rank in 16th- to 17th-century Muscovy, chevalier de la chambre.

strel’cy Regular infantrymen armed with muskets.

strjapčej 1. The lowest court rank in 17th-century Muscovy. 2. Servant, bailiff.

Sudnaja izba Court Office.

šarpal’nik Robber, brigand.

šiši Robbers in the countryside (with some political significance).

tovarišč Assistant, substitute.

tret’ 1. A third part. 2. Administrative unit, part of a pogost, volost’.

udel’nnoj knjaz’ Traditionally, one of the successors of the grand prince or tsar (other than the crown prince), who succeeded in an autonomous principality. The last udel’nyj knjaz’ in Russian history was Dmitrij of Uglič, the youngest son of Ivan the Terrible, who perished in 1591. Here, the Russian equivalent of the European “prince of the blood”.

uezd District in the Moscow State, with its centre in a town.

ukaz State decree, as a rule of a general character, including an order for its execution.

usadišče Country estate, a nobleman’s home (manor house) on the estate.

vedro Liquid measure. 12 or 16 kružki (caps), or about 12 or 16 litres.

vernye celoval’niki = celoval’niki, sworn men empowered by the community.

verstal’nye knigi See dejatnja verstal’naja.

voevoda Governor. Local representative of the highest authority (usually military).

volost’ 1. Large landed estate. 2. Local administrative unit in the countryside, part of a uezd.

volostnoj starosta Elected elder of a volost’.

vory State criminals.

votchina A hereditary landed estate.

vydel’ščik State official who confiscated part of a property (usually grain) for the Crown.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Translation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>vyt’</td>
<td>1. Plot of land, homestead. 2. Landed estate. 3. A part or portion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vvoznaja gramota</td>
<td>Document issued by the Pomestnyj prikaz, confirming the right to take possession of an estate. It was presented to the state officials concerned (the officials performing an inspection, the scribes etc.).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zakosnye knigi</td>
<td>Books recording haymaking.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zamolotčik</td>
<td>Official appointed to be in charge of threshing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zemskaja izba</td>
<td>Local administrative office in a small or large town.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zemskoj celoval’nik</td>
<td>Sworn man elected from among peasants or townpeople.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zemskoj djaček</td>
<td>Local community clerk (as a rule, in the countryside).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zolotnik</td>
<td>Unit of weight (4.266 g).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>žalovannaja gramota</td>
<td>State document certifying privileges or estates.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Žitničnoj prikaz</td>
<td>Chancellery for Grain Distribution.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Catalogue of Series I

Elisabeth Löfstrand & Laila Nordquist
Type of text: Inspection book (Dozornye knigi).

Pages: 56

Year(s): 1615

Area: Šelonskaja pjatina, Zarusskaja polovina.

Summary: Inspection of the town of Porchov and the surrounding area. Michajlovskoj na Uze, Dubrovenskoj and Karajunskoj pogosts. The names of peasants and bobyl on nobleman's estates (in Michajlovskoj pogost, on the estates of the Dem'jan monastery) are recorded, together with the areas of land that they farm. It is also stated which individuals have died or disappeared since the last inspection, and which villages and lands are deserted. Listed on p. 53 are eleven pogosts which are all deserted and whose fields are not cultivated (Strupinskoj, Ljubenskoj, Snijatinskoy et al.). In Pavskoj, Opotckoj, Burežskoj and Oblutckoj pogosts and the pogosts around Staraja Russa, no inspection was possible, partly owing to their remote location and partly because robbers (šši) were constantly present there.

The inspection was conducted by Mikita Šelepin and under-secretary Ondrej Kolomskoj, by order of Ivan Odoevskij and secretary Måns Mårtensson and at the command of Grand Prince Karl Filip.

The order to carry it out was given on 30 August 1615.

Konan'ko Michajlov, nikol'skoj d'jaček in Porchov, Dorofieško Ignat'ev, priest at the Demjan monastery, Ivanišče Jakovlev, priest in Dubrovenskoj pogost, and the widowed priest Tomilko Ondronov, preščenskoj d'jaček in Karajunskoj pogost, acted as scribes.

The book is signed with the skrepa of d'jak Semen Lu-tochin in the right margin of each recto. There is also a skrepa in the lower margin.

Notes: On the first page, an inscription in German, including the year 1612.

Old numbering: N:40:
погоством михайловском на уез.

лиolkо и мnетры вощины. (дрк. В) бышковичи а в ней кретья.

богданкo дa конабонко ивановы. | палини по-и ними по-и по-и по-и по-и по-и

. да в тою же д[рквин] (и) лухка ивановы, да костка ооими на по-и по-и |

. чи. вых и про тых кретья игумен сказа и старцы | сказали про |

кретья, что их побили псковскими калабами во. ркв. годы.
Contribution of troop money (Knigi sbora soldatskich deneg).

Pages 1541

Year(s) 1614–1616

Area Novgorod the Great.

Summary Contribution of money for the support of the Swedes, levied in Novgorod the Great between April 1614 and August 1616, by order of Jakob De la Gardie and Ivan Odoevskij. The book can be divided into two parts, according to the form of the entries.

Between April 1614 and December 1615, ten collections were undertaken. A nobleman and an under-secretary were appointed to oversee them, assisted by a number of townspeople. Responsibility for the first collection, from 11 April 1614 on, was entrusted to Luka Miloslavskoj, Oluferej Severov, Jakov Grigor'ev, Vasilej Vyšeslavcov, Grigorej Sukonnik and Matfej Koževnik. These commissioners appointed collectors for each street or district. It is recorded how much money was collected from each street and how much was paid into the crown treasury (to Måns Mårtensson). (Pp. 1–153.)

From p. 154 on, entries are more systematically arranged. It is now expressly stated that the money collected is intended for the support of troops. The collectors, who were townspeople with different occupations, were chosen by the pjatikoneckie starosti. Every ten days the money was counted and expenses for paper and bags, the wages of the scribe Nikitka and guards etc. were deducted. The remainder (between 240 and 500 roubles) was handed to the Swedish under-secretary Andrej Samojlov or Ondrej Isakov. Sometimes around 50 roubles was also handed to the pjatikoneckie starosti.

The collectors generally worked in pairs for three periods of ten days. The following individuals, chosen by the pjatikoneckie starosti, are mentioned: from 19 April 1614, Jakov Grigor'ev; from 26 September, Filip Šapočnik and Ivan Tarasev; 13–31 October, Miron Nõževnik and Ovdokim Bobrovnik; no date–21 November, Miron Karpov and Ovdokim Bobrovnik; no dates, Pervoj Omel'janov and Onufrej Sapo-

Pjatikoneckie starosti for the year 1614/15 were Kiril M olodožnik and Grigorej Kalinin; for the following year, Orefa Chlebnikov and Tomila Pristal’cov. 11 April 1614–17 August 1616.

The book consists of 71 quires. Skrepy in the lower margin only (names of the collectors).

Notes

On the first page, a more recent inscription in Russian and an inscription in German, including the year 1622.

Old numbering: N. 10.
Type of text  Account book for the city's taverns (Vinnye i pivnye knigi).

Pages  1120

Year(s)  1613–14

Area  Novgorod the Great.

Summary  Information about the quantities of vodka measured out at the distilleries or taken from the state wine cellars below the Boris and Gleb Tower to the city's taverns, and the quantities sold. (Pp. 5–39.) This is followed by accounts of the individual taverns in Rogatica ulica, Vitkova ulica and Ščerkova ulica. Between these accounts there are combined accounts for the three taverns, presented on a monthly basis. (Pp. 201–202; 451–531; 615–685; 777–837; 929–1010; 1117–1118.)

1 September 1613–1 March 1614.

The book records income from the sale of beverages and expenditure on purchases of vodka, raw materials for the brewing of beer, firewood, drinking vessels, repairs, candles, and the wages of caretakers, water drivers, brewers etc. The accounts of the taverns indicate the quantities of vodka collected from the crown wine cellars below the Boris and Gleb Tower, and the amounts of beer brewed at the taverns. The taverns' profits were calculated monthly and handed over, by order of Jakob De la Gardie and Ivan Odoevskij, to the Swedish under-secretary at the crown treasury (gosudareva kazna), Faltin Jur'ev.

The taverns were managed by gost' Istoma Demidov and the sworn men Nečaj Bobrovnik, Ivan Semjažnik and Kuz'ma Serebrjanik. Numerous individuals are mentioned as sworn men in conjunction with purchases of vodka etc., e.g. Sava Prosol'noj rybnik, Sava Perečnik, Trofim Krašeninnik, Grigorej Kruženčik (Rogatica), Semen Chlebnik, Bogdan Vetošnik, Ivan Mjasnik (Vitkova), Varlam Syrnik and Mikuła Rybnik (Ščerkova).

The book is unsigned.

Notes  The book is bound in a grey leather cover, bearing an inscription in German and a heading in Russian.

Old numbering: N. 17.
в. и. деньги взято вина из дубра [погреба] съ борисоглебскаго башни | двух ведра в ведро в. и. кружек. | то вино продано в кубра съ и. | числа ведра в. и. число. | денег взято четырех рублей двух центов | шесть аршин. десяти для ведра по. и. рублей по. и. аршин по. в. десяти | ис тово числа этих денег что дано | в грады квадратных винокуров рублей. | двух центов четырех аршин к десяти. || за ведро по. и. аршина по. и. десяти
Account book from the law court (Knigi pošinnyny sudnoj izby).

Pages 80

Year(s) 1614/15

Area Novgorod the Great.

Summary Account book from the law court. One party to civil proceedings claims compensation from the other party for various crimes or misdemeanours, such as theft, assault, insults, unpaid debts, horses not paid for etc. The fees charged by the court for considering each case are then recorded. At the end of the book, these fees are added together and expenses for paper, ink, firewood, guards' wages and repairs are deducted from the total. The balance was taken to O doevskij and Lutochin at the Rozrijad and subsequently handed in to the Pomesnaja izba at the Bol'soj prichod.

The judge was Vasilej Trusov, the starosta Danila Starorušenin and the sworn man Tomila Molodožnik.

4 September 1614–25 August 1615 (Year 7122.)

The book is signed with the skrepa of d'jak Semen Lutochin in the right margin of each recto. There is also a skrepa in the lower margin.

Notes On the first page, an inscription in German, including the year 1612, and a heading in Russian.

Old numbering: N 0. 33

Extract Page 28
Type of text: Account book from the law court (Knigi sudnogo dvora).

Pages: 124

Year(s): 1613/14

Area: Novgorod the Great.

Summary: One party to civil proceedings claims compensation from the other party for various crimes or misdemeanours, such as theft, assault, insults, unpaid debts, horses not paid for etc. The fees charged by the court for considering each case are then recorded. These fees are added together at the end of each month.

On pp. 116 ff. it is noted that instructions have been received to value and sell confiscated stolen goods that are being kept in the court building and remain unclaimed. As a result, Grigorej Miloslavskoj's cap was sold, for example, raising 1rouble and 20 altyn. Finally, all the revenue of the court for the year 1613/14 is added together, and expenses for paper, ink, firewood, candles, guards' wages etc. are deducted from the total. The money was taken to the office of the d'ja-ki (v D'jaču izbu) and subsequently handed in to the Pomestnaja izba at the Bol'soj prichod.

The judges were, first, Vasilej Avramov, subsequently Tret'jak Jakuskin, and after them Michajlo Nis'kov and Ondrej Nogin. The starosta was Gavrilo Vjazmjatin and the sworn man Chariton Timovnik.

1 September 1613–29 August 1614.

The book is signed with the skrepa of d'jak Semen Lutochin in the right margin of each recto. There is also a skrepa in the lower margin.

Notes: On the first page, an inscription in German, including the year 1611.

Old numbering: No. 36.
а́вгуста в'євнискала по челове́кной жи́зн на поса́дъкомъ челове́кні на сакса́рки на хля́бники похо́жому б́ялои д́вкі сво́й да сно́кно́жі живота́ дни́ к'япс ще́ри ру́бле́ въ д'ку | гриве́ й покло́наго взятъ и дес д'ло неве́ллено́

августа в'євнискала по челове́кной жи́зн на поса́дъкомъ челове́кні на сакса́рки на хля́бники похо́жому б́ялои д́вкі сво́й дни́ к'япс ще́ри ру́бле́ въ д'ку | гриве́ й покло́наго взятъ и дес д'ло неве́ллено́
Type of text: Inspection book (Dozornye knigi).

Pages: 164

Year(s): 1615

Area: Vodskaja pjatina, Polužskaja polovina. Šelonskaja pjatina, Zaleskaja polovina.

Summary: Inspection of Klimeckoj, Nikol'skoj-Butkovskoj, Dmitrievskoj-Gorodinskoj, Nikol'skoj-Peredol'skoj, Spasskoj na Oredeži, Kosickoj, Sabel'skoj, Uspenskoj-Chrepel'skoj, Nikol'skoj-Sujdecskoj, Djagilinskoj, Dmitrievskoj-Kipinskoj, Vzdylickoj and Nikol'skoj-Ozerskoj pogosts. Inspection of Šelonskaja pjatina, Zaleskaja polovina, Petrovskoj pogost. The names of peasants and boyli on noblemen's estates are recorded, together with the areas of land that they farm (particular attention is paid to how much rye has been sown). It is also stated which individuals have died or disappeared since the last inspection (by Ivan Mel'nickoj), and which villages are deserted. Several areas have been laid waste by bands of robbers and Swedish troops. Among the local representatives who accompanied the inspectors in Nikol'skoj-Butkovskoj pogost was the translator Bažen Ivanov, who had a property in the pogost. The book also gives particulars of churches in the pogost and of the people associated with them.

8 August–October 1615:
The inspection in August 1615 was undertaken by order of Ivan Odoevskij and secretary Måns Mårtensson. It was conducted by Ivan Boranov and under-secretary Semejka Šustov. Piminko Ignat′ev, klimeckoj djaček in the village of Tesovo, and the widowed priest Fedor acted as scribes.

The inspection in October 1615 (pp. 105 ff.) was carried out by order of Ivan O doevskij and djač Pjatoj Grigor′ev. It was conducted by Michajla Neelov and under-secretary Semen Šustov. Dmitrejšč Prokof′ev, priest in Djagilinskoj pogost, acted as scribe.

The book is signed with the skrepa of djač Semen Luctchin in the right margin of each recto. There is also a skrepa in the lower margin.
On the first page, an inscription in German, including the year **1611**
Old numbering: N: 70.

**Notes**
On the first page, an inscription in German, including the year **1611**
Old numbering: N:70:
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Inspection book (Dozornye knigi).

Pages 172

Year(s) 1615

Area Starorusskoy uezd.

Summary Inspection of Petrovskoy, Çertickoy, Snežskoy, Dretenskoy and Ramyševskoy pogosts. The names of peasants and bobili on noblemen's estates and monastic land (belonging to the Nikol'skij-Kreće, Spasskij-Russkij and Nikol'skij-Kosin monasteries) are recorded, together with the areas of land that they farm. It is also stated which individuals have died or disappeared since the last inspection (by Oleksej Kolyčov, Ivan Boranov and Luka Miloslavskoy), and which villages and lands are deserted. The destruction caused by the war here is enormous. Numerous peasants have been killed by Lithuanian troops or died of starvation. In the other pogosts (Voskresenskoy, Losskoy, Dolžinskoy, Čerenčickoy, Kolomenskoy and Ofremovskoy), no inspection could be carried out, as they are deserted.

The inspection was undertaken by order of Evert Horn and Ivan Odoevskoy. It was conducted by Grigorej Murav'ev and under-secretary Semejka Šustov. Ivanko Tichonov, il'in-skoy d'jak in Dretenskoy pogost, velikosel'skoy Juško Ivanov, and Bogdaško Petrov, d'jak at the Uspenskij Devicij convent, acted as scribes.

March 1615.

The book is signed with the skrepa of d'jak Pjatoj Grigor'ev in the right margin of each recto. There is also a skrepa in the lower margin.

On the first page, an inscription in German, including the year 1614.

Notes On the first page, an inscription in German, including the year 1614.

Old numbering: No. 35.
Проблема...
Type of text: Inspection book (Dozornye knigi).

Pages: 96

Year(s): 1615

Area: Vodskaja pjetina, Korelskaja polovina.

Summary:

1. Inspection of Ondreevskoj-Gruzinskaj pogost, Kereskaja and Vodoskaja volosti, Seleckoj and Il'inskaj-Tigockoj pogosts, Krivinskaja volost, Luskoj, Ivanskoj-Pereeskoj, Petrovskoj, Ontonovskoj and Kolomenskoj pogosts. The names of peasants and bobily on noblemen's estates are recorded, together with the areas of taxpaying land that they farm. It is also reported which individuals have died or disappeared since the last inspection (by Michail Oničkov), and which villages and lands are deserted.

There are also particulars of churches in the pogost and of the people associated with them. Immense destruction has occurred. Numerous farms have been burnt down, and the churches have been destroyed. Both Swedes and Lithuanians have laid the area waste. The inspection was conducted by Prince Ivan Semenovič Putjatin and under-secretary Fed'ka Prokop'ev, by order of Ivan Odoevskij and secretary Måns Mårtensson. No details are given of the scribe(s).

August 1615.

2. Pp. 17–20 are loose and belong to another inspection book (cf. Series I:13 and 113). Here, the names of the villages are written in Latin script in the margin, by the same hand as on pp. 203–18 in Series I:113.

The book is signed with the skrepa of d'jak Semen Lutochin in the right margin of each recto. There is also a skrepa in the lower margin.

Notes:

The beginning of the last quire in the book is missing.

Pp. 17–20 are inserted loose in the book. These pages originate from Series I:30, where they belong before the first page. Between pp. 18 and 19, 12 pages are missing. Before these pages, pp. 203–218 from Series I:113 should be placed.

Semen Lutochin is mentioned as a landowner on p. 45.
On the last page, an inscription in German, including the year 1612. Old numbering: N. 34.
Summary

Requisition of grain (rye and oats) and money for mounted Swedish troops in the fortress at Tesovo and for Captain Hans Termo, by order of Evert Horn and Ivan Odoevskij. The requisition was conducted by Prince Gavrilo Narymov, inter alia on the estates of named individuals and of St Sophia in Butkovskoj and Spasskoj pogosts. Entries refer to periods of twenty days. On p. 48 there is a summary of the quantities requisitioned from different pogosts around the Tesovo fortress which were obliged to supply provisions.

6 February–2 July 1615

The book is signed with the skrepa of d'jak Semen Lutochin.

Notes

On p. 1, a descriptive heading in Russian, including the year 1614/15. An inscription in German, including the year 1612.

Old numbering: N. 41.
Type of text: Harvest and confiscation book (У жинне і отпіснє книги).

Pages: 124

Year(s): 1614/15

Area: Vodskaja and Šelonskaja pjahiny.

Summary: Book recording rye of varying quality, confiscated by the state and threshed in accordance with harvest books, by order of Grand Prince Karl Filip and on the instructions of De la Gardie and O doevskij, on the estates of “traitors” in Gorodenskoj, Petrovskoj, Peredolskoj, Kosickoj, Sabel’skoj and Butkovskoj pogosts in Vodskaja and Šelonskaja pjahiny. Semen M urav’ev officiated. Some of the grain was allocated to named individuals, but most of it was taken to the state treasury in Novgorod. Dates and quantities of rye are recorded. It is also noted which boyars’ sons and sworn men were present when the rye was threshed.

November 1614 – 25 March 1615.

The book is signed with the skrepa of d’jak Semen Lutochin and, in the lower margin, the skrepa of Semen M urav’ev.

Notes: On the first page, an inscription in German, including the year 1612.

NB: The first page is not numbered.

Old numbering: N:45.

Extract: Pages 217–218... 

107
Type of text: Expenditure book (Knigi chlebojnosti).

Pages: 16

Year(s): 1614

Area: Vodskaja pjetina, Korel'skaja polovina.

Summary: Distribution of rye, confiscated from the estates of fugitive landowners, to noblemen, boyars' sons and noblemen's widows and daughters. It is stated how much grain has been given to each person, and from which estates. Some grain has been taken to Novgorod from Tigotskoj pogost. There are a couple of reports of Swedish soldiers having taken grain by plunder. The distribution of the rye was undertaken by Prince Timofej Šachovskoj, Fedor Bestužev and gubnoj starosta Ondrej Neelov, by order of De la Gardie and Odoevskij and in accordance with instructions from d'jak Semen Lutochin. Nikitka N efed'ev acted as scribe.

17 August–30 November 1614.

The book is signed with the skrepa of Semen Lutochin and, in the lower margin, the skrepa of Ondrej Neelov.

Notes: On the first page, a descriptive heading in Russian. This book appears to be a fair copy of I:56. It reproduces the contents of the latter virtually verbatim, although I:56 contains deletions and is not signed by d'jak Semen Lutochin.

Six pages in the book are blank.

Extract: Augusta v' k. ДФ по памей Th sa pripiščo dyvaka | směna luutoxina | вза в' knjaž' timofťyi šaľkoškoj in t'cěrva o'tpisno"x hvłba na вспn ж" пя T čv. жi | ржи |
Augusta w' k. ДФ по памей Th sa pripiščo dyvaka | směna luutoxina dano tımilcy сcРгнвы | na вспn ж вдвнатьц T čв. жi ржи ||
Da wo сто dvatca T trečnemь году сhťbyra w' o. ДФ | po pameTh sa pripiščo dyvaka směna luutoxina | dano фрēнцошкому tožnaroj | в'набnu цванову | in o'tpisno"x хvlba is ыванова помъстя савина | сбору dvatca T čv. жi ржи . ā nma з tu рo ж кирялó | čv."kь мыźnika
Type of text: Harvest book (Požinnye knigi).

Pages: 4

Year(s): 1614

Area: Chrepel'skoj pogost.

Summary: Harvest of rye on the estates of boyars' sons, according to a decree of De la Gardie and O doevskij from 1613/14. The landowners have fled to the city of Pskov. The book records their names and the quantities of rye harvested. The harvest was overseen by Grigorij O bolnjaninov, Jakov Častov, Gavlo Kontjantivov (!), starosta of Chrepel'skoj pogost, and sworn men. Ivanko Kiprijanov, upravlja prejšnjih djaček in Chrepel'skoj pogost, acted as scribe.

16 September 1614.

The book is signed in the lower margin with the skrepa of Michajlišče Ivanov syn, priest of the Uspenskaja Church.

Notes: Two pages in the book are blank.

Extract:

Page 2

лъта зеркаг се́йняbra въ si дни книг пожбо́ймъ икова частово | да старова хрм.ско́ погоста га́йла ко́йтка́йнова да целова́чников | которые бы́лись у сцоту ворошила данила в ю́рьми ивле́в что в прошломь | во ряхьм го́дь присла на гла́рмата и ве́ликаг | новагородск боя́р ивосво́д | о́й якова пустови́чно дельга́ де да о́й ки́ша цана никитича бо́́шово | о́й дежьсково (!) к григо́ро стлановично о́бо́чнянину
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Harvest and threshing book (У жинне и умолотнене книги).

Pages 16

Year(s) 1614

Area Navolockoj, Sytinskoy and Lažinskoj pogosts.

Summary Book recording the threshing of rye on the estates of “traitors”, undertaken by order of De la Gardie and O doevskij. Nikita Dirin, Ivan Poreckoj and under-secretary Torop Beljakovskoj officiated. As directed by d’jak Semen Lutochin and in the presence of sworn men, among others, grain was paid as wages to under-secretaries in Novgorod and to hired labourers who tended the land on abandoned farms. Some of the threshed grain was taken by Lithuanian and Swedish soldiers. In Lažinskoj pogost, all the rye confiscated was needed to cover expenditure. Vvedenskoj d’jaęk Elisejko Emel’janov syn acted as scribe.

21 October and 2 November 1614.

The book is signed in the right margin with the skrepa of Semen Lutochin and, in the lower margin, with the skrepy of Nikita Dirin, Ivan Poreckoj and under-secretary Torop Beljakovskoj.

Notes On the first page, an inscription in German, including the year 1612.

Five pages in the book are blank.

Extract Page 3

Notes On the first page, an inscription in German, including the year 1612.

Five pages in the book are blank.
Type of text: Records of the Mint (Knigi denežnogo dvora).

Pages: 192

Year(s): 1614/15

Area: Novgorod the Great.

Summary: Purchases of old coins by the Mint, by order of Evert Horn and Måns Mårtensson. It is stated from whom old coins were bought, the quantities purchased and the dates. Monthly totals are calculated. For December and January, the profit made is also recorded: 14 roubles for every 100 roubles. A total is given for the period December 1614 – August 1615.

Purchases of silver by the Mint. The quantities bought and the prices paid are added together.

Records concerning the melting down of purchased coins. It is noted from whom the coins were bought and how much they weighed, expressed in the units grivenka and zolotnik.

Records concerning old coins handed in to the mint-masters for the production of new ones.

23 December 1614 – 28 August 1615.

The book is unsigned.

Extract: Pages 4, 15

Рктв деньбря въ кг Лн кйгн | что куплено на денежном дворъ | старъ дн. по приказбу боярина и воеводы цвл. Ргора Карлусовича да дика | монщи мартьновича | | 8 богдана тяжозкина д. робл. | | у семена слаєкоєского днєчка д. робл. | | у гаврила никифорова д. робл. | | у икона д. рубл. | | деньбря въ кд зд у олдора эмачника | з г. роблебей | | Сид 15: | и всего днєчка и гливара | собрано старъ дн. езд. | зайц. робл. пдозез. д. | атачей | давано по 8 робл. на р. робл. | и в тс х прибыли у. р. робл. по д. робл.
(I:15)

Type of text  Records of the Mint (Knigi denežnogo dvora).

Pages 32

Year(s) 1614

Area Novgorod the Great.

Summary Records of the Novgorod Mint concerning old coins handed in to the mint-masters for the production of new ones, under the direction of Ivan Nikiforov and Ždan Ignat’ev.

1 January–26 February 1614.
Records concerning purchases of silver. Among other items, silver chalices weighing 8 grivenka and 10 zolotnik were bought from Iona, igumen of the Kovalev monastery.

2 January–17 May 1614.
Two quires, numbered 15:1 and 15:2. Unsigned.

Notes The first page of each quire is unnumbered.

Extract Page 2

ркиё гоёу . гэвваря вв . лёк кий ги пукопои жы купилио сёрбре | у трёхака молокова 5 грив . 3 . зал |
тово ж дён у никона сёрбрешка . г . грив 6 бс 3 за ³ |
tovo ж дён у миханла 6 слабковы улицы . в грив 6 би 3 за ³ |
gэвваря вв . г . лё в миханла ж 6 слабковы | д грипевака 6 . за ³ с пол ³ за ³ |
gэвваря вв . д . лё у стапана климыгэвва | 6 лото 6 . 3 за ³ .
Inspection book (Dozornye knigi).

Pages 148

Year(s) 1612

Area Vodskaja p yatina, Polužskaja polovina.

Summary Inspection of Klimeckoj pogost, Poljanskaja volost': The names of peasants and bobyli on the estates of St Sophia are recorded, together with the areas of land that they farm. It is also stated which individuals have died or disappeared since the last inspection (by Bogdan Nagin), and which villages and lands are deserted.

Klimetskoj-Tesovskoj pogost: The same kind of information regarding peasants and bobyli on nobleman's estates and on the estates of the Zverinskij monastery. In addition, an inspection of nobleman's estates in Spasskoj, Nikol'skoj-Ozerckoj, Egorevskoj-Vzdyl'koj, Dmitroevskoj-Kipichkoj, Porečenskoj-Djagilinskoj, Orlinskoj, Grezeckoj, Nikol'skoj-Sujdeckoj, Nikol'skoj-Butkovskoj, Dmitroevskoj-Oradenskoj, Nikol'skoj-Peredol'skoj, Kosickoj, Sabel'skoj and Uspenskoj-Chreple'skoj pogosts. Particulars are also given of churches in the pogosts and of the people associated with them. In many pogosts, the churches have been destroyed and many peasants have disappeared.

The inspection was conducted by Ivan Melnichko, Fedor Nekljudov and under-secretary Mat'ej Pomeščikov, by order of De la Gardie and Odoevskij. Sen'ka Vasiľev, zemskoj d'jak in the gubnoj stan, acted as scribe.

Only one date is given in the book: 8 July 1612 (p. 1).

The book is signed with the skrepa of d'jak Semen Lu-tochin in the right margin of each recto. There is also a skrepa in the lower margin.
в воцьон пятий в полусвьои половине | погочть климента а в им.
воцьина софияская за миополитом в полях.
волоцть | село поляна высокин а в им. храм в камен
шный цвят привеся | (2) софийском а в им. живут прикащики миополити и (2) гоцтоний
путь а жил в им. двоное третья ко дашлело и посвя. дозор бо дня
нагина то третья бролди близко.

и всего в софийском воцьине в миополити и в полях волоць в во
всех дриях ях кромь софийские пашины что пашут на миополита подо
кретьяны живущие пашиня обожа с третьем | а по дозорных княз.
бо дня нагина да по движке социна брашников в живучий было | в
tон полях волоць поторя обожа | а ніє по дозор в по пути
треть обож.
Summary

Inspection of Kosickoj and Sabel'skoj pogosts. The names of peasants and bobyli on noblemen's estates and on the vot.iny of the Klopskij monastery are recorded, together with the areas of land that they farm. It is also stated how much money has been requisitioned for the Swedish troops. The inspection was conducted by Vasilej Nefijuvev and under-secretary Jakim Vešnjakov, by order of De la Gardie and O doevskij. Gavrilka Mikitin, d'jaek of Roždestvo Christovo-Kosickoj pogost, acted as scribe.

December 1611. The book is signed with the skrepa of d'jak Semen Lutochin in the right margin of each recto. There is also a skrepa in the lower margin.

Notes

On the first page, an inscription in German (no year) and a heading in Russian.

Extract

Pages 7–8

за троицкимъ за клопсными ми;
тркъ линной уномера в не
кресты и
крпша ледышекъ и
алексевко архиписов в
оотоло стлано
бойлы и
за немецкие коуры дейне взято шестнатьчетыре и
деньги
Parcelling of land for Roman Ivanov syn Neelov, from an estate in Soleckoj pogost by the Volchov which used to belong to Nikita Fedorov syn Čortov, but which is now without an owner according to an inquisition undertaken by nesuživoj Grigorej Sysoev by order of De la Gardie and O doevskij.

The estate is described, giving details of the land, cereal crops, livestock and other property, on the basis of cadastres and land parcelling books from 1584/85 and the testimony of the priest, starosty, local representatives and other individuals. The estate has been ravaged by the Swedes.

D'jaček Andrjuša Nikiforov, of Soleckoj pogost, acted as scribe.

17 January 1612.

The book is signed in the right margin of each recto with the skrepa of d'jak Semen Lutochin and, in the lower margin, by the priest Terenteiščo Nikiforov.

On the first page a heading in Russian.
Type of text  Account book from the tavern at Sermaksa (Vinnye pivnye knigi).

Pages  32

Year(s)  1612

Area  Sermaksa, Vvedenskoj pogost.

Summary  In February (no date), Stepan Vralov made an inventory of raw materials and equipment at the tavern at Sermaksa in Vvedenskoj pogost. On 27 February 1612, he and the sworn man Trofim Fomin, on the orders of De la Gardie and Odo-evskij, began to brew beer and distil vodka to provide for the needs of “the volunteers” (ochojim ljudem). Beer began to be sold on 29 February, and vodka on 12 March. The book records income from the sale of beverages and expenditure on vodka, raw materials for the brewing of beer, drinking vessels, repairs, moving of the brewhouse, and the wages of caretakers, water drivers, brewers etc.

February–12 June 1612.

The book is signed with the skrepa of d’jak Semen Luto-chin in the right margin of each recto.

Notes  On the first page, an inscription in German (no year).

Old numbering: N: 67:

Stress marks are used in parts of the text.

Extract

Page 2

лѣта, эркр. и окваля въ дѣйстѣ григорьевичъ враловъ саѣха на кабатцкому дворѣ, старого завода 8 солоѣ дѣлачнаго три четверти въ цѣнѣ солоѣ рубль четвертать алѣй четвертъ деньги два полухмѣлю въ ценѣ хмѣлю рубля; дрова на три арѣй и въ дѣло и держаны въ кабатцкоѣ, йѣвѣ, дѣлачъ сатоѣ большиѣ, да два элана малыхъ квасниковъ, да рѣсло да котѣль большиѣ до три трубы винныѣ, а меньшоѣ, котѣль въ восьмѣ вѣдѣ, всѣма 3 дѣлъ съ кабака 3 целова, дѣло мѣну михайловичъ какъ на сто приходили топлки на седѣмzimmer, и въ тѣм да 3 топъ котѣль, аѣй мѣну михайловичъ тимохѣ хахинѣ, да на кабакѣ вѣдро мѣрноѣ старое кабатцкоѣ.
Type of text: Land grant book (Danye knigi).

Pages: 52

Year(s): 1611/12

Area: Derevskaja pjatina.

Summary: Grants of land to individuals in the service of the state in Derevskaja pjatina, 1611/12. First the person's "salary" is given (expressed as an area of land), then how much land has been granted, when and by whom it was granted, and how much remains to make up the full salary. Entries are arranged by size of salary, and the book begins with a person entitled to 700 četi. Last is Ofonasj Vasil'ev syn Dirin, who is entitled to 150 četi. The book ends with entries regarding allocations of property for the support of seven widows and a few men.

Witnessed on p. 49 by under-secretary Ždanec M olivanov. Apart from this the book is unsigned.

Notes: On the first page, an inscription in German, including the year 1611.

Extract: смирно Василия сия самарин помышлю о ведомстве служащего его служителя с отцом своего и с Василием помышлю о бывшем помышлии о кладь с приданою Иван четыри а помышлю дано ей смирному и во век М годам по приговоре бояр и Ивановы чакова пугосовича делают да княжа Ивана никитича боюшо о боярском отче Василие четь в серебряном жезле счастьем приговорено на проитень матери его Василие бояр вдовь мате Екатерины четь и к ней достать смирново в боярском жезле Ивана четь уль четь а как его вдова мате пострижена или сия не станеть и та Екатерины четь ей смирному
Type of text: Land grant book (Dańye knigi).

Pages: 16

Year(s): 1611/12

Area: Vodskaja pjahina.

Summary: Grants of land to individuals in the service of the state in Vodskaja pjahina, 1611/12. First the person’s “salary” is given (expressed as an area of land), then how much land has been granted, when and by whom it was granted, and how much remains to make up the full salary. Entries are arranged by size of salary, and the book begins with Matfej Šavrukov syn M urav’ev, who is entitled to 650 ľeti.

The book is unsigned.

Notes: On p. 1, two lines in German, including the year 1611.

Extract: князь судимого княжа ведоров съть мышакъ цеко паньетно его 656 л. х. честы о пожятии их по даче 606 году въ деревскомъ пожятии брата его княжа богданова пожятия мышакъ цеко д. р. честы и да ему ж дано въ воителномъ пожятии въ городѣ имькомъ II погостъ церковны въ церковны хва и въ городѣ имькомъ дрѣпни вида въ то ихъ дрѣпни | и о чемъ о томъ всѣмъ искати
Type of text: Account book from the mill (Mel'ničnye knigi).

Pages: 108

Year(s): 1611/12

Area: Novgorod the Great.

Summary: By order of Ivan Odoevskij, Semen Lutochin and Andrej Lyscov, responsibility for running the mill was taken over on 23 September 1611 by new sworn men: Michajla, nicknamed Grjaznoj Svežej rybnik; Vasilej Prasol, Matvej Kolačnik and Elizar Chlebnik. The book records income from milling and fishing, expenditure on wages, candles, paper, coal, lard, hemp etc., and milling carried out free of charge for the Swedes. Citizens of Novgorod, most of them craftsmen, brought grain to the mill and paid a charge to have it ground. On 13 December the mill stood idle owing to a northerly wind, and from 1 to 5 January on account of the cold.

1 September 1611 – 5 January 1612.

Fair copy. A rough draft of the same accounts is found in I: 91, on pp. 99-191, 83-85 and 199-200.

The book is signed with the skrepa of d'jak Andrej Lyskov in the right margin of each recto.

Notes: On the first page, an inscription in German (no year) and a note in Russian.

30 pages in the book are blank.

Old numbering: N. 27 (28 written first, but deleted).

Extract:

Pages 4–5, 51.

On the first page, an inscription in German (no year) and a note in Russian.
Type of text Provision accounts (Priimoñye knigi).

Pages 12 + 2 fragments

Year(s) 1612

Area Vodskaja pjetina, Sabel'koj, Kosickoj and Chrepel'skoj pogosts.

Summary Requisition of food and money in Sabel'koj, Kosickoj and Chrepel'skoj pogosts for “Lithuanian people” in the camp at Kusoni. The requisition was conducted by Simon Blaženkov, Gavrila Mjakinin and under-secretary Nikita Nefed'ev.

17 July 1612.

Nikita Nefed'ev acted as scribe.

The book is signed with the skrepa of d'jak Andrej Lyscov in the right margin of each recto. There is also a skrepa in the lower margin.

Fragment 1 (1 leaf) concerns various sums of money handed in monthly to Fal'tin and Efim, from August 1614 to July 1615. Rough draft.

Fragment 2 (1 leaf) concerns a requisition of grain and groats. No year. Rough draft.

Notes On the first page, an inscription in German (no year).

Two fragments with the character of fragments of rolls are kept together with the book.

Four pages in the book are blank.

Extract Pages 7-8
Type of text: Land parcelling book (Otdel’nye knigi) and confiscation Book (Otpisnye knigi).

Pages: 21

Year(s): 1612

Area: O bonežskaja pjetina, Nagornaja polovina.

Summary: Parcelling of land and peasants for Ivan and Petr Boranov, from the estate of Vedenicht Chomutov in Voskresenskoj and Spasskoj pogosts. Villages, farms, peasants and outfields (pustoš) are listed. A short section in the book records the examination of local representatives with regard to sowing, harvesting and confiscation of grain from the estate. Michajlo Bachtin officiated, by order of De la Gardie and O doevskij. He arrived on the estate on 30 January 1612. Ivaško Semenov, voskresenskoj d’jak in Lučecskaja volost’, acted as scribe.

A roll of three sheets is glued to p. 1. The first two are a report from Michajlo Bachtin on the completion of his task. The third sheet is a solemn undertaking by a number of peasants from Voskresenskoj pogost, dated 1 February 1612. They undertake to guard the grain on the estate.

On the first page it is noted that the book was filed on 17 March 1612 by the gubnoj sworn man Rudačko Terent’ev.

The book is signed with the skrepa of d’jak Semen Lutochin in the right margin of each recto, and with a skrepa in the lower margin.

Notes: On the first page, an incscription in German, including the year 1611, and a heading in Russian.

Extract: и всего переп ря боренову | ωτε, дивлю вь ет, ωκ ̃ла и веденихтово помимы хомутов в трис та част и петдесат т част и а нс, дошит вь ет, ωк ̃ла двусо петдесат част и а саси и такох хожих пашных и вках угодиа | писаны в писовых !] книгах}
Type of text: Land parcelling book (Otdel'nye knigi).

Pages: 8

Year(s): 1611

Area: Vodskaja pjahina.

Summary: Parcelling of land, by order of De la Gardie and Odoevskij and in the name of King Karl IX, from estates belonging to Matfej Borisov syn Kušelev in Egor'evskoj, Tereboskij, Ladoskij, Gorodenskij and Il'inskij-Tigodskij pogosts. 100 aëti of the land is allocated to the daughter Marfa for her support for as long as she does not marry or enter a convent. 200 aëti of the land is allocated to Ivan Šipilov. The estates are identified by the names of villages and peasants and the areas of land involved. Gorodovoj prikašik O fonasej Ljubskoj officiated, together with the priest Ivan Pianteliev and local representatives. Anisimko Michajlov, d'jaek of Tereboskij pogost, acted as scribe.

26 December 1611

The book is signed in the right margin of each recto with the skrepa of d'jak Semen Lutochin and, in the lower margin, by the priest Ivanis'ce Panteliev and O fonasej Ljubskoj.

Extract: Pages 2–3
Type of text Account book from the mill (Mel'ničnye knigi).

Pages 34

Year(s) 1612

Area Novgorod the Great.

Summary Income from milling and expenditure on wages, candles, lard, hemp etc. Citizens of Novgorod, the great majority of them craftsmen, brought grain to the mill and paid a charge to have it ground.

1M arch-2 April 1612.

The quire comprising pp. 27-32 is misplaced; it should follow p. 18.

Skrepa of d’jak Semen Lutochin in the right margin of each recto.

Notes Ten pages in the book are blank.

Extract Pages 20-21

въ ка луд купил но копо въ жернъ | о быть кати четыре госты дано два аєтйа || маёта въ г луд купил но 8кля та на | два аєтйа да на уго трехъ вышло по трёхъ аєтйа | дано о трёхъ прози да два пуда о трёхъ прози шесть деси аєтйа | да о трёхъ тои же копо лии о трёхъ трёхъ даю восьмъ ноугородокъ | дано рамь ному ловцу осипку отъ вязъ | отъ низа сорокъ аєтйа | да купило к низъ дватцъ верско | мишька да верло | бошья дано пять цента аєтйа
Type of text: Requisition of supplies for Swedish troops (Prichodnye knigi).

Pages: 32

Year(s): 1615

Area: Strupinskoj, Medvedskoj, Golinskoj, Korostynskoj and Burežskoj pogosts and the villages of Korolevo, Dvoricy, Šaternoj, Rakomo and Trjasovo.

Summary: Requisition of rye and rusk for Swedish troops from the state granaries in Strupinskoj, Medvedskoj, Golinskoj, Korostynskoj and Burežskoj pogosts and the villages of Korolevo, Dvoricy, Šaternoj, Rakomo and Trjasovo, by order of Evert Horn and Ivan Odoevskij. A total of 600 ʹeti of rye is to be collected. 23 February – 15 March 1615. The book is unsigned.

Notes: On the first page, one line in German, including the year 1612. Måns Mårtensson is mentioned in relation to the village of Rakomo. Sixteen pages in the book are blank.

Extract: Pages 6–7
Type of text: Inquisition reports (O bysknye reii).

Pages: 612

Year(s): 1612

Area: Šelonskaja pjetina. Vodskaja pjetina.

Summary: Šelonskaja pjetina, Zarusskaja polovina. Vasil’evskoj, Strupinskij, Ljubynskoj, Čertickoj, Burežskoj, D ovoreckoj, Retenskoj, Ilmemskoj, Petrovskoj and Vorskresenskoj pogosts, the town of Porchov and the surrounding area, Michajlovskoj na Uze, Karajunskoj, Smolinskoj, Šnjatinskoj, MUseckoj, Bel’skoi, Bolčinskoi, Jasenskoj, O bluckoi, Vysockoj, O potckoj, D ubrovenskoi and Pavskoj pogosts. The names of peasants and bobyli on noblemen’s and monastic estates are recorded, together with the areas of land that they farm. It is also stated which individuals have died or disappeared since the last inquisition, and which villages and lands are deserted. Lithuanians, bands of robbers and Swedes have ravaged the area.

Pp. 319–375 relate exclusively to the estates of Prince Ivan Meščerskoj in O potckoj pogost. Peasants and local representatives in both O potckoj and the surrounding pogosts are examined, with the result that the same particulars occur four times.

The inquisitions were conducted by Vel’jan Berezin, Aleksej O dincov and under-secretary Semen Šustov, by order of Jakob De la Gardie and Ivan O doevskij.

Particulars are also given of churches in some of the pogosts and of the people associated with them.

The following acted as scribes: Vaška Kazarinov; monastyriškoj troïckoj kazenny d’jaęk Nechoroško Bogdanov; Tomilko Emel’janov, petrovskoj d’jaęk in Ljubynskoj pogost; Jakimko Vasil’ev, nikol’skij d’jaęk in Čertickoj pogost; Griša Ignat’ev, nikol’skij d’jaęk in Burežskoj pogost; Tomilka Ondreev, spasskoj d’jaęk in D ovoreckoj pogost; Ilmenškoj d’jaęk Ivanko Artem’ev; Timocha Kozulin from Porchov; Levka Petrichin and others.

Pp. 407 ff. relate to an inspection of Vodskaja pjetina, Polužskaja polovina. Klimetckoj, Spasskoj, Nikol’skoi-O zereckoj, Egorovskoj-Vzdylitckoj, D mitreëvskoj-Kipenskoj, Preçi-
stenskoj-Djagilinskoy, Spasskoj-Orlinskoy, Nikolskoj-Grezec-
skoy, Nikolskoj-Sujdecko, Nikolskoj-Butkovskoy, Dimitriev-
skoy-Gorodenskoy, Nikolskoj-Peredol'skoy, Kosickoy, Sabel'-
skoy and Uspenskoy-Chripel'skoy pogosts. The same type of
information as above. Bands of robbers (vorovskie ljudi) have
ravaged the area. The inspection was conducted by Ivan Mel-
nickoy, Fedor Nekljudov and under-secretary Matfej Pomeš-
čikov, by order of De la Gardie and Odoevskij. Scribes in-
clude zemskoy d'jak Sen'ka Vasil'ev; Ivanise Ermolin, ni-
kolskoj pop in Sujdecko pogost; and Lazorko Semenov, ni-
kolskoj d'jak in Peredol'skoy pogost. The other scribes were
d'jak in the different pogosts.

10 June 1612-17 August 1612.
The sequence of the quires is not entirely chronological.
The book is signed with the skrepa of d'jak Semen Luto-
chin in the right margin of each recto, and with a skrepa in
the lower margin.

Notes
On the last page, an inscription in German, including the
year 1611.
The first 40 pages are damaged: the lower inner corner is
missing, with some loss of text on these pages. Pp. 597–600
are loose, and pp. 599–600 are written in another hand and
are thus misplaced.
A description of the situation in the town of Porchov is
given on pp. 147–151.
Old numbering: N 14.
Type of text: Inspection book (Dozornye knigi).

Pages: 436

Year(s): 1614

Area: Starorusskoj uezd.

Summary: Inspection of Snežskoj, Dretenskoj, Losskoj and Dolžinskoj pogosts. The names of peasants and bobyli are recorded, together with the areas of land that they farm. It is also stated which individuals have died or disappeared since the previous inspections (by Luka Miloslavskoj and Zacharej Bezobrazov), and which villages and lands are deserted. Lithuanians, Swedes, Cossacks and bands of robbers have ravaged the area, and a large number of villages have been laid waste. It is noted how much used to be charged in rent. Particulars are also given of churches in the pogost and of the people associated with them. On pp. 379 ff., an inspection of the estates of the Kosin monastery in Losskoj pogost.

The inspections were conducted by Ivan Boranov and under-secretary Ofonasej Bražnikov, by order of Jakob De la Gardie and Ivan Odoevskij.

August 1614.

No details are given of the scribe(s).

The book is signed with the skrepa of d’jak Pjatoj Grigor’ev in the right margin of each recto. There is also a skrepa in the lower margin.

On the first page it is noted that the book was filed on 5 November 1614 by under-secretary Ofonasej Bražnikov.

Notes: On the first page, an inscription in German (no year), and a heading in Russian.

Old numbering: N: 11:

Extract: погост дректовской. а на погост. церкви были иель проро. де два предела, и низко падотворца. да олора и лавра. а 8 церкви (2) был. помы семьны дьявона. (3) был. помы семьы оссторова (2) был. церковного дьяка цваиктка тихонова (2) был. церковного дьяка сеники тихонова (2) был. поманаря оснтки ордыка (2) был. поманаря сиодиска сенина (2) был. прокуршцы огрообинцы. а то церков и дворы со-кло казаки. пашни церковные. честная честь и поле. а вдя по тому ж а в обж их: положена сень сорока копеек.
Type of text: Cadastre (Piscovye knigi).

Pages: 206 + 2 fragments

Year(s): 1499/1500 (copy)

Area: Vodskaja pjatina, Korel'skaja polovina.

Summary: Lists of villages, peasants and cultivated areas in Kur'jašskoj, Serdovol'skoj, Il'inskoj-Ilomanskoj, Kir'jašskoj and Voskresenskoj- Solomjanskoj pogosts. The pogosts are in turn divided into perevary. The names of villages and peasants are recorded, together with the number of luk, a unit used to calculate tax. At the end of each list is a summary giving total numbers of villages, farms and people and total areas, according to old and new records. Incomes and rents are noted. There are lists of deserted villages and villages burned by the Swedes. Details of tax relief and amounts levied in tax are also given. The names of some of the villages and other notes are written in Latin script in the margin.

List of the estates of the Valamo monastery in Kir'jašskoj pogost (pp. 47-51) and in Serdovolo (pp. 128-40), with particulars of villages, peasants, areas and income from the estates. Also, lists of the estates of other monasteries.

On p. 36 the date 20 July 1499 is found. In the quire numbered 33 at the bottom, the year 1500 occurs three times. The beginning of the book is missing.

The book is signed with the skrepa of d'jak Dmitrij Aljab'ev in the right margin of each recto.

The book includes two fragments with Swedish text.

Notes: K. Jakubov believes this to be a corrected cadastre, after an original from 7008 (1500). The book is signed by d'jak Dmitrij Aljab'ev, who was d'jak in Nogorod from 1598 to 1600. It may be assumed that the Swedes used this book when drawing up tax books of their own for the Kexholm district.

Pp. 203-218 of I:113 also belong to this book, as do pp. 17–20 of I:8 (note that 12 pages are missing between pp. 18 and 19). These pages originate from I:30, where they should be placed before the first page (according to the numbering at the bottom of the first page of each quire).
(в) миха³ офонос² . четырё. луки . (др³) талико⁶ское (в) стела³ко йорки² лукъ . а дана ёму лгота | на три годы льта . ёлы³ јоля въ с. инъ
tого дбля | что пу²та (по⁵) инги²ское (в) скика ѐмосо⁶ да стела⁶ко минин² два лука . а дана им³ лгота на два | годы льта ёлы³ јоля въ с. инъ.
.
й всхъ др³нь въ то³ перъваръ по старому пи³съму дватца² и девья² . а дворо² въ ни² сто и деся² . а люде⁵ въ нихъ сто и пя²деся² и шесть чълбкъ | а лукъ сто и (пя³) деся² и шесть . а лукъ писа² | съ объду: а сохъ пя³деся² й двб сохи | а в сохи по три луки .

а старо² дохо³ду [?] двъ куньцы деся² бв³ | й са то² дохо³ дава⁴
оброку по старому пи³м⁸ || деся² гривы² и девья² дни² и при старом
вб²м | чълбкъ лук³.
Account book from the public sauna (Prichodnye knigi).

Pages: 48
Year(s): 1613-14
Area: Novgorod the Great.

Summary: Account book from the public sauna. Income (from admission charges) was recorded each day the sauna was open, and added up every Sunday. The sauna was managed by four sworn men: Timofej, nicknamed Motrocha, Jakov Svežej rybnik, Sergei Portnoj master and Fedor Mitrofanov.

20 September 1613 - 31 August 1614.

One volume, consisting of three quires. The first two are signed with the skrepa of d'jak Semen Lutochin in the right margin of each recto, the third is unsigned.

Notes: On the first page, an inscription in German, including the year 1612, and a long heading in Russian (cf Extract).

Extract: Page 1

лъта 3ёрка 6 снтября в' к. ли кни'и приходники. банных целовашного
тимофей дожика ния произвеше: мотраха с рогатицы 8лицы да
якова свяжено рыбника. ня славна да сртвья заковля виа порыно!
мастера славковы улицы. да осдора митрофанова виа с никитины
улицы. что 8чали збрати гдрывых банных денег | и томъ 8ни а збирали
с члпка по московских.
Expenditure book relating to grain (Raschodnye knigi).

Pages 12

Year(s) 1614

Area Porchov.

Summary Book recording the distribution of confiscated grain and malt from state granaries to Swedish troops who had remained behind in Porchov due to illness and to private individuals, among others, by order of Prince Ivan Ofonasevich Meščerskoj and Fedor Oluferevich Voronov and by order of De la Gardie and Odoevskij. The grain was distributed by the collectors of provisions, kormovye zborščiki Gavrilo Šablykin and Stepan Kultašev, and by Fedor Kultašev and the sworn man Griša Serebrov. Konanko Michajlov, nikol’skoj d’jač in Porchov, acted as scribe.

13 February–26 June 1614.

The book is signed in the right margin of each recto with the skrepa of d’jač Semen Lutochin and, in the lower margin, with the skrepa of Fedor Kultašev.

Notes Many names of Swedes.

Four pages in the book are blank.

Extract

После росходных книг что посланы наперед сего в новый город что осталось за роздачею в гедревы жителницы опасных ржи оевраля в трет. дню по приказу измччого ведомства лавила дано въ свою имения которых оставлень въ пороховъ боевьнихъ чт не были ржи и оевраля въ другой дню по грамотѣ боевъ и въ воеводы якако нутро въ боевомъ и воеводы и въ князья цвана никитиня и боевского одоско дано стражевой въ его церковномъ и въ боевскомъ сановничьемъ его церковномъ ржи.
Records of the Mint (Knigi deneznogo dvora).

Pages 124

Year(s) 1613-1615

Area Novgorod the Great.

Summary
Records of the operations of the Novgorod Mint in 1613-15, in six loose quires, 33a-f.

The first quire (33a) begins with the heading: The year 1613, the 31st of December. Books concerning coins melted down at the Mint and handed in by townspeople, the metropolinate and the monasteries. Over the period 31 December 1613–8 December 1614, large quantities of coins were handed in by or purchased from different individuals (some of them well-known), to be melted down.

Quires 33b–c contain records of silver purchased from named individuals over the period 20 May–20 December 1614.

Quire 33d records purchases of old coins from named individuals over the period 17 October–1 December (no year).

Quires 33e–f contain records of coins and silver purchased by and handed in to the mint-masters for the production of new coins over the period 7 March–15 December 1614.

The quires are unsigned.

Notes
Quire 33d (pp. 73–92), concerning purchases of old coins, belongs to Series I: 111. Its continuation can be found in that volume, on p. 529. Quires 33e and 33f are numbered in the wrong order.

On p. 1 (33a) the years 1613/14 and 1614/15 are found.
лета 4 квітня декабря въ. ла. Лё кнi | что сливаю на днiкъ жнoМъ дворь
посaдкi | и митрополиi стi и мiстрыкi и всiкi днiкъ |
декабря въ. ла. Лё якiшно .р рiбiй | въ тiй грiбъ мi. заl |
гiнваря въ. г.Лё якiшно .ф. рубiй | всi тiй грiбъ Ка. заl |
tovo ж дiй р рубъ всi тiй грiбъ |
tovo ж дiй р рубъ всi тiй грiбъ тiй. заl

вiгуста въ. ла. Лё слито сонiмоiныX днiкъ | Мi. сонМкoй въ тiй грiбъ кi.
заяl |
da тут жс прибавленo смывоiныX кроX | й. грiбъ й. заl |
tovo ж дiй срiбрскoй слитоKъ. йiй. грiбъ .d. заl
Revenue and expenditure book (Prichodnye i raschodnye knigi) and real estate transfer deeds (Kupachye zapis). Pages: 568 + fragments.

Year(s): 1611/12, 1612/13.


Summary: Revenue (pp. 13-339, 381-404)
Collection of taxes, rents and fees, as well as collection of firewood and grants of land in accordance with earlier inspection and other books. The revenue was collected by order of De la Gardie and Odoevskij, d'jak Pjatoj Grigor'ev, the voevoda Prince Vasilij Ivanovich Rostovskoj-Bujnosov and d'jak Neljub Sukolenov, and related to holdings of arable land and to crops, fishing and forests in crown villages, on monastic estates and on noblemen's estates, to craftsmen's stalls and houses in the Novgorod area and in Porchov and various pogosts.

The book also records taxes, fees and rents, inter alia, for the brewing of beer, selling of cherries, occupation of dwellings and storehouses, the building of the road to Ivangorod, court fees, certificates for burial, and postal services. Sometimes details are given of the date (month and day) on which the money was received, and of the person who paid it in.

The money was collected from peasants in the crown villages of Cholyn', Korolevo, Tesovo, Rakomo, Trjasovo and Golino and the neighbouring pogosts of Strupinskoj, Mevedskoj, Korostynskoj, Svinoreckoj and Borezhskoj, and in the village of Dvoricy, for the troops of Frans Struk (Frans Strijck), for the support of the Militia Force's envoy Perfirij Sekirin, and for the building of stables for De la Gardie's horses.

Eight registrations of deeds relating to homesteads on church land (pp. 351-375). One of them is a mortgage deed (kabala), the rest are deeds of sale. The deeds span the period 20 September 1612-22 August 1613.
Prikašik Bogdan Pomežikov and Lučanin Eremeev were among those officiating.

The revenue was collected in 1611/12 and 1612/13.
Expenditure and disbursements (pp. 405-568)
Disbursements for various purposes, by order of Dela Gardie and O doevskij. Expenses include wages for church staff and purchases of candles, oils and wine for the churches, and maintenance for tsarica Dar'ja Alekseevna (wife of Tsar Ivan IV) at the Vvedenskij convent in Tichvin and for the convent servants.

The book also records expenses at the office of d'jak Pjatoj Grigor'ev; wages for the staff of the Dvorcovoj prikaz; firewood for the swanherd Tret'jak Jakol'cov; expenditure on ice, candles, paper, use of horses and vehicles, support for churches etc. Many entries are followed by a note of who signed a receipt for the money. On pp. 553, 557, 559 and 563 there are inscriptions in Swedish concerning the giving of receipts for the money.

A loose quire (pp. 493-512) recording rents and charges for haymaking for the year 1612/13 is found among the records of expenditure. It has a different binding to the rest of the book. (May possibly have been inserted loose in the book for binding at a later date, or ended up in the wrong book.)

The book is unsigned.

Four pages from a roll (numbered pp. 1-4)
Fragment of a customs book. Details of goods handed in for customs clearance by individuals from Novgorod, Pskov and other places. Most of the entries concern furs and flax. Dated from April to 19 June (no year).

Notes
The book has a brown leather cover. Glued to the front is a paper label with descriptive headings in Russian and German, both including the year 1613.

18 fragments, “bookmarks”, have been found at different places in the book. Most of them are 1-2 cm high and 10-16 cm wide. Between pages 48-49, 50-51 and 288-289 are four loose fragments from a roll.

Old numbering: N 50.
два а³тынa четyры дëлги с рубëля по дëсяти | дëнyгë

da на proxогоñx при ñакë при пытомъ гри[го]рьвь во рëка. M го[ды] | ок³тафрь въ о. лëн po памяñхи за припиñю | ñыака ñëмïна лутохинa лëбëтчiku трêтьячку васиñхвь сиу якo-þëвo oт вëликoñ новaýgoroda до ñжина на сорокъ въ.Рсътъ за три поâводы proxговь шëсть | a³тръ дaнo a послáлъ онъ дlа гёдрывы | лëбëдинъны: лëйлъ
Contribution of money levied in Novgorod the Great. 1 January-15 February (no year). (Jakubov assumes the year to be 1613.)

Ovsej Rezanov and under-secretary Ivan Zadenskoj are instructed to collect 1,658 roubles and 25 altyn. Semen Boborykin, Fedor Bestuzev and under-secretary Ivan Lazarev are to collect 3,680 and a half roubles; Fedor Skobelcyn and under-secretary Semen Šustov 2,062 roubles; Ivan Zabelin and under-secretary Dmitrij Ignat’ev 2,223 roubles; Miktia Meljukov and under-secretary Semajka Avramov 1,450 and a quarter roubles; and Fedor Odincov and under-secretary Kostjantin Lazarev 1,556 roubles. All of them begin to levy the contribution on 1 January.

On five occasions money is also collected from the Sježja izba.

The book is signed with the skreta of Semen Lutochin in the right margin of each recto.

Twelve pages in the book are blank.

Pages 4, 5

Довольно резанов да подачею иван садьеском и вельно собрать
дня робля кес алтын и в то число взято 8 овесем да у цвяна
генвара въ а. днѣ двйест робля взято
генвара въ г. днѣ двйюст робля взято
генвара въ с. днѣ робля взято
генвара въ з. днѣ сто робля взято
генвара въ о. днѣ сто десат робля. ліп. ат. г. де взято

da овесема ж. да иванова сбор взято 8 посадких. люден на събзе
дворъ генвара въ кг. днѣ у львы 8 маєника десат робля взято
Type of text: Revenue book (Prichodnye knigi).

Pages: 24

Year(s): Not dated

Area: Belaja, Kosickoj pogost.

Summary: Information about the grain brought by various named individuals to the granary at Belaja, the quantities milled, the amounts made into bread etc.

The Swedes are allocated grain.

No details are given of the year(s) or the pjatina. However, Kosickoj pogost is in Šelonskaja pjatina. The months January, February and March are mentioned.

The book is unsigned.

Notes: Nos 1: 35–40 are placed in a brown leather cover.

Extract:

Page 12

михайл иксловь прийкё и³ косицко³ погоста олекреща хлеба обухо́ва с любина пола. і. чш̣и ржн бел³ смени [!] ³ ³̣та³ икм³ки³ люд³ в кофпмд чш̣и бел³ смени [!] в чш̣и³ тоэ ржн в жи³ици³ трй ³ чш̣и жіна со оьминоо пшеницы. і. оьмины с чштврико³ о³м³е́но в жи³иц²
Type of text  Land grant book (Knigi razdač pomestij).

Pages  134

Year(s)  1612/13

Area  Vodskaja, Šelonskaja, O bonežskaja and Derevskaja pjatiny.

Summary  Grants of land to individuals in the service of the state and to widows and minors in 1612/13. First the person's "salary" (expressed as an area of land) is given, then how much land has been granted, when and by whom it was granted, and how much now remains to make up the full salary. Widows and girls are as a rule granted 50 ėti. Most of the land grants relate to Vodskaja and Šelonskaja pjatiny.

The following pogosts are mentioned: Il'inskoj, Nikol' skoj, Jarosel'skoj, Peredol'skoj, Koterskoj, Poliskoj, Gditckoj, Klimetckoj, Butkovskoj, Soletckoj, Gorodenskoj, Gruzin skoj, Petrovskoj, Dremjatckoj, Dudorovskoj, Sabel' skoj, Tig otckoj, Korbošel'skoj, Kipenskoj, Svinoretskoj, Beškoj, Fro lovskoj, Chrepel'skoj, Turskoj, Ižerskoj, O ntonovskoj, D jagilinskij, Ivanjkoj, Lopskoj, Terebužskoj and Bogoroditckoj.

On p. 109 it is stated that the parishioners of the Voskresenie Christovo Church in Korela are granted the village of Kivgoda to pay for candles, incense and communion wine.

The beginning and end of the book are missing. Rough draft, unsigned.

Notes  Nos I: 35–40 are placed in a brown leather cover.

Extract  Pages 109–110

по приговору королевскаго вѣличества і на поручикцаго грцьвярд боярь в окольца й рабынія дѣла и дѣла і по і веда оня имена панове панови и вѣрная людскы, дано прихожаном къ воскресенію въ той храмъ гдѣ тосямъ постаяль и на свецахъ и на лампадѣ и на вино слѣжъ.ное [{!}] дрѣвнихъ князей
Grants of land to individuals in the service of the state and to widows and minors in Derevskaja pjadina in 1610/11. First the person's "salary" (expressed as an area of land) is given, then how much land has been granted, when and by whom it was granted, and how much now remains to make up the full salary.

The following pogosts are mentioned: Runevskoj, Lokockoj, Bologovskoj, Rjutenskoi, Cholovskoi, Žabenskoi, Sitenskoi, Belevskoi, Buchovskoi, Ručevskoi, Bogorodickoi, Eglinskoi, Šegrinskoi, Posonskoi, Čerevenskoi, Žabenskoi, and Molvitickoi.

Rough draft, unsigned.

Notes

On the first page, an inscription in German.

Pp. 91-92 are loose. Nos I: 35–40 are placed in a brown leather cover.

All the text in the sample above has been crossed out with vertical lines. The beginning of the book is missing.

Old numbering: N: 79.

Extract

Pages 65-67

борись взял поместной ему охрая. Ч кто в пять с ним в деревской пядине по писцовому книгам году 1610 году холки с осмия но ейму ж дано в этом году и начевская поместья колокло 1 цева с дачами кто и то велорусское и с осмия но да вов до 1610 года того же федоровское и поместья суповки 16 четь 1 с [1] осмиино не ейму х дано в деревской пядине в русском логесте падачи по приговору бокир и воеводы 1 кийцевая микитиче велорусское да кийцев воловодаря тимошевица до горсков с товарцах рый году мошевское поместья избарова в четьи и всем с борисом поместья у вов холки с осмийно а не дода [!] ему в его охрая рый четьи со осмиино а борису языковому мосела избарова до его живота копыми
Type of text: Inspection book (Dozornye knigi) and rent book (Obroñoye knigi).

Pages: 200

Year(s): Not dated

Area: Vodskaja pjetina. Starorusskoj uezd.

Summary: The beginning of the text is missing.

1. Inspection of Vodskaja pjetina. Ondrejovskoj-Gruzinskoi v Keresti, Soletskoj, Jaroslavskoi, Præjistenskoj-Gorodenskoj, Fedorovskoj-Pesockoj, Egorovskoj-Terebuskoj, Egorovskoj-Lopskoj, D udorovskoj and Ižerskoj pogosts. The names of peasants and bobyli on noblemen’s and monastic estates are recorded, together with the areas of taxpaying land that they farm. It is also stated which individuals have died or disappeared since the last inspection, and which villages and lands are deserted. In addition, particulars are given of churches in the pogosts and of the people associated with them. No details are given of the year or the inspectors. Cerkovnoj d’jak Mosejko Vasil’ev, d’jak Matfejko Danilov, d’jak Sen’ka Ondrev of the Pjatnickij monastery, Griška Michajlov (no epithet), cerkovnoj d’jak Dementic Spiridonov, d’jak Zacharka Romanov and cerkovnoj d’jak Ivanko Fedorov acted as scribes. (Pp. 1-184.)

2. The final quire is a different type of book, recording the sums collected in rent for cultivated land in Čerenciškeskoj pogost by the River Lovot’. No details are given of the year, the person(s) officiating or the scribe(s). (Pp. 185-190.)

All the quires apart from the last one are signed with the skrepa of d’jak Semen Lutochin in the right margin of each recto. The last quire is unsigned. All the quires except the last have a skrepa in the lower margin.

Notes: The book has fallen apart and is in four sections. The last section (= one quire) deals with different subject matter and is in a different hand.

Nos I: 35-40 are placed in a brown leather cover.
Stress marks are used in parts of the text.
Old numbering on the cover: N:79.
да за васи́лым савуровым (дрВ) сюрьма | а в и крё́тый (й) ваку́лка .
да боо́дка уль́тюновы дёти . а пашни по и ними жыву́щы́ . поэм поь л
чётъ и обжы . да ие. пашо́дной | бобы́д сяня григо́дь и, а писаны ти
крё́тый ви. по накасу смотря по жывото | и по | пашни в та́фло . й по
хлббу .

погость чёрную́чески | на погость крё́тыйски пашчи по олсёбью |
дозоры́ басобрасова в живу́щы́ было ёз | обж ж бьь | чёт | оброку ёд рёблы
й арлы́й | в деб с обжы по рёблы
Type of text: Inspection book (Dozornye knigi).

Pages: 64

Year(s): 1611/12

Area: Čerticko j pogost.

Summary: Fragments of a transcript of Luka Mi loslavskoj's inspection book for the year 1611/12. Inspection of Čerticko j pogost. The names of taxpaying peasants are recorded, together with the areas of land that they farm. Information is also given about rents paid.

The last quire describes the Vzvad monastery and its estates.

No details are given of the scribe(s).

The book is signed with the skrepa of d'jak Pjatoj Grigor'ev in the right margin of each recto.

Notes: Nos I: 35–40 are placed in a brown leather cover.

Extract

Page 49
Type of text: Land parcelling book (Otdel'nye knigi).

Pages: 612 + 8 fragments

Year(s): 1609/10 - 1611/12

Area: Šelonskaja and Derevskaja pjatiny.

Summary: Parcelling of land and peasants for various individuals. Šelonskaja (and in a few instances Derevskaja) pjatina. Villages, farms, peasants, meadows and outfields (pustoši) are listed. Very occasionally, churches are also described. Here and there, a report that the person officiating has completed his task, or a petition, is glued to the lower edge of the page.

Sometimes there are also records of the examination of local representatives concerning the size of the harvest or the condition of estates whose owners have been killed by bands of robbers.

1609/10 - 1611/12.

The quires are not bound in chronological order. At several places in the book, the dates on which individual quires were filed are given.

Sometimes it is pointed out that the signature of the person officiating is missing, as he is not able to write. This is true, for example, of gubnoj starosta Boris Mjakinin and nesluživoj Boris Kutuzov.

Parcelling was carried out on the instructions of Ondrej Kurakin, Ivan Golovin and Michail Babarykin; Ivan Odovskij and Ratman Veljaminov; Odovskij and Grigorej Volkonskoj; Odovskij and Volodimir Dolgorukoj; Ivan Saltykov; Odovskij and Vasilej Butorlin.

The following acted as scribes: petrovskoj ljubynskoj d'jaæk Tomilko Emel'janov; the widowed priest Iev Ondronev; Lazorko Semenov, nikolskoj d'jaæk in Peredolskoj pogost; troicko d'jaæk Danko Semenov; Pavelko Osipov, egorevskoj d'jaæk in Pažerevskoj pogost; Chrisan Fedorov, achangelskoj [!] d'jaæk from the village of Dno in Smolinskoj pogost; svino-recko d'jaæk Vtorjasko Grigor'ev and others.

The following pogosts are mentioned: Smolinskoj, Ljubynskoj, Jasenskoj, Pažerevskoj, O bluckoj, Frolovskoj, Šknjatinskoj, Pažerevickoj, Dovoreckoj, Karamujnockoj, Svinoreckoj, Petrovskoj, Bologovskoj, Dremjackoj, Tomascoj, Strupinskoj, Belskoj, Michajlovskoj, Bureskoj, Ževrickoj, Peredolskoj, Dubrovenskoj, Voskresenskoj, Ofremovskoj, Ljatcokoj, Šcepockoj and the land around Porchov and Pribožskaja volost'.

The book includes 8 fragments which should be referred to Series II. Nos. 1, 5, 6 and 7 are reports that the person officiating has completed his task (parcelling of land). No. 2 records the examination of witnesses regarding the amount of rye harvested. No. 3 is a petition for a grant of property for a person's support. No. 4 records the examination of witnesses concerning parcelled out land. Fragment no. 8 is a report on confiscated rye.

Signed with the skrepy of d'jak Semen Lutochin, Semenka Samsonov and Andrej Lysov. Several quires lack the d'jak's signature. Many, but not all, of the quires have a skrepa in the lower margin.

Notes

The book and the fragments are contained in a brown leather cover. The binding is poor. Some of the leaves are loose and several more are becoming detached. On the front of the cover, an inscription in German (no year) and a heading in Russian.

The scribe has tested his pen on the cover with flourishes and disconnected phrases.

Old numbering: N .9.
лѣта ѣрзи ғ абруста вѣ кв. лѣ по ғдрву ѣрву и.вѣлиѣкѣ киѣ ваисилѣ
[!] цвановича всѣ руснѣ ɤкасы я по накасы ғдрва боярина и.восвѣд
киѣ ғдрѣя | петровича куракина да ѣвана василѣвича | головина да
михаѣла борисовича бабарѣкина  я са пришѣю ғдрвыѣ дѣякоѣ гонима
тѣлѣвѣя | да ѣвана тимоѳѣва прилѣжѧ в школѣскую путьну | в
зарѣскую половину вѣ смолиѣскоѣ погоѣть губѣноѣ сталоѣста бориѣ
мѣкѣнѣ ғѣдѣливаѣ тимоѳѣвѣскогѣ | помѣѣгѣва вѣ ѣнакова сѣа цѣвѣкова
юрѣ ваѣнѣскѣву сѣу бутѣрѣлину . сѣло . дино . а в нѣченѣ краѣ мѣѣхѣла
аѣнѣгѣла дѣрѣвѣноѣ да у цѣркеѣ колокоѣчка | на оѣчноѣ стоѣзѣ і а на нѣченѣ
два колокоѣла
Collection of money (Sbor deneg).

Pages 128

Year(s) 1610/11, 1611/12

Area O štinskoj stan. O bonežskaja pjatina, Zaonežskaja polovina.

Summary Collection of various types of taxes and fees for the years 1610-12. Also, collection of arrears of taxes for 1609/10.

The following pogosts are mentioned: Pokrovskoj, Vytesgorskij, Rožestvenskoj-Megorskoj, Nikol'skoj-O štinskoj, Rožestvenskoj-O strežinskoj, Voskresenskoj-Važenskoj, Il'inskij-Venickoj, Dmitrevskoj-Sotckoj and Rožestvenskoj-Pirkinskij, and O štinskoj stan.

In Zaonež'e: Nikol'skoj-Andromskoj, Nikol'skoj-Pudoskoj, Spasskoj-Šalskoj, Petrovskoj-Celmožskoj, Rožestvenskoj-Voleloozerskoj, Nikol'skoj v Šue, Spasskoj v Kijach, Nikol'skoj-Šunskoj, Egorovskoj v Tolvue and Spasskoj-Vygozerskoj.

Taxes from monastic estates are recorded separately.

Hans Munk (Anc Muk) was responsible for handing in the money to the crown treasury.

The book is signed with the skrepa of d'jak Semen Lutochin in the right margin of each recto.

Notes On the first page, an inscription in German, including the year 1611, and a heading in Russian.

Old numbering: N° 38.

Extract Page 5

кинга а вили писано скон3ко с ошти3сского стан8 | и и саои3ныхсь погосто8 по росписи8 | за приписими дяко8 схимна ляговина да о8дря ля3чова по о3ла8у на .Р8. го8л вски8 | деньги8 доходо8 взя8ты и что на .А8. го8л | деньги8 доходо8 доняти . а скон3ко с котором погоста поро3нь деньги8 доходо8 взяти и что с которого погоста и которого | числа деньги8 доходо8 взято и то | писано в сели книг8 именъ8но.
Type of text: Account book for the city's taverns (Vinnye i pivnye knigi).

Pages: 1126

Year(s): 1614/15

Area: Novgorod the Great.

Summary: Information about the quantities of vodka measured out for the city's taverns, and the quantities sold. Vodka was collected from the state wine cellars below the Boris and Gleb Tower. (Pp. 7-83) This is followed by accounts of the individual taverns in Rogatica ulica, Vitkova ulica and Ščerkova ulica. Between these accounts there are combined accounts for the three taverns, presented on a monthly basis. (Pp. 119-210; 279-337; 385-439; 499-551; 599-646; 691-730; 747-786; 806-849; 882-914; 959-997; 1043-1084; 1117-1119.)

The book records income from the sale of beverages and expenditure on purchases of vodka, raw materials for the brewing of beer, drinking vessels, repairs, candles, paper, and the wages of guards, water drivers, brewers, scribes etc. The taverns' profits were calculated monthly and handed over, by order of Ivan Odoevskij and the Swedish voevoda Espir Andreević, and subsequently of Evert Horn and later of De la Gardie, to the Swedish under-secretaries at the crown treasury (gosudareva kazna): Isak Månsson and Andrej Samojlov. The taverns were managed by gost' Istoma Demidov and the sworn men Trę'jak Molodožnik, Bogdan Perečnik, Andrej Sysojev and Ivan Kolačnik. Numerous individuals are mentioned as sworn men in conjunction with purchases of vodka etc., e.g. Sava Rybnik, Trofim Krašeninnik, Sidor Krašeninnik, Bogdan Vetošnik, Ondrej Pirožnik, Ivan Kolačnik, Fedor Linev, Jakov Borovitin, Filip Cholšěvnik (Rogatica), Semen Mjasnik, Sava Perečnik, Boris Svečnik, Semen Chlebnik, Nikifor Moloždonik, Kuz'ma Sapožnik, Vasilej Ščepetnik (Vitkova), Ivan Mjasnik, Filip Cholšěvnik, Sidor Krašeninnik and Fedor Linev (Ščerkova). A far greater number of sworn men are referred to in this book of tavern accounts than in the others.

1 September 1614–1 September 1615.

The book is unsigned.
The book is bound in grey leather.
Type of text: Revenue book (Prichodnye knigi).

Pages: 102 + 1 fragment

Year(s): 1613–1615

Area: Derevskaja, Šelonskaja and Vodskaja pjatiny.

Summary: Book recording duties levied in conjunction with transfers and grants of land (duties payable on otdel’nye and vvoznye gramoty). It is also stated when exemption from duty has been granted, usually by the boyars. Totals of the sums collected are given at certain points (pp. 52, 81, 93, and 101). The money is handed in to the Bol’soj prichod. At the end of the book, fees levied in connection with leases of land are recorded.

The first quire and five pages of the second one are signed with the skrepa of d’jak Semen Lutochin in the right margin. The rest of the book is unsigned.

Only a few pogosts are mentioned: Zareckoj, Michajlovskoj, Karačjunickoj, Kipenskoj, Butkovskoj and Borkovskoj.

The voevody of Jamgorod in 1613 were Detlev von Tiesenhausen and Fektist Murav’ev. In February 1614, Fedor Aminev was d’jak in Ivangoord. In March 1615 “Anstrein Ivanov” and Fedor Aminev were voevody of Gdov.

4 September 1613–30 August 1615.

Notes: The book is bound in a grey leather cover. On the front is a partly illegible heading in Russian.

On the back of the cover, the old numbering: N 81. On the first page of the book, too, there is a heading in Russian. Below the heading, the old numbering: N : 81.

Extract: Pages 33–34
Type of text: Grain accounts (Raschodnye knigi).

Pages: 16

Year(s): 1613-14

Area: Novgorod the Great.

Summary: Account book from the Žitniány prikaz recording the quantities of forage oats supplied each month (from the twelfth to the twelfth) to the swanherd Tren'ka Jakol'cov. Requisitions were sent to Never and Subota. Tren'ka Jakol'cov received extra pay (in the form of rye) when he had captured new swans. Swans were delivered from time to time to the household of Jakob De la Gardie. Supplies of oats are calculated in meticulous detail.

14 September 1613 – 12 August 1614.

The book is unsigned.

Notes: Five pages in the book are blank.

Extract: Pages 8-9
Type of text  Grain accounts (Raschodnye knigi).

Pages 64

Year(s) 1613-14

Area Novgorod the Great.

Summary  Decisions to allocate grain from the crown granary, under the superintendence of d'jak Pjatoj Grigor'ev, to numerous individuals from different strata of society. Among them are a good many women, e.g. the wives of men who had been sent to Grand Prince Karl Filip in Viborg and who had fallen into the hands of robbers on their way home. Other examples are the messenger Ivan from Moscow, who was allocated forage for his horses, and the priest Selivestr Feofilachtov, with d'jak O mel'ka Kuzmin, from the church of Prince Vladimir, who were given rye and oats, as Ivan O doevskij was a churchgoer there. (Pp. 5-48.)

8 September 1613-30 August 1614.

Allocations of grain to various individuals, e.g. guards, as their wages for the previous year. (Pp. 51-63.)

13 September 1613-27 August 1614.

Usually, allocations were granted by De la Gardie and O doevskij and requisitions were sent to Never and Subota (who worked at the actual granary).

The book is unsigned.

Notes On the first page, an inscription in Russian, including the year 1612, and a heading in Russian.
Customs book (Tamožennye knigi).

Pages: 28

Year(s): 1612

Area: Povenec, Egorevskoj pogost

Summary: Book recording fines, in the form of money and salt, imposed on peasants who passed through Povenec with their loads of salt without paying customs duty. The name of the peasant, date, place of residence (pogost) and size of load are recorded.

Acting on instructions from Jakob De la Gardie and Ivan O doevskij, under-secretary Bogdan Michajlov had arrived at the customs house in Povenec, Egorevskoj pogost, and collected the book from the vervycecelovalniki of the crown, Tret'-jak levlev from Kuzarskaja vološ and Jefim Kunin from Petrovskoj-Čelmužskoj pogost.

26 January–2 July 1612.

The book is signed with the skrepa of d'jak Semen Luto-chin.

Notes: On p. 1, a descriptive heading in German: “Zoll Buch”.

Old numbering N°: 84.

Extract:

Pages 3–4
Requisition of money and food (grain, meat, malt, vodka, butter etc.) for Evert Horn's troops in Šelonskaja piatina. The requisition was conducted by Fedor Voronov and Gavrilo M jakinin, by order of Evert Horn.

28 March - 30 September 1613 (Pp. 1-32.)

Requisition of food (grain, malt and groats) for the Swedish troops under Captain Hans Termo in Vodskaja piatina. The requisition was conducted by Grigorej O bol'janinov and gubnoj starosta Seli'estr Zenov'ev.

13 August - 24 November 1614. (Pp. 33-47.)

Distribution of food and forage (bread, malt, groats, meat, salt and oats) in the fortress at Penteleevichi and in the Tesovo fortress to Captain Hans Termo's household and to Swedish troops and Swedes passing through. The distribution was overseen by Grigorej O bol'janinov and gubnoj starosta Seli'estr Zenov'ev.

13 August - 31 October 1614. (Pp. 52-68.)

Requisition of grain and groats for Swedish troops in Vodskaja piatina, by order of Jakob De la Gardie. The requisition was conducted by Grigorej O bol'janinov and gubnoj starosta Michail Neelov.

13 August - 16 November 1614. (Pp. 71-78.)

Quantities of bread supplied to Hans Termo's household and to a number of soldiers and stablemen, and of oats supplied for the horses.

13 August - 27 September 1614. (Pp. 79-86.)

Rough draft, unsigned.

Notes

On p. 1, an inscription in German, including the year 1612, and a heading in Russian.

The book has fallen apart, and consists of four parts of two quires each. Between pp. 42 and 43, one leaf has been excised. Inserted in the book is a loose slip of paper of more recent date, giving a brief description of the contents in Russian.
Old numbering: N:78. Written vertically is the word "Carolus".

рощеных книги птицъ и птицъ лй. чайки. да са3 дасть птицъ ж
к. человекъ. выходи т птицы на дён ко3 му по мён. хлеба. са3 дато по
к. хлебо на дён. да на ро8 м строedo аци тормо9 двор идето ко3 му. на
dён. по ж. хлебо. в конечно по ж. хлебовь. | в поарно /по два
хлеба/ по ж. хлеба ракены9 да бо9 чнь9 на дён по ж. хл[...]
рохмистровъ лошаде9. о[...]

Extract
Page 79
Type of text: Confiscation book (Vydel'nye knigi).

Pages: 78

Year(s): 1614

Area: Vodskaja pjahatina.

Summary: Confiscation of grain from the estates of several "traitors", who had departed for Pskov or Tichvin. Their peasants had to surrender one sheaf in every five from settled land and one sheaf in every four from outlying land (pustoš). The confiscation was ordered by Jakob De la Gardie and carried out by Petr Chomutov, who began his task on 24 August 1614. Zachar Romanov, d'jak of Vvedenskoj-Dudorovskoj pogost, acted as scribe.

The grain was used, inter alia, for the support of Swedish soldiers who, under the command of Samuel Cobron, were advancing on Ladoga. Grain was also sent to Knut Irikoj in O rechov (N öteborg). The confiscations took place in Vvedenskoj-Dudorovskoj, Ižerskoj, D jagelinskoj, Kipinskoj, Sujdeckoj, Vzyleckoj, Orlinskoj, Grjazenskoj and Ozereckoj pogosts.

The book is signed with the skrepa of d'jak Semen Lutochin in the right margin of each recto, and with a skrepa in the lower margin.

Notes: On the first page, an inscription in German with no date, and a heading in Russian.

The book includes a loose slip of paper of more recent date (probably 19th century), with a brief description of the contents in Russian.

Old numbering: N. 19.

Extract: Pages 5-6
Type of text: Harvest and confiscation book (Otpisnye knigi).
Pages: 16
Year(s): 1614
Area: Vodskaja pjetina. O bonežskaja pjetina.

Summary: Book recording the quantities of rye sown and harvested on the estates of several "traitors" in Vodskaja pjetina, Korelska-jaja polovina, and in O bonežskaja pjetina. These landowners have gone to the Muscovite troops or to Pskov. The book also records the quantities sown and harvested on estates belonging to the monastery of St Nicholas the Wonder Worker and the Nikol'skij-Poliskij monastery, which according to Dmitrievsky's catalogue played a certain role in the resistance movement against the Swedes. The rye was confiscated by order of De la Gardie and Odoevskij and at the command of Grand Prince Karl Filip. The confiscation was carried out by Prince Timofej Sachovskoj, Fedor Besstužev and gubnoj starosta Andrej Neelov, who began their task on 14 August 1614. The book covers Kolomenskij, Ontonovskij, Gruzinskoj Keresti, Soleckoj and Il'inskoj-Tigockoj pogosts.

Notes: On the last page, an inscription in Russian, including the year 1611.
Old numbering: N 33
Stress marks are used in parts of the text.

Extract: Pages 4–5

и всего намолочено плохи: р'жи пятаца четьи и всего на бору намолочено се речьне и плохи: р'жи с сорока копл сотныи бе о дву снепо пятьдесет десет четьи и без по думи а добрая и рок от двора пожалий омологин на бор приходи и новгороды до нашего призы дим нкмцких людмил и да в том же коломбо скомь погост в обоньской пятын в николаевской вотчин в бого митра на бургах по скаеского волостей людьи ся вано десет четьи р'жи а нажато и в поле плохи: р'жи пятаца копл сотныи что остало и от нкмцково жата и омлотв с кочны по по думи осмн и всего с пятицати копл плохи р'жи намолочено оди вонаца четьи с по дум осмн и по дум числа молочено р'жи и вина нкмцких людмил пята четьи
Type of text: Expenditure book relating to grain (Razdavné knigi).

Pages: 12

Year(s): 1614

Area: Vodskaja and O bonežskaja pjatiny.

Summary: Distribution of confiscated rye, conducted by Prince Timofej Aleksandrovič Sachovskoj, Fedor Ivanov syn Bezstužev and gubnoj starosta Ondrej Neelov, on the basis of a memorandum issued by d'jak Semen Lutochin. The rye was distributed from the estates of named “traitors” and from monastic estates. Details of the recipients are given; they include Vasilije Trusov, Stepan Igolkin’s wife and others.

18 August – 28 September 1614.

The book is signed in the right margin with the skrepa of d’jak Semen Lutochin and, in the lower margin, by Ondrej Neelov and the priest Timofisje.

Notes: On the first page, an inscription in German, including the year 1611.

Stress marks are used in parts of the text.

This book has almost the same contents as no. I:11 and appears to be a fair copy of that volume. However, I:51 concludes with an entry for 28 September, while I:11 includes entries up to 30 November.

Six pages in the book are blank.
Summary
Book recording the sowing, harvesting and threshing of rye on the estates of “traitors” and of the Nikol’skij-Belyj monastery, by order of Grand Prince Karl Filip, De la Gardie and O doevskij, in Kolomen’skoe na Volchove, O ntonovskoj and Gruzinskij v Keresti pogosts. The persons officiating were instructed to investigate which noblemen and boyars’ sons had betrayed the king’s son and gone to join the forces loyal to Muscovy, and to determine what quantities of rye and spring-sown cereals had been sown, and who had sown what, on the abandoned estates, on the monastery estates and in the villages, according to the testimony of priests and local representatives. Prince Timofej Šachovskoj, Fedor Bezstužev and gubnoj Ondrej Neelov officiated. Ortem’ko O fonas’ev syn Popov acted as scribe.
14 August 1614.
The book is signed with the skrepa of d’jak Semen Lutochin and, in the lower margin, the skrepa of gubnoj O ndrej Neelov and Timofišče Fedosiev, priest in Kolomenskoj pogost.
Notes
On the first page: “The book was filed on 5 October 1614 by Fedor Bestužev.”
Two lines in German, including the year 1611. Stress marks are used in parts of the text.
Inventory book (Perepisnye knigi).

Pages 16

Year(s) 1613

Area Korostynskoj pogost.

Summary Inventory and confiscation of Bogdan Pomeščikov's estate in the village of Podgoší, Korostynskoj pogost, by order of De la Gardie and O doevskij. Stepan Putilov and under-secretary Vasilej Zadenskoj officiated, with the help of priests, elders, sworn men and local representatives. The book records how much barley, wheat, oats and rye there was in the fields and in barns and how much rye had been sown for the following year. Livestock and household utensils are also listed. Upon examination, Bogdan's domestic servants stated that their master had taken clothes and valuable household equipment and gone to Porchov. Mišjuk Nemirov, zemskoj d'jak in Korostinskoj pogost, acted as scribe.

September 1613

The book is signed with the skrepa of d'jak Pjatoj Grigor'ev and, in the lower margin, by nikol'skoj pop Ipatiško Petrov and archangel'skoj pop Grigorišče Kuzmin.

Notes On the first page and p. 13, it is noted that the book was filed 5 September 1613 by Stepan Putilov.

Cf. II: 57.

Extract Pages 6–7 в се-цы в по²гощи 8 бо² дана 8 помπцшкova мєри³ ка³ во²бу свє³да | грива на ливо да кобыла бу]па са³чие ноги по кольно белы || а перє³чие ноги по що³ку белы грива на ливо да мєри³ в гїїде ка³ | с по²паринь грива на право . | да корова рыжа во²бу свє³да | да трєс тє³лъ² дву³тко³ двь | чо³ны³ а трє³кна рыжа да быччо³ поро³ пестър дву³тко³ же да | трєс тє³ла сє³тє³ко³
Type of text: Confiscation book (Otpisnye knigi).

Pages: 16

Year(s): 1613

Area: Porchov and Porchovskoj uezd.

Summary:
Confiscation of grain on the estates of “traitors” in the town of Porchov and in Porchovskoj uezd, by order of Grand Prince Karl Filip, de la Gardie and O doevskij and after consultation with the voevoda Prince Ivan O fonas’evič M eščer-skoj and Fedor Solufer’evič Voronov. In addition, it is stated whether the rye has been sown. Karajunickoj, Bel’skoi, Dubrovenskoi and O blukoj pogosts are mentioned, among others. The confiscation was carried out by Stepan Pustoškin and D okučaj Charlamov. The named owners of the estates, noblemen and boyars’ sons, have in certain cases fled to Pskov. In areas (pogosts) near the border with Pskov, farms are uninhabited and crops have not been sown. Konanko Michajlov, nikol’skoj d’jak in Porchov, acted as scribe. 

October 1613. 

The book is signed with the skrepa of d’jak Semen Lutochin in the right margin of each recto. There is also a skrepa in the lower margin.

Notes:
On the first page, four lines of German text, including the year 1611, and an heading in Russian.

Extract:

Pages 11-12
Type of text: Sowing and harvest book (Zasevnye i užinnye knigi).

Pages: 40

Year(s): 1613/14

Area: Vodskaja and Šelonskaja pjahiny.

Summary: Sowing and harvesting of rye on the estates of named noblemen, “traitors”, in Gorodenskoj, Butkovskoj, Peredol’skoj, Kositckoj, Sabel’skoj and Petrovskoj pogosts, by order of Grand Prince Karl Filip, De la Gardie and Odoevskij. Semen Murav’ev officiated. Of what was harvested on outfields (pustoši), the crown confiscated one sheaf in every five. Rye was given to named individuals. Fet’ka Tarchov, pokrovskoj d’jašek in Gorodenskoj pogost, acted as scribe.

1613/14.

The book is signed in the lower margin with the skrepy of Gavrila, pokrovskoj pop in Petrovskoj pogost, Iosifiše, dmitrevskoj pop in Gorodenskoj pogost, and Semen Murav’ev.

Notes: Half of the first page has been torn off.

On the first page, a few words in German and the date 1611. Also a heading in Russian.

Extract:

Pages 3-4:

съмнително мура́в’евъ в во̀гдо̀скомъ и в цвело́скомъ | пятинь на тебя́ ге́дыя в погоштъ в городъско́ | в бутко́скомъ да в пердо̀скомъ | в ко́скомъ да в салбеко́скомъ | в петро̀скомъ в ымени́щикихъ поме́стьихъ хлебъ волостьныхъ людьми пожа́лъ а ско́вко в томъ и ымени́щикихъ поме́стьихъ у ковь ими́нихъ | какова хлеба́ заслугу и ужину буде́т кошъ по ымени́щикихъ дете́нъ боя́рскихъ и у крепъ в пусто́скъ выделя́ю пяти́ снопа́ | жь что ихъ в оты́мъ умолю хлеба́ и тому кайги
Distribution of grain, mostly rye, from the estates of “traitors”, in accordance with a memorandum issued by d’jak Semen Lutochin. The grain was given to, among others, under-secretaries and widows, e.g. the wife of Stepan Igolkin, and to the French interpreter Bažen Ivanov. Some grain was sent to Novgorod. Prince Timofej Šachovskoj, Fedor Bezstužev and gubnoj Ondrej Neelov officiated.

17 August–30 November 1614.

The book is signed in the lower margin with the skrepa of Ondrej Neelov.

Notes

On the first page a heading in Russian. On the last page, an inscription in German, including the year 1611. This book appears to be a draft of I:11 and I:51, which are almost identically worded but more neatly written, as well as being signed by d’jak Semen Lutochin.

Five pages in the book are blank.

Extract

Page 3

също бра вк ш. днр измалн описного изменника | хлеба в юванов; помістн савина на борь кишь | тимофь шаховьском деснт чити ржи сьтября вк о. десь по памет sa пришь до дяка | семена лутохина дано вдовы боьдано вкоскож жойны скобь цына таьян н в о панань на борь дьр чити ржи
Type of text: Harvest and confiscation book (У жиннье i отпіснье knigi).

Pages: 16

Year(s): 1616

Area: Vodskaja pjatina, Polužskaja polovina, Nikol'skoj-Butkovskoj pogost.

Summary: By order of De la Gardie and in accordance with a memorandum drawn up by the interpreter Erik Andersson, grain was harvested and threshed for the crown, in the name of Gustav Adolf, on the estate of Nikita Tyrkov and on other estates in Nikol'skoj-Butkovskoj pogost. The quantity and quality of the grain is recorded on the basis of an inventory prepared by gubnoj Michail Neelov and under-secretary Dmitrej Ignat'ev. The crops concerned are oats and wheat. A certain quantity of grain or one sheaf in every six was confiscated. The grain was allocated to named individuals. Grigorej O bol'njaninov and under-secretary Ivaš Prokof'ev officiated. Under-secretary Ivaš Prokof'ev acted as scribe.

25 August 1616.

The book is signed in the left margin of each recto with the skrepa of under-secretary Grigorej Sobakin and, in the lower margin, with the skrepy of Grigorej O bol'njaninov, Fedor Grigor'ev syn, priest of the Church of St Nicholas in Butkovskoj pogost, and Nikita Ivanov, priest of the Church of the Resurrection.

Notes: On the first page: “The book was filed on 9 September 1616 by the under-secretary Ivan Prokof'ev.”

Extract: Григорий обол'няновь | да почаць це|ш прокор'сь в приїхав в воцью | пятину в полуско полови| в николско | в' бутковско погость в никитих ском пом'єсть тьркова в 8саме на б'лай й в в'йные пом'єстька по росписи губново миха|ла вълова да почацьньо дмитр'я игна|ква вима с собою николско бутковское по|лапа федора григорьева да з б'ло| рж'єтеві скому попа никиты Ivanова да волосны | людь| григорьева крьткая мура|ева | оя|ку ко|лова да митрополичь кольское: | волости старость собий а инова да муравьова крьткая в перс'єльо власка шестокова...
Type of text: Land parcelling book (Otdel'nye knigi).

Pages: 24

Year(s): 1614

Area: Vodskaja pjetina, Polužskaja polovina, Nikol'skoj-Butkovskoj pogost.

Summary: Parcelling of landed estates in Nikol'skoj-Butkovskoj pogost, by order of Grand Prince Karl Filip and in accordance with land parcelling documents issued by Jakob De la Gardie and Ivan O doevskij. The areas of the estates and the names of their owners, villages and peasants are recorded. Parcelling of the estates was conducted by gubnoj starosta Selivestr Zenov'ev, alone or together with Grigorej O bol'njaninov. Tomilka Olekseev, nikol'skoj d'jaček in Butkovskoj pogost, and Michajlišče Ščevjvanov syn, priest of the Uspenie Church in Chrepel'skoj pogost, acted as scribes.

21-25 August and 30 October 1614.

The book is signed with the skrepa of d'jak Semen Lutochin in the right margin of each recto, and with a skrepa in the lower margin.

Notes: On the first page, four lines in German, including the year 1612. In Russian, the year 1613/14 and a heading in Russian. Old numbering: N:29.

Extract: Pages 4-5

Notes: 166
Type of text: Revenue book (Prichodnye knigi).

Pages: 60 + 4 fragments

Year(s): Not dated

Area: Novgorod the Great.

Summary: Collection of money street-by-street in Novgorod. Names of streets and the individuals living there are recorded. Most commonly, entries consist of a name, date (only the day, not the month or year), the word vzjato (received) and the amount, followed by the word spolna (in full). In the margins, a sum in roubles is sometimes given for each entry. A grand total for each street is recorded. Numerous deletions. The book is unsigned. Rough draft.

The book contains a number of loose leaves, numbered as follows:

Fragment 1 (pp. 31-34)
Expenditure book (Kniga denežnogo i chlebnogo žalovani-ja). Records how much money and grain was given to strel’cy, cannoneers, foot soldiers, prison guards and others in the county of Kexholm (Korela) in Karelia under Tsar Fedor Ivanovič. Instructions issued by d’jak Posnik Dmitreev, dated 23 November 1597.

Fragment 2 (pp. 35-36)
Inspection book (Dozornye knigi)
Fragment of an inspection book, drawn up by Petr Nogin and under-secretary Mikita Molganov at the Troitskij-Klop- skij monastery in Šelonskaja pjatina, Zarusskaja polovina. Signed with a skrepa in the lower margin. 1611/12.

Fragment 3 (p. 37)
Instructions concerning the distribution of grain.
Instructions to Kuz’ma Alekseev regarding the distribution of grain to different categories of people.

Fragment 4 (between pp. 38 and 39)
Accounts of the Mint.
по-лесниции | михалка сапунник | а. д. взято | по-тяната сполна |
бо̀дълко коръла | д. д. взято | в. руб. | сполна пиес |
ивашко прасъль | а. д. взята по-тяната пиес |
ивашко някъдеши | а. д. взято по-тяната пиес |
иванко мячникъ селижаровецъ да брал го | ако във взяло в. руб |
сполна пиес |
уксъкство сапун-пиес | а. д. взята по-тяната |
ширна уско пиреи | д. д. взято | в. руб. | спо-чна |
и-всего по окладъ | ул. руб.
Account book from the city's wine cellars. (Prichodno-raschodnye knigi vinnogo pogreba.)

Pages: 148 + 2 fragments
Year(s): 1611
Area: Novgorod the Great.

Summary: Information about deliveries of vodka from the state wine cellars to named individuals, both Russians and Swedes. The Swedes mentioned include De la Gardie, Måns Mårtensson Palm, Evert Horn and Hans Boije. 28 March - 1 September 1611 (Pp. 3 - 47.)

Deliveries of vodka to the city's taverns. 28 January - 8 July 1611 (Pp. 49 - 66.)

Information about the quantities of vodka measured out at different distilleries. 11 - 29 August 1611 (Pp. 77 - 86.)

Deliveries of honey to the city's taverns. 21 February - 8 May 1611 (Pp. 93 - 99.)

Deliveries of vodka to the tavern on Sofejskaja storona. 21 - 24 August 1611 (Pp. 107 - 110.)

Expenses incurred in the running of the wine cellars: barrels, firewood, candles, transport, wages of guards etc. (Pp. 123 - 127.)

The wine cellars were operated according to instructions from Ivan O doevskij. They were managed by Grigorej Afanas'ev, with Ivanko Fedot'ev as the sworn man. Under-secretary was Grigorej O fonaśev.

The tavern on Torgovaja storona was managed by Ivan Boranov and under-secretary Ivan Pomeščikov, with Jakov Grigor'ev as sworn man. Corresponding particulars for the tavern on Sofejskaja storona are not given.

The book is unsigned.

Rough draft.

Notes: Two fragments relating to tavern accounts are included in the book. There is also another fragment of more recent date, describing the contents in Russian. The binding has come apart and the quires are loose.

56 pages in the book are blank.
а́вгуста въ .ка. лн дано дьяку | мо́йце ма́ртьновъ | въдръ вина | въдро въ л. кружкъ а има́ д зерма́дъ | и нѢдря в санра се́мгабра по лн.ч. числа | в ркъ году | того ы лин дано по памяти са прппи́цю дьяка овдроб лысовъ цыркъ | вичь амтанао и цыцма́ мо́йцы [?] въдро вина въ л. кружкъ
Account book for the city’s taverns (Vinnye i pivnye knigi).

Pages 823

Year(s) 1613

Area Novgorod the Great.

Summary Accounts of the tavern in Rogatica ulica on Torgovaja stora-
na.
Accounts of the tavern in Vitkova ulica on Torgovaja stora-
na.
Accounts of the tavern in Šcherkova ulica on Sfejskaja stora-
na.
Combined accounts for the three taverns, presented on a monthly basis. (Pp. 120–137; 270–294; 417–438; 541–569; 678–696; 818–819.)
1 March–1 September 1613.

The book records income from the sale of beverages and expenditure on purchases of vodka, raw materials for the brewing of beer, firewood, drinking vessels, repairs, candles, and the wages of guards, water drivers, brewers etc. It indicates the quantities of vodka collected from the crown wine cellars below the Church of Ioann Zlatoust and the Boris and Gleb Tower, and the amounts of beer brewed at the taverns. The taverns’ profits were calculated monthly and handed over, by order of Jakob De la Gardie and Ivan O doevskij, to the Swedish under-secretary at the crown treasury (gosudareva kazna), Faltin Jur’ev.

The taverns were managed by gost’ Istoma Demidov. The sworn man responsible for the tavern in Rogatica ulica was Ivan Vruckoj; for the tavern in Vitkova ulica, Michajla Kukolkin; and for the tavern in Šcherkova ulica, Nekrasa Koževnik. Numerous individuals are mentioned as sworn men in conjunction with purchases of vodka etc. (cf. I:3).

The book is unsigned.

Notes The book is bound in a grey leather cover. On the cover, an inscription in German (year illegible) and a heading in Russian. Inserted into the book is a loose leaf of more recent date with Russian text, describing the contents.

Stress marks are used sparingly in the text.
Metropolitan Isidor is mentioned on p. 445 (as a supplier of barley).

Old numbering: N.3.

Example of the ingredients used to make a batch of beer:
8 čtvrti barley malt
1 čtvrt' rye malt
1 čtvrt' oats
2 pud hops
yeast
(water)

One batch produced 160 vedra. (1 vedro possibly corresponds to 12 litres, according to Sundberg, Nordlander, 1995)
Type of text: Land parcelling books (Оtdel’nyeknigi) and inquisition books (Obysknyereči).

Pages: 450 + 3 fragments

Year(s): 1611/12

Area: Vodskaja pjatina, Šelonskaja pjatina, Bežeckaja pjatina.

Summary: The book primarily contains entries relating to parcelling of land. Pp. 3–9, 271–274 and 417–421 are inquisition books. The testimony which they record then forms the basis for parcelling out the land concerned. Pp. 399–403 are a harvest book. The great majority of the proceedings recorded relate to Vodskaja pjatina.

Parcelling of land and peasants for various individuals. Villages, farms, peasants and outfields (pustoši) are listed.

Most of the quires are signed with the skrepa of d’jak Semen Lutochin, a smaller number with that of d’jak Andrej Lyscov. A few quires lack the d’jak’s signature. All the quires have a skrepa in the lower margin. On p. 381 it is pointed out that the person officiating, Pervoj Kabalin (prikazščik of Tesovskoj Jam), has not signed the record.

On the first page it is noted that the quire was filed on 18 January 1612 by “Michajlo Neelov’s man”. Filing dates are found at several places in the book.

The land was parcelled out by order of Jakob De la Gardie and Ivan Odoevskij.


The following acted as scribes: Lazorko Semenov, nikol’skoj d’jaček in Peredol’skoj pogost; Ivanko Kondračev, il’inskij d’jaček in Tigodskoj pogost; Fadejko Varlamov, preštenskoj d’jaček in Kolomenskoj pogost; Andrjuša Nikiforov, d’jaček of Soletskoj pogost; Mosejko Vasil’ev; and others.

The following pogosts in Vodskaja pjatina are mentioned: Nikol’skoj-Peredol’skoj, Il’inskij-Tigodskoj, Vvedenskoj-Du-

The following pogosts in Šelonskaja pjatina are mentioned: Kosickoj and Chmerskoj.

In Bežeckaja pjatina, only Moldinskij pogost is mentioned.

The first date in the book is 22 December 1611 and the last 29 August 1612. The quires are not bound in strict chronological order.

Glued to the bottom of p. 261, which describes a land parcelling proceeding, is a petition from nešuživoj Kazarin Masleniccoj with its seal intact. Attached to p. 403 (the harvest book) is a report on how much rye was taken from the property of Ivan Beketov.

Fragment 1 (1 sheet) concerns an inquisition into how much rye had been sown (syšnaja gramota) in Chrepel'skoj pogost. 7 August 1612. Fragment 2 (4 sheets glued together) is a petition from Ivan Krasnoslepov's widow Olena requesting that property be allocated to her for her support. The final sheet concerns the parcelling out of land for her benefit. 12 October 1611. Vodskaja pjatina.

Fragment 3 is a narrow strip containing half a line of text, a “bookmark”.

Notes

The beginning of the proceedings recorded on pp. 113 ff. and 277 ff. is missing. Pp. 121-122 are a loose leaf with no text.

Pp. 385-396 of the book consist of a small quire, whose leaves have been cut to the size 9.5 x 15 cm.

On the first page, an inscription in German, including the year 1611.

The leaves are cut in such a way that the watermark is unusually distinct in many places.

The book contains a simple seal.

Old numbering: No. 35.
Type of text  Inspection book (Dozornye knigi).
Pages  645
Year(s)  1610–1612
Area  Staraja Russa. Starorusskoj uezd.
Summary  Inspection of Starorusskoj posad, street by street, compared with Oleksej Bezobrazov's inspection of 1606/07. Homesteads and their occupiers are listed. It is also stated what rent has been paid to the landowner (the state or a monastery). Numerous homesteads have been burnt down by Lithuanian troops. It is stated whether the occupiers were killed or are living elsewhere. Information is also given about widows. (Pp. 7–311)
  List of tax-exempt buildings (the tavern, two chancelleries, eight priests' houses etc.). (Pp. 195 ff.)
  Rents for shop places, ferriage rights, kitchen and other gardens, customs duties, sauna charges etc. in Starorusskoj posad and Starorusskoj uezd. (Pp. 216 ff.)
  List of shop places and salt boileries and the names of their owners; whether they are dead or alive and, if alive, where they are living. Almost all the shops and salt boileries have been burnt down by Lithuanian troops. (Pp. 249 ff.)
  Inspection of noblemen's and monastic estates in Starorusskoj uezd. Petrovskoj, Voskresenskoj and Čertickoj pogosts. The names of peasants and bobyls are recorded, together with the areas of land that they farm. It is also stated which individuals have died or disappeared since the last inspection (by Oleksej Bezobrazov), and which villages and lands are deserted. Details of rents are given. Immense destruction has occurred. The inspection was conducted by Luka Miloslavskoj, Anton Vypovskoj, under-secretary Mikifor Kopt'ev and the trader Semen Ivanov, by order of Jakob De la Gardie and Ivan Odoevskij. (Pp. 314 ff.)
  Filon Oničkov's inspection of the Spassij monastery's estates in Petrovskoj pogost. 1611/12. (Pp. 540–569.)
  No details are given of the scribe(s).
  August 1610–1612.

Notes  The book has a cover of rough grey leather. It is signed with
the skrepa of d’jak Pjatoj Grigor’ev in the right margin of each recto.

The book includes a loose leaf of more recent date describing the contents in Russian (probably from the 19th century). It, too, has the archival number 49.


Stress marks are used on pp. 540–569.

The book is incorrectly paginated: p. 322 is followed by p. 333.

Old numbering: N. 49.

Extract Page 7

в старой рус. на посаде было на площади против бороць глыбы и дрова и каменная о позади то есть дрова лубяницен двор и шили на нём на дрову сою дякошку, да и бара таможенняя, да девят абаро, а б и продают дрова со и ды пят житницу сырали в ных дрова хлеб, и во рзн. М году в дворы и абары и житницы сожгли литовские люди
Account book from the law court and the public sauna (Knigi sudnogo dvora, Bannye knigi).

Type of text: Account book from the law court and the public sauna

Pages: 268 + 2 fragments

Year(s): 1612/13

Area: Novgorod the Great

Summary:

1. Account book from the law court. One party to civil proceedings claims compensation from the other party for various crimes or misdemeanours, such as theft, assault, insults, unpaid debts, horses not paid for etc. The fees charged by the court for considering each case are then recorded. At the end of the book, these fees are added together. Of the money received, Stepan Igolkin’s wife Usten’ja receives 20 roubles, by order of the boyars. Expenses for paper, ink, candles, firewood and guards’ wages are also deducted.

   The judges were Vasilej Trusov and Vasilej Avramov. The starosta was Ondrej Danilov and the sworn man Gregorej Filipov.

   1 September 1612 – 30 August 1613 (Pp. 1–144.)

2. Account book from the public sauna. Income (admission charges) and expenditure (on brooms, firewood, the scribe’s wages etc.) were recorded each day the sauna was open. Every Sunday, the week’s receipts and expenses were added up. The sauna was managed by four sworn men: Ivan Torocešnik, Ivan Mikulin, Petr Ogorodnik and Vasilej Ovčinnik.

   14 September 1612 – 31 August 1613 (Pp. 145–268.)

   The book is signed with the skrepa of djak Semen Lu-tochin in the right margin of each recto, and with a skrepa in the lower margin.

3. The book also contains two fragments. One of them consists of accounts of the sauna, but the other is unrelated to this book, consisting of a petition from Vasiuk Zenov’ev to Grand Prince Karl Filip, requesting the return of his estate in Derevskaja pjadina.

Notes: On the first page, an inscription in German, including the year 1611, and a heading in Russian.
Spacing between words occurs almost throughout part 1.

Old numbering: N: 48:

Extract

Pages 126–127, 146

й всего во всем я во. рок. м году | по книга м пошли ий | пришлет ему | права р десятки и покло нных с сяди ий и по писен с человечны ий | поклонных ия по писен с кабынных сяди | и по писаного ся ки вок ий | и что имано по церев васи ла | цвовница грамоте с татины дыл и | поличны пошли бы с сядя с рубли по | г. атня и ясечны с лошадинны | и с холопых приводы и выдачы с холопых ий с кр спых дымых | го ло ий и его на комь и с которого дыл взято гдыры сяды пошлины | по сухом спискам прошли льть и тых сядного двора пошли ий в сборе по книгам всего с.кд. рубли с днем.

ме са сгтяря вь. к.д. дня кспевды | новые указали иван 
торочеч дымых с товарщи вник и в баню дыл счи дня дыл два робли тринадать. день | днем
Type of text: Kabala book (Kabal’nye knigi).

Pages: 112

Year(s): 1614/15

Area: Novgorod the Great.

Summary: Book for the registration of contracts of service (kabala contracts). In exchange for the loan of a certain sum, the borrower undertakes to work for the lender for one year. If the debt has not been repaid by the end of the year, the borrower has to remain in the lender’s service. Each individual contract consists of an official, legal section, the contract proper, and a description of the borrower’s background and appearance. The contracts were drawn up by, among others, the notaries Griša Bebrin, Semen Dmitriev, Kornilko Efim’ev, Griša Njanin, Agejko Ofonas’ev, Gavrilko Ortem’ev, Kazarin’ Russkoj and Nikitka Stepanov. The notaries submitted the original contracts to d’jak Semen Lutochin, who entered them in the books.

4 September 1614–8 August 1615.

The book is signed with the skrepa of d’jak Semen Lutochin in the right margin of each recto.

Notes: On the first page, an inscription in German, including the year 1612.

Old numbering: N: 71.

Extract: Page 3

Ркг. Сштйбьр в́з. д. к д́йку к ешмёг лутохину | площдчёнь пошчнё
котмйрь. вочь темвдже артйкко оосошь. в прив.сели к саншкке служйлю
кабалу а в кабалй писшт се. я3 дьвка осходйца јванова
dо. | гордьева саныла сьми 8 новьорьшна 8 6дрьвя | 8 алисина днидь два
рубля московским числом сштйбьра от. д. чи́ла да до того ж числа на
go. а са роесть миё осходйцы 8 6дрьвя своес. о 8 6дрьвя слёжэти по всэя
dни во дво́рь
Type of text: Inspection book (Dozornye knigi, Obysknye rei).

Pages: 256

Year(s): 1612

Area: Bežeckaja pjatina, Beloozerskaja polovina. Oštinskoj stan.

Summary: Inspection of Bežeckaja pjatina, Beloozerskaja polovina. Prokof’evskoj-Bel’skoy, Gorodickoj, Pokrovskoj, Ivanskoy, Nikol’skoy, Petrovskoj, Borisoglebskoy and Borovickoj pogosts. The names of peasants and boyli on noblemen’s estates and on the estates of the Konev monastery are recorded, together with the areas of land that they farm. It is also stated which individuals have died or disappeared since the last inspection, and which villages and lands are deserted. The inspection was conducted by Grigorej Oničkov and Stepan Laptev, by order of the voevody Mikita Vyšeslavcov and Ignat Charlamov. Zemskoj d’jařek Jakuš Samujlov acted as scribe. March 1612.

Inspection of Oštinskoj stan, Roždestvenskoy-Megorskoy, Voskresenskoy-Važenskoy, Roždestvenskoy-Ostrečinskoy and Roždestvenskoy-Pirkinskoy pogosts. The same type of information as above. The inspection was conducted by Jon Irikson, Firs Davydov and Ivan Boranov, by order of Jakob De la Gardie and Ivan O doevskij. Karpik Fedorov, zemskoj d’jařek in Važenskoy pogost, Feťko Nikitin, cerkovnoj d’jařek in Roždestvenskoy-Ostrečinskoy pogost, and Pjatunka Fedorov and Ivanko Pervoj, zemskoj d’jařek and cerkovnoj d’jařek, respectively, in Pirkinskoy pogost, acted as scribes. 19 July–29 September 1612.

Two books, consecutively paginated. Book 1 comprises pp. 1–64. Skrepa in the lower margin only.

Notes: On the first and last pages, inscriptions in German, including the year 1611. Old numbering: N. 39.
рк. году воро́бских. лю́бим касаки саоно́скіх | пого́до́ных и каргопо́льных и бло́ссорцы бо́лым до́нскому и мес́лобных и доро́гии и гиган́ских и ма́нских и доро́гих да о́рдо́в и ши́пами в пи́рко́вском в нашк. и пого́дек в ко́нскому воло́кти в острове́ стоя́щем восемь незе́ль и ко́ммы и подводы на них права́я и животы грабили и хлеб молочное и не́молочное к се́бе в острове́ вобили.
Inspection book (Dozornye knigi).

Pages 90

Year(s) 1611

Area Vodskaja pjatina, Korel'skaja polovina.

Summary Inspection of Krečenskoj, Kolomenskoj, Gruzinskoj and Ivan-skoy-Pereezdovskoj pogosts. The names of peasants and bo-byli on noblemen's and monastic estates (including those of St Sophia and the Vjažickij and Chutyn' monasteries) are recorded, together with the areas of land that they farm. It is also stated which individuals have died or disappeared since the last inspection, and which villages and lands are deserted. The inspection was conducted by Jakov Karaulov and the under-secretary Odinec Ivanov, by order of Jakob De la Gardie and Ivan O doevskij and at the command of King Karl IX. Kazarinko Feodos'ev, d'jařek of Ivanskoy pogost, Stepanko O ndreev, d'jařek at the Vjažickij monastery, and Fotijkko Varlamov, d'jařek of Kolomenskoj pogost, acted as scribes.

20 September–7 October 1611.

The book is signed with the skrepa of d'jak Andrej Lyscov in the right margin of each recto. There is also a skrepa in the lower margin.

Notes On the first page, an inscription in German, including the year 1611. Old numbering: N 0. 30.

Extract Pages 3-4

... й николи важитц boyfriend minden востчину | дополили жылдамъ и пустого съя и деревя и починкахъ и сейны покосъ и вьсажки | годуи што по дозоръ в крьшеньско_monسترъ | погость софьянки востчины съя и деревя в же-лы и вь пустъ и кръ-тьяхъ и шько-скихъ востчинъ | съя и деревя со кростьныи в же-лы | ѣ что в пустъ дворъ и деревъ и скошкахъ росшеньи и на че Мъ хто жывъ | ѣ переложные съклони и сейны покосъ и вьсажкихъ годуи ѣ рыбныи ловъ и томъ книги [1]
Inspection book (Dozornye knigi).

Pages 286

Year(s) 1613

Area Ustrickaja, Bel'skaja, Zareckaja, Poreckaja, Kutynskaja and other volosti.

Summary Inspection of the crown villages in Ustrickaja, Bel'skaja, Zareckaja, Poreckaja, Kutynskaja, Borovskaja, Videmerskaja, Glinenskaja and Kostrickaja volosti. (Bel'skaja, Poreckaja and Kutynskaja volosti are also referred to here as treti.) The names of peasants and bobyli are recorded, together with the areas of land that they farm. It is also stated which individuals have died or disappeared since the last inspection, and which villages and lands are deserted. In addition, particulars are given of churches in the pogosts and of the people associated with them.

Pp. 257 ff. Confiscation of grain from abandoned land in the areas above.

The inspection and confiscation were undertaken by Mosej Poskočin, Ivan Izmajlov and under-secretary Jakov Lukin, by order of Jakob De la Gardie and Ivan Odoevskij. No details are given of the scribe(s).

25 March–1 April 1613

Skrepa in the lower margin only.

Notes On the first page, an inscription in German, including the year 7121.

Incorrectly paginated (pp. 230–239 are missing).

Old numbering: No: 23
Type of text: Land parcelling books (Otdel'nyeknigi) and inquisition books (Obysknyereči).

Pages: 816 + 4 fragments

Year(s): 1612–1614

Area: Vodskaja pjetina. Šelonskaja pjetina.


The great majority of the proceedings recorded relate to Vodskaja pjetina.

Parcelling of land and peasants for various individuals. Villages, farms, peasants and outfields (pustoši) are listed. Sometimes churches are also described.

The quires in the book are signed with the skrepa of d’jak Semen Lutochin or d’jak Andrej Lyscov. A small number of them lack the d’jak’s signature. All the quires except one have a skrepa in the lower margin. At several points in the book, filing dates are given.

Sometimes it is pointed out that the signature of the person officiating is missing, as he is not able to write. This is true, for example, of nešluživoj Jakov Skobeev.

Two documents are glued to p. 347: a report on completion of the proceedings by the persons officiating and a report on an inquisition to determine conditions in the area prior to parcelling. A similar report is attached to p. 536.

The first date in the book is 1 February 1612 and the last 25 May 1614.

The quires are not bound in strict chronological order.

The land was parcellled out by order of Jakob De la Gardie and Ivan O doevskij.

The following persons officiated: Posnik Petrešov; Michajla Neelov, gubnoj starosta of Polužskaja polovina; Grigorej Ser-
kov; Grigorej Gubačekoj; Semen Gulidov; Neždan Jazykov; O leksej O buchov; Ondrij Nazimov; Grigorej Mikulin; Než-aj O švkin; gubnoj starosta Seliverst Zenov'ev; Kazarin Maslenickoj; Pervoj Kabalin; Timofij Šišmarev; Ivan Tigodkoj; under-secretary Semejka Michajlov; Jakov Skobeev; Grigorej Sysoev; Tichan M art'janov; Filip Skrypitcyn; Istoma Borovskoj; Michajlo Ermolin; Bogdan Malšin; Bogdan Obol'janinov; under-secretary Petr Bašmak; gubnoj starosta Ondrej Neelov (who also acted as scribe for pp. 681-685); Jakov Častoj; under-secretary Tret'jak Posadnikov; Michajla Ryndin; and under-secretary Ždan Maksemov.

The following acted as scribes: Ivanko Lukijanov, dmeatrevskoj d'jaček in Gorodenskoj pogost; Sen'ka Vasil'ev, zemskoj d'jaček in the gubnoj stan of Polužskaja polovina; Jakuška Michajlov, uspenskoj d'jaček in Chrepel'skoj pogost; Ivanko Fedorov, zemskoj d'jaček in Ižerskoj pogost; Ivanko Fedorov, d'jaček of monastyr' Prečistej Bogorodicy in Gorodenskoj pogost; Posničko Garasimov, d'jaček of Troickaja vystavka in Dudorovskoj pogost; Piminko Ignat'ev, klimeckoj d'jaček in Tesovo; Lazorko Semenov, zemskoj d'jaček in Šelonskaja pja-tina; Elizarko Rodionov, vsemilostivogo Spasa Rozvaži ulicy; and others.


The following pogosts in Šelonskaja pja-tina are mentioned: Dremjatckoj and Peredol'skoj.

Fragments 1 and 2 are reports to De la Gardie and Odovskij on completion of the parcelling proceedings (fragment 1 relates to pp. 560–564 in the book and fragment 2 to pp. 715–719). Fragment 3 (2 sheets) is blank and fragment 4 consists of only a strip of paper with half a line of text (evidently from a land parcelling book, a “bookmark”).

Notes
Several leaves have become detached from the binding. The book includes four quires whose leaves are cut to a smaller size: 10 × 16 cm, 16 × 15 cm. Four fragments are kept together with the book, two of with the character of fragments of rolls.
1. Олта, херка, сеябры в 1870 г. див. король, скоро, величества и
инугородчик, гедротва бога и вожь в яково пугосовича делогарды да
киба цвана | нынечница богщико, одежна скоро по грамот и по выписи с к
к'яйло за припис, дояка сбячна лутофхина в ожцыя, патины полукнек
половины | глубной стара, михила иллобо, оделеть | киби,
како, ласко, помтья балос, скоро, бога, даишу цванове сию самарину в
вогцкюн, патине | в город, ском, пого, в вочч, сель в мроткинс |"hра скола чюдо, ворси, воцчи со киже, 3 див, кооо с олбию, со кииз, 
бо, дановоо дочч, балос, скоро, на бо, данове жеръки креття | въ, 
ва ха проко, в си ыгуро в, водик да | фили, кола демидовы
Type of text: Inspection book (Dozornye knigi).

Pages: 228 + 1 fragment

Year(s): 1611/12

Area: Šelonskaja pjadina, Zarusskaja polovina.

Summary: Inspection of the town of Porchov and the surrounding area. Michajlovskoj na Uze, Karamjunskoj, Bolčin'skoj, Jasenskoj, Žedritckoj, Pažeredskoj, Oblutckoj, Smolinskoj, Bel'skoj, Vysockoj, Degoskoj, Michajlovskoj na Rve, Ilemenskoj, Retenskoj, Dovoreckoj, Ljubynskoj, Bureskoj, Šnjatinskoj, MUSECKOJ (Kolesyne slobody and Sol'ca), Svinoreckoj, Stripinskoj, Sutockoj and Paozerskoj pogosts.

The names of homestead owners in Porchov are recorded, together with the areas of land they have ploughed. Details are given of rents and taxes. In addition, the names of peasants and bobyl on noblemen's estates and the estates of the metropolitan and the monasteries are recorded, together with the areas of land that they farm. It is also stated which individuals have died or disappeared since the last inspection, and which villages and lands are deserted.

The inspection was conducted by Petr Nogin and under-secretary Mykita Molčanov, by order of Jakob de la Gardie and Ivan Odoevskij. The widowed priest Tomilko Ondro-nov, preslenskoj d'jaęk in Karamjunskoj pogost, Chrisanko Fedorov, archangilskoj d'jaęk in Smolinskoj pogost, Davyd-ko Semenov, preslenskoj d'jaęk in Bel'skoj pogost, and Pavelko Michajlov, spasskoj d'jaęk in Poozerskoj pogost, acted as scribes.

September–October 1611.

Pp. 193–217 concern an inspection of Starorusskogo uezd, Petrovskoj and Voskresenskoj pogosts. The names of peasants and bobyl on noblemen's estates are recorded, together with the areas of land that they farm. It is also stated which individuals have died or disappeared since the last inspection (by Luka Miloslavskoj), and which villages and lands are deserted following the ravages of the Lithuanians. Details of rents are given.

The inspection was conducted by under-secretary Grigorej Něćaev, O sip Ošerin, and under-secretary Fedotko Ža
rin by order of the voevoda Prince Ondrej Šachovskoj, gost' Is-
toma Demidov and under-secretary Ždan Medvedev. Ivan
Popov, okoloruskich odinnatcati pogostov zemskoj d'jařek, act-
ed as scribe.

February–March 1612.
The same kind of information as above for Starorusskoj
uezd, Petrovskoj pogost. The inspection was conducted by
under-secretary Ždan Medvedev and Bažin Ivanov, by order
of Jakob De la Gardie and Ivan O doevskij. (Pp. 219–224.)

November 1611.
The book is signed with the skrepa of d'jak Andrej Lyscov
in the right margin. Pp. 207–218 are unsigned, while pp. 219–
224 are signed by Semen Lutochin. A skrepa in the lower
margin occurs throughout the book.
The book contains a small fragment bearing Russian text
on one side (probably a fragment of a petition to De la Gar-
die).

Notes
Some leaves are loose. The book also contains a fragment of
one leaf.

On the first page, an inscription in German, including the
year 1611.

Old numbering: N: 69:

у города порхова
за рскою на посаде дворы выўляны . а ніч. посаўциле | люди ставят
дворы ново . (д) бориско ўтогооб . (д) ўдряошха вавулинь . (д) юшко
паришы . (д) клио прохооб . (д) нлоша жижа . (д) потруўка
ведернік , няўдо || ооў . (д) мішка рудыя душа .
(д) істомка поліно . да посаўских ж. люди которыя жиў в
повхове . (д) трэшка маско . (д) богданко мясо́вдь . (д) роамшо
дмитрябо . (д) максимко вавулинь . (д) грыша щербак . (д) бориско
солохи . (д) ждаўбя скорообагато . а по дозору пашны у нихъ паханьве | поўв. іхъ выўли с получа́ю.

Extract
Pages 5–6
Requisition of provisions and money and distribution of the supplies and funds to Swedish forces. Conducted by order of De la Gardie and Odoevskij in the following pogosts, among others: Karačunjskoj, Bolčinskoj, Michajlovskoj, Jasenskoj and Zajasenskoj.

Provisions and money were also requisitioned by order of d'jak Pjatoj Grigor’ev in the crown villages in Porchovskoj uezd; by order of voevoda Grigorej Murav’ev in Klimetckoj, Spasskoj, Butkovskoj, Chrepelskoj and other pogosts; by order of voevoda Fedor Murav’ev in Gruzinskoj, Soleckoj, Krečenskoj, Zaverjažskoj and Luskoj pogosts; and according to instructions from kormovoj zborščik Ivan Negodjaev in Butkovskoj, Chrepelskoj, Sabel’skoj, Peredol’skoj, Gorodenskoj and other pogosts.

The provisions and money were collected from starosty, sworn men and peasants in crown villages, from the estates of noblemen and boyars’ sons and from monastic estates. The supplies obtained included rye flour, oats, malt, hops, butter, fish, salt, meat, sheep and chickens.

Named and other individuals who received provisions and money included Hans Boije’s unit, the troops of Grigorej Isakov, Petrnik Broncov and Krister Hanson, and foot soldiers. Also, Evert Horn in Tesovo, the Swedish voevoda Anc Mir (Hans Muir), envoys who travelled between Viborg and Novgorod, Captain Karel and his unit, and chancellery staff and newly baptized Tatars.

The requisitions were conducted by Petr Nogin, Sergej Kostjantinov and prikaščik Bogdan Pomeščikov, Ivan Puškin, Selivestr Zenov’ev, Michail Kolačev and Nikita Pylačev, Jakov Unkovskoj, Fedor Voronov and Sergej Kostjantinov.

Many of the quires in the book have a title page with a date and a descriptive heading. Entries are not arranged in strict chronological order.

The book is signed with the skrepy of d’jaki Pjatoj Grig-
or’ev (pp. 47-166 and 231-324) and Semen Lutochin (pp. 171-226). All the pages except pp. 47-166 have a skrepa in the lower margin. The first part of the book (pp. 1-44) has a skrepa in the lower margin only.

Notes

In Russian: “The book was delivered to the d’jak Pjatoj Grigor’ev on the 11 of September 1612 by Petr Nogin”, together with four lines in German, including the year 1611.

On the first page, the old numbering: N. 44.

Extract Page 23

маня в’єн. 16 с. да йоня по .ві. 16 с на межь огдано изм.цьцимь люде
кормо. й за иные кормы дедами . а за которыя кормы ден. не. емлюг по ука.цемь целя . и ть кормы мы покупали . а что куплено й за кормы
дедами | дано . й то писано в сих киїгах . |
куплено . к. ч. и солоду ячневого . а денег дано . рубли | и .к. а.ты .
.д. 16 с за ч. по трицати а. ты б. гривен |
da куплено . й. гривне в масла коро . а ден. дано | .к. а. ты . в. 16 с за
гривенку по .1. 16 с
Expenditure on provisions for the Tesovo fortress in 1615. By order of Evert Horn and the voevoda Ivan Odoevskij, Prince Gavril Ivanovich Narymov distributed rye, bread, oats and money at the Tesovo fortress, to mounted Swedish troops, the company of “Gudertchan” (Hans Gödert) and the men of Captain Anc Termo (Hans Termo), for periods of twenty days, and to people arriving at the fortress from elsewhere. The grain and the money had been collected in the pogosts that were obliged to supply the fortress.

6 February–2 July 1615

The book is signed with the skrepa of Semen Lutochin.

Notes
An inscription in German, including the year 1612. On p. 3, a heading in Russian.

“Gudertchan” is probably Hans Gödert, captain of a troop of cavalry from Södermanland in 1610. Died in 1615.

Old numbering: N:75.
Requisition accounts (Kormovye prichodnye knigi).

Pages 44

Year(s) 1615

Area Tesovo fortress, Butkovskoj and Spasskoj pogosts.

Summary Requisition of rye and money from peasants in Butkovskoj and Spasskoj pogosts and in Tesovskaja and Poljanskaja volosti, which were obliged to supply the Tesovo fortress. This book records what was still to be supplied after Prince Gavrilo Narymov's distribution (see I:72). The provisions and funds requisitioned were to be delivered to, among others, Lieutenant Jurij Jakovlev, Petr Lavrent'ev, Christo Ancov (Kristers Hansson), Lars Larsson and Irrik Berbern and their companies in the fortress. Money for provisions was collected for individuals arriving at the fortress, e.g. the English envoy Prince Ivan O Ichjanovič (John M ericke), the interpreter Bažen Ivanov, M åns M årtensson's envoys and others.

The money was handed in to the state treasury in Novgorod by Ivan Suslov. The requisition was conducted by Fedor Odincov, by order of Evert Horn and the voevoda Ivan O doevskij.

8 July–3 November 1615.

The book is signed in the lower margin with the skrepa of Fedor O dincov.

Notes On the first page, an inscription in German, including the year 1613, and a heading in Russian.

Extract Pages 37–38
Type of text: Provision accounts (Kormovye knigi).

Pages: 80

Year(s): 1611/12

Area: Šelonskaja pjatina, Zalesskaja polovina.

Summary: Requisition of rye, malt, oats, vodka, meat, hops, chickens, butter, fish etc. and money for Swedish troops in the fortification at Jugostico, from estates in Turskoj, Kosickoj and Sabel’skoj pogosts and, by order of Dela Gardie and O doevskij, from the estates of the Klopskij monastery in Lubinskoj, Bereskoj, Paveskoj and O frolovskoj pogosts. The requisition was conducted by Vasilej Tyrtov, Ivan Kacalov and Rodion Boranov (pp. 3-18) and Ivan Vypovskoj, Stepan Vralov and O ndrej Neelov. December (no date) and 27 and 29 Decem-ber 1611.

Provisions and hay for Swedish troops were requisitioned for the Priluk and Terebyšov fortifications from the following pogosts: Mytenskoj, Morozovskoj, Bronnickoj, Boženskoj, Cholynskoj, Navolockoj, Ponedel’skoj, Cholovskoj and Ust’volomskoj, and from the estates of the metropolinate and from the Anton’eB, Arkaž, O fomin, Ponedel’skij and Spas-Chutyn’ monasteries. Ivan Balov officiated. The 28th (no month), 1611/12.

In addition, requisitions were made for the Dub’ko and Polišča fortifications from the following pogosts: Poliskoj, Segrinskoj, Sazyskoj, Rucevskoj, Čerenčevskoj and Kscockoj, and from the Spas-Chutyn’ monastery. These requisitions were conducted by O ndrej Vyndomskoj and under-secretary Fedor Armjačnikov. January 1612.

Signed in the lower margin with the skrepy of the priests Fedorišče, Grigorišče and Ivanišče (pp. 3-18). The rest of the book is unsigned.

Notes: Headings in Russian, and in German: “Proviant Bücher”.

29 pages in the book are blank.

Old numbering: N. 83.
а са маёло взято деньги | по ручьи са пудох по датцах | аэти са са гринеку по вти | деньги а са рыбу сольную | са пудок по три аэти и | по две деньги да са вкулу рыбу са пудок по вти | аэти и по четвергам деньги | да са бора по десяти аэти | и то кош и деньги послано к немцам людьем на | ста в югостицы
Type of text: Inquisition, land parcelling and confiscation book (Obysknye, otdel'nye i vydelenye knigi).

Pages: 1326 + 17 fragments

Year(s): 1609/10 - 1611/12

Area: Derevskaja pjatina. Šelonskaja pjatina. Bežeckaja pjatina.

Summary: Land parcelling book for Derevskaja pjatina for the years 1609/10, 1610/11, 1611/12 and 1612/13, according to a heading on the first page.

Contains entries from 5 November 1609 to 7 October 1612 concerning inquisitions relating to and parcelling and confiscation of various estates in pogosts in Derevskaja pjatina, and in a few cases in Šelonskaja and Bežeckaja pjatiny.

The pogosts concerned are: Naljuckoj, Spasskoj-Borovitckoj, Kurskoj, N avolotckoj, Ručevskoj, Čerěčevskoj, Ksockoj, M olvjaticckoj, Borkovskoj, Poliskoj, Sytinskoj, Lokockoj, Buchovskoj, Vlažinskoj, D em’janskoj, Uš’volomskoj, Cholovskoj, Šetritskoj, Žabenskoi, Bologovskoj, Bogorodickoj, Semenovskoj, Eginskoi, Čerěnicckoj, Turenckoj, O frolovskoj (Šelonskaja pjatina), Jažolbickoj, Kolomenskoi-Troitskoi, Šegrimskoi, Nereckoj, Čerěčickoj, Polonovskoj (Bežeckaja pjatina), Lažinskoi, M olvjaticckoj, Bel’skoj (Šelonskaja pjatina), Užinskoi, Posonskoi, Šegrinskoi, Ramyševskoi, Sitinskoi, O strovskoj, Velevskoi, Peroskoi, Seglinskoi and Uš’janskoi, together with Cholom’skoj uezd and Jažolbickoj rjadok.

At the beginning of the period (up to and including August 1610), the various proceedings were conducted by order of Tsar Vasilij Ivanovič and in accordance with directions from the voevoda Ivan O dovskij, Ratman Ondreevič Vel’jaminov and the d’jaki Čjulok Bartenev and Kornilo Ievlev. Subsequently (November 1610 – March 1611), they were undertaken by order of Tsar Vladislav Zigimontovič (Władysław), voevoda Ivan O dovskij and the d’jaki Kornilo Ievlev and Semen Samsonov.

For a short time in April 1611, they were once again ordered by Tsar Vasilij Ivanovič. From May until August 1611, the proceedings were conducted by order of O dovskij, together with Vasilej Buturlin and the d’jaki Kornilo Ievlev and Semen Samsonov, in varying combinations.
From November 1611 to October 1612, King Karl IX and/or De la Gardie and Odoevskij and the d’jaki Semen Lutochin and Andrej Lyscov ordered the proceedings. Other individuals giving orders for the proceedings were Prince Volodimir Timofeevič Dolgorukoj, vœvoda Ivan Michajlovič Saltykov and Prince Grigorej Kostjantinovič Volkonskoj.


The scribes recording the proceedings are named. Entries are not in strict chronological order.

Signed with the skrepy of d’jaki Čjulok Bartenev, Kornilo levev, Andrej Lyscov, Semen Lutochin, Semejka Samsonov and Petr Tret’jakov. Only just over a third of the quires in the book (477 out of 1,326 pages) are signed by d’jaki. All the quires have a skrepa in the lower margin.

17 leaves have been found inserted at various places in the book. They comprise ten reports on land parcelling proceedings and five reports on completed inquisitions. All these reports relate to pogosts in Derevskaja pjatina and the period July 1610 to August 1612.

Notes

A large bound volume with a brown leather cover. On the first page, a heading in Russian and four lines in German. 17 loose leaves at various points in the book.

Old numbering: N :6:
лъта 3ріїігі ãрі8 іоиа въ  ámbпо гëдрв: цëрв: и велікого кийя василія івановича всєа рїси | грамоте и по наказу гëдрва бобрина и воєводы кийя івана никитича єдоского да патоїнна обирвкічеви вëнаминова да гëдрвн8 дїжко6 | чю3ка бартацева да корнила извлева и по вписи с кийя даччезо припи6о дрвскін патїнны губн9 старо2та обирвм обутко5 всєм с собою и сп6кого с8щика зоцкого погоста івана сїмолина да губн9о целова2ника івана патри8вя да зоцкого ж погоста крёцкэй миах8ловы8 борисовича и боборыкина трофима миин9а да обртмя федорова ...
Type of text Grain accounts (Raschodnye knigi).

Pages 40

Year(s) 1614/15

Area Novgorod the Great.

Summary 1. Record of grain from the Žitni noj prikaz that was distributed, by order of De la Gardie and O doevskij, to needy individuals and Swedish soldiers. The distribution was conducted by d’jak Pjatoj Grigor’ev. The swanherd Tren’ka Jakolcov, for example, was allocated rye on the grounds of poverty. Requisitions were sent to Never and Subota.

9 September 1614–7 January 1615. (Pp. 3–6.)

2. Wages in the form of grain were allocated to the guards at the Pomešt noj prikaz and D vorcovoj prikaz. Requisitions were sent to Never and Subota.

19 September 1614–21 June 1615. (Pp. 17–23.)

3. Account book recording the quantities of forage oats for swans supplied each month (from the twelfth to the twelfth) to the swanherd (first Tren’ka Jakolcov, then his wife Mar’ja, later Sobinka Aristov).

Requisitions were sent to Never and Subota.

12 September 1614–12 August 1615. (Pp. 29–35.)

The book is unsigned.

Notes On the first page, an inscription in German, including the year 1612, and a heading in Russian.

Subota is probably under-secretary Subota Nikiforov at the Žitni noj prikaz.

22 pages in the book are blank.

Old numbering: N:28: (figures inverted).

Extract Pages 3, 17

свтряя въ о. не велико да ТИ . льбдйных | тря вкъ како уову . дна
бдности че Т | ржи а посланъ овь около н3мкины ойры дна | льбдйные
льдли и памыт к нявѣръ | да к суботе того ж днй послан.

бкляд помытного приказъ сторо жкомъ чтй томъ не сря хльбного
годо жалова въ мй. че Т Т ржи . а овса то ж по з. чтй ржи по з. че Т | овса члйкъ
Various account books: from the mill, the sauna, weighing fees, rents for fishing (Prichodnye i raschodnye knigi).

Pages 212

Year(s) 1611/12

Area Novgorod the Great, the area around Lake Il'men'.

Summary

1. Expenditure at the mill. Purchases of lard, coal, rope, paper, expenditure on wages etc.
   27 April–1 September 1612. (Pp. 3–8.)
2. Income (admission charges) and expenditure (on brooms, firewood, wages, repairs etc.) of the public sauna. The sworn men responsible were Jurej Poganka, Frolentij Kisel'nik and Trofim Skornjak.
   19 September 1611–31 August 1612. (Pp. 13–115)
   Pp. 116–134 are blank.
3. Weighing fees for bakery products for the period 25 September 1611–5 August 1612. The sworn men responsible were Kuz'ma Svecnik and Michej Ogorodnik. (Pp. 135–41)
4. Income from milling at the mill over the period 1 April–31 August 1612. From 3 April to 25 July the mill stood idle owing to high water levels. (Pp. 150–169.)
5. Expenditure on fishing (repair of boats, purchases of rope, hemp etc.) at the mill, and income from fishing rents. (Pp. 177–195)
6. Shore taxes (rybnaja poberežnaja pošlina). 8 dengi was collected from named fishermen in Derevskaja and Šelonskaja pjatiny and the area around Lake Il'men'. 1611/12. The taxes were collected by the townsmen Fedot Myl'nik and Ivan Gudok, by order of Ivan O doevskij. (Pp. 203–211)

Notes On the first page, an inscription in German and a heading in Russian. (Russian headings on the first page of several of the quires in the book.)
Old numbering: N :60:
Account book from the public sauna (Prichodnye i raschodnye knigi).

Pages 64

Year(s) 1614/15

Area Novgorod the Great.

Summary Account book from the public sauna. Income (admission charges) and expenditure (on brooms, firewood, the scribe’s wages etc.) were recorded each day the sauna was open. Every Sunday the week’s receipts and expenses were added up. The sauna was managed by the sworn men Sava Kolačnik, Larivon Sapožnik, Larivon O statočnik and Levontej Semenov. The expenditure recorded includes the cost of a new sauna, itemized in detail (pp. 47–49).

13 September 1614–31 August 1615.

The book is signed with the skrepa of d’jak Semen Lutochin in the right margin of each recto.

Notes On the first page, an inscription in German, including the year 1612.

Extract Page 4

Однятия въ г. дн. сидѣли новыя цѣловацники сава | колачни с товарыцы во вторник собра мн. день. тринадцать арты день: днѣ | въ дн. среда | въ си дн. четверг банѣ топили для никитина | днѣ | въ си дн. пятница | въ зи дн. субота собрали день: шестнадцать арты д. десяти | въ си дн. воскресень | всю собрано въ дн. а | 8 дву сторожѣ взяли четьрыдцать 8 рѣдомется и десять

202
Type of text Land parcelling book (Otdel'nye knigi).
Pages 16
Year(s) 1615
Area Vodskaja pjetina, Korel'skaja polovina.
Summary Acting on the instructions of Evert Horn and Ivan Odoveskij, under-secretary Odinec Ivanov arrived on 22 March 1615 in Nikol'skoj-Ižerskoj pogost in Vodskaja pjetina, Korel'skaja polovina, where he parcelled out for the Lithuanian Christofor Kanarskoj villages, fields and outlying land, forests and hay meadows, fishing waters, farms and the peasants and bobilyi living there. The land had previously been at the disposal of Ignatej Čertov, whose widow and sons are permitted to retain some of the estate.

The book is signed with the skrepa of d'jak Semen Lutochin in the right margin of each recto, and with a skrepa in the lower margin.

On the first page it is noted that Odinec Ivanov filed the book on 7 April 1615. The scribe was Bogdanko Semenov, d'jašek at the Pokrov monastery.

Notes On the first page, a heading in Russian.

Extract Pages 5–6

въжеPском поготео отделено въ подъколо во въсем землиоп съ сътьою ыиная христианою | женою черна въсем съ сътьою ыиа съ петрьево | отделено християни съ въ гоето крёлъ крёлъ въ дя гоета кромълъ (въ дя) воколо мало и коно съ пламънико съ сътьою | несть ко съ братомъ мирияны деты (въ дя) ко идрико (въ дя) иваюко починовское съ детми и събъжалъ она въ ямьски преславъ а ныне живеть въ томь двори | дяноо покатинъ съ детми съ иваномъ | да ё сълькою
Type of text: Land parcelling book (Otdel'nye knigi).

Year(s): 1614–1615

Notes: This document is missing.
(1:81)

Type of text  Provision accounts (Kormovye raschodnye knigi).

Pages  20

Year(s)  1615

Area  Tesovo.

Summary  Provision book from the fortress at Tesovo, kept by Fedor Odincov by order of Evert Horn and Ivan Odoevskij. Contains information about provisions (rye, barley, wheat, salt, malt, beer, bread, oats etc.) for Swedish troops and their horses and for various people passing through, such as interpreters and envoys. In August, for example, the English envoy Prince Ivan Ul’janovič (John M ericke) stayed at the fortress. Monetary expenses are also recorded.

Notes  On the first page, an inscription in German, including the year 1613, and a heading in Russian.

Extract  Page 6  

|Russian Text|
Type of text: Grain accounts (Kniga razdači nemeckich kormov).

Pages: 12

Year(s): 1614

Area: Porchov.

Summary: Provision book from the crown granary at Porchov, kept by Ivan Selivanov by order of Prince Ivan Mešterskij and Fedor Voronov. Distribution of rye and oats to the voevoda Petr Lavil (La Ville), his three cavalry captains and their troops, to gorodničej Karlus, to Matfej L'vov's children, Mikita Kalitin and others.

1M arch–19 August 1614.

The book is signed with the skrepa of d'jak Semen Lutochin in the right margin of each recto. There is also a skrepa in the lower margin.

Notes: On the first page, an inscription in German, including the year 1611.

Extract:

Page 3

лвта 3яб о б'а лвФ. по приказу воеводе козя цвана дфонаевчичя мечерсков о едора олуеевичия воронова велико мтв буї нвайну слизановв у ро3дачи г3дрэва у старої запа Daddy хлвба которово буї при ро3мйтр3 кабелкй двойрй и в детс3 боярск3х люде3 для запасу а кому импм дано космв ро3мйтр8 и на ив роты скр3кч и кокова 11 хлвба ржи и бвс3 и тому ро3хоющн3х книгн.
Type of text: Confiscation book (Kniga otpisi chlebov).

Pages: 12

Year(s): 1615

Area: Derevskaja pjetina.

Summary: Book recording grain confiscated from estates in Lažinskoj, Sytinskoj and Navolockoj pogosts, Derevskaja pjetina. The confiscation was conducted by Ivan Poreckoj and under-secretary Torop Beljakovskoj, by order of De la Gardie and Odoevskij. They arrived in the area on 29 August 1615. In Lažinskoj pogost, grain was confiscated from Sila Ivkov and Ivan Negodjaev, who had both gone to join the Muscovite regiments, and from Petr Narmackoj’s widow Efrosen’ja. In Sytinskoj pogost, grain was confiscated from Nikita Meščerskij’s estate and in Navolockoj pogost, from the estates of Nikita Miljukov and Ivan Perchurov. Vvedenskij d’jaček Elisjejko Emel’janov acted as scribe.

The book is signed with the skrepa of d’jak Semen Lutochin in the right margin of each recto, and with a skrepa in the lower margin.

Notes: On the last page, an inscription in German, including the year 1612.
Type of text: Revenue book (Kniga poberežnych pošin).

Pages: 16

Year(s): 1614

Area: Novgorod the Great. Derevskaja pjadina. Šelonskaja pjadina.

Summary: Book recording the names of fishermen who have paid shore tax, 8 den'gi per person, in D derevskaja and Šelonskaja pjadiny and around Lake Il'men': Novgorod the Great, Rakomo, Sytinski, Burežskoj and Korostynskoj pogosts, the Jur'jev monastery and the Klopskij monastery. The book was kept by the townsman Timofej Ignat'ev syn, nicknamed Teterki, by order of Grand Prince Karl Filip and Ivan O doevskij.

The order to keep the book was given on 8 September 1614.

The book is signed with the skrepa of d'jak Semen Lutochin in the right margin of each recto.

Notes: On the first page, an inscription in German, including the year 1613.

Six pages in the book are blank.

Extract: Pages 3-4

𝑙्‍‍𝚝्‍‍はありません。
Type of text: Firewood book (Drovjanye knigi).

Pages: 56 + 3 fragments

Year(s): 1615

Area: Korolevo, Rakomo and Trjasovo.

Summary: Deliveries of firewood from the crown villages of Korolevo, Rakomo and Trjasovo to the households of Jakob de la Gar-die and Evert H orn. Under-secretary Omel'ka Jelizarov officiated, acting on a written order from d'jak Pjatoj Grigor'ev.

1 May–14 October 1615.

Pp. 17–20 are two loose leaves constituting rough drafts. The book also contains a loose fragment consisting of two leaves glued together. At the bottom it is noted that these two leaves were filed in July 1612 (day not recorded) by Fed'ka Grigor'ev.

All the quires are unsigned.

Rough draft.

Notes: On the first page, an inscription in German, including the year 1614. It is also noted that the book was filed on 26 January 1615 by under-secretary Bogdan Bereskoj.

28 pages in the book are blank.

Extract:

и всіх в росходе на боярской на йвець горної двой скізь село, | что імано двої на гідраві двоїців село | майя въ а дня да июня по з числа 3 | сажень
Type of text: Land grant book (Дея́нке́нгни).  

Pages: 48  
Year(s): 1611/12  
Area: Šelonskaja pjadina.  

Summary: Grants of land to individuals in the service of the state in Šelonskaja pjadina in 1611/12. First the person’s “salary” (expressed as an area of land) is given, then how much land has been granted, when and by whom it was granted, and how much now remains to make up the full salary. The book is divided into twelve sections, according to the size of the salary, from 800 to 200 а́рх. The last two sections (the thirteenth and fourteenth) concern land allocated to boys not yet of age and estates granted to widows and daughters for their support. At the very beginning of the book it is recorded that Ivan O doevskoj has been granted the whole of Slavjatinskij pogost in Starorusskoj uezd (1494 а́рх. триа́ и 10 са́мкина).  

The following pogosts are mentioned: Slavjatinskij, Ljatckoj, Čertickoj, Strupinskij, Karajjunitckoj, Dubrovskoj, Smolinskij, O potckoj, Petrovskoj, Šcepetchkoj and Kotor- skoj.  

The book is unsigned.  

Notes: On the first page, an inscription in German, including the year 1613, and a heading in Russian.  

Extract: вдова ма́я ю́рьевская жена́ бутвьдлина помь́ца́ дана ё на прожиток с до́черью с дъ́вкою с фе́дорово во. ри́км го́ды. | в шелопско́я пяти́не мь́жа ть́ помь́ца́ | ри́. че́ти до твь́ мь́сть какь вдова | с до́черью самь́ кь | по́дьд вь́ | или постря́гь́ца́ или и́я не стане́ | а какь вдова ма́я | ю́рьевская жена́ с до́чью по́дьд вь́ | самь́ кь | или постря́гь́ца́ или и́я не стане́ | и́ то | и́ я 

прожиточная помь́ца́ ри́. че́ти | по́дь я́ми помь́тчено да́ в пожи́ ть васи́лью | фе́доровь́ сия́ бутвьдлина́
Summary

On 4 December 1614, De la Gardie and Odoevskij instructed Prince Gavrilo Narymov to take over Grigorej Obol’njani-nov’s responsibility at the Tesovo fortress for the requisitioning of grain and money from several pogosts around Tesovo and from Tesovskaja volost’. The recipients were Swedish troops under the cavalry captains Hans Gödert and Hans Termo.

P. 18: Evert Horn instructed Narymov to requisition provisions, animal forage, and a conveyance for his wife, who was due to arrive in Tesovo from Ivangoord. The requisition was executed in the crown village of Tesovo and in Burtkovskoj, Chrepel’skoj, Klimeckoj and Spasskoj pogosts.

4 December 1614–9 February 1615.

The book is unsigned.

Notes

On the first page, an inscription in German, including the year 1612. It is also noted that the book was filed on 8 March 1615 by Prince Gavrilo Narymov.

Extract

Page 18

королевского величества и нпгородского гвардсана. По сказу боярни и ращевого возводы зволнить кирпичи горна. Велено собрать князь гаврилу цвановличь нарьмовым. В тьесковском острожке с погостов людского и кошского корму съема и хлебова и похода. Для пригуду в тьесковском острожке боярни и возводы зволнить кирпичи горна. Его боярни и цванагорода. Князь гаврила цвановичь нарьмом что собра, про боьрных приїзд в тьесковском острожке корому. И тому примочное. Книги.
Type of text: Grain accounts (Užinno-razdatnye knigi).

Pages: 32

Year(s): 1614

Area: Vodskaja pjetina, Polužskaja polovina.

Summary: Book recording the quantities of rye harvested and milled on the estates of various “traitors” in Butkovskoj pogost. The traitors have departed for Pskov or joined the Muscovite troops. It is also noted how the harvests were distributed (to Swedish soldiers, the harvesters, the new landowners, and named individuals, e.g. d’jak Pjatoj Grigor’ev). In addition, it is stated which individuals were granted possession of the traitors’ estates (including Grigorej O bol’janinov).

Grigorej O bol’janinov and gubnoj starosta Seliverst Zino-v’ev officiated, and subsequently Semen Murav’ev and under-secretary Kazarin Bašmakov. They were given their instructions in September 1614 by Jakob De la Gardie and Ivan O doevskij, at the command of Grand Prince Karl Filip.

The book is signed with the skrepa of d’jak Semen Luto-chin in the right margin of each recto.

Notes: On the first page, an inscription in German, including the year 1612.

Extract:

в васнѣ было помѣщено нѣсколько а итѣ по рѣдкой | 8каз8 дано мурат8 персвстов8 в усадище в заимствовано и в Васнѣ вошло рыжему нажато къ. Копией да в пустошь в запосѣ в Васнѣ вошло же рыжему нажато къ копией и по рѣдкой 8каз8 тано Васнѣ розвѣ всѣ о7дано помѣщник8 мурат8 персвствов8
Type of text: Provision accounts (grain accounts) (Kniga sbora nemeckich kormov).

Pages: 8

Year(s): 1615/16

Area: Not indicated.

Summary: Distribution of provisions (barley, rye, oats and malt) to Christer Hansson's Swedish cavalry and infantry. Fedor Odin-cov and gubnoj starosta Seliverst Zinov'ev officiated, by order of Ivan O doevskij and H ans Boije. 21D ecember 1615- 13M arch 1616. Rough draft, unsigned.

Extract: (Russian text follows)
Type of text: Account book (Prichodnye i raschodyne knigi), Land parceling book (Otdel'nye knigi), Inspection book (Dozornye knigi).

Pages: 387

Year(s): 1611/12; 1615; 1612

Area: Bežeckaja pjatina. Šelonskaa pjatina.

Summary:

1. Accounts relating to money collected, including money for the use of horses and vehicles, and money from various military camps and volosti in Bežeckaja pjatina, according to reports from named individuals. It is also recorded who handed in the money and, sometimes, who received it.

   12 December 1611-15 March 1612.

   Report by voevoda Mikita Vyšeslavcov on expenditure over the period 13 December 1611-7 March 1612. Expenses include wages paid to Cossacks and a loan to Captain Frans Truk (Frans Strijk) and his men, as ordered by De la Gardie.

   The book is signed with the skrepy of Mikita Vyšeslavcov and d’jak Ondrej Lyscov. (Pp. 1-20.)

2. Land parceling document, drawn up in the name of Evert Horn and Ivan Odovskij. By order of the voevoda Prince Ivan Mešerskoj, Ivan Selivanov parcelled out 126 aeti from Bulat Mešerskoj’s estate in Karačjunskoj pogost in Šelonskaa pjatina for Prince Mikifor Mešerskoj as part payment of his salary. Tomilko Ondronov, previšenskoj pop (priest) in Karacjunskoj pogost, acted as scribe.

   7 May 1615.

   The book is signed with the skrepa of the priest Onton Grigor’ev in the lower margin. (Pp. 21-28.)

3. Inspection of the estates of the metropolinate in Spas-Piskopicy, the estates of the Jur’ev and Troitckij-Klopskij monasteries in Vasil’evskoj-Poazerskoj pogost, Šelonskaa pjatina, Zarusskaa polovina. The names of villages, peasants and bobyl are recorded, together with the areas of arable and outlying land that they farm. In addition, the monasteries’ churches and their staff are described. It is
noted which monasteries are deserted and which land is not cultivated owing to the destruction that has occurred.

An inspection was also undertaken of monastic estates and estates of noblemen, boyars' sons and newly baptized persons in the following pogosts: Nikol'skoj-Strupinskogo, Petrovskoj-Voskresenskoj, Burežskoj, Ljubinskoj, Dovoreckoj, Retenskoj, Ilemenskoj, Michajlovskoj na Uze, Korajunskoj, Smolinskoj, Bel'skoj, Bolčinskoi, Vysockoj, O bułkoj, Jasenskoj, Żeřnickoj, Šknjatinoskoi and Musekoj.

The inspections were conducted by Vel'jan Berezin, Oleksej Odincov and under-secretary Semejka Šjustov, by order of De la Gardie and Odoevskij.

July–17 August (and subsequently, dated only as August) 1612.

Inspection of Čertickoj pogost, Starorusskoj uezd. The names of villages, peasants and bobyli are recorded, together with the estates to which they belong and the areas of land farmed on estates belonging to Ivan Jakušin, Smirnoj O trep’ev and Prince Fedor O bolenskoj. On Jakušin’s and Obolenskoj’s estates there are churches, the names and staff of which are recorded. The inspection was conducted by under-secretary Michail Nefed’ev, by order of De la Gardie and Odoevskij and according to instructions from the voevoda Prince Ondrej Šachovskoj and under-secretary Fedor Vitoftov. No details are given of the scribe(s).

21 October 1612. (Pp. 315–33.)

Inspection by Vel'jan Berezin in Zalesskaja polovina, by order of De la Gardie and Odoevskij and at the request of the boyars’ sons Taras Skobel’cyn and comrades, of the estates of noblemen and boyars’ sons, and of monasteries, in Pavskoj pogost. Villages and newly reclaimed areas of farmland are listed, together with details of peasants and bobyli and the areas of land that they farm.

Inspection of Dubrovenskoj pogost, at the request of the boyars’ sons Ivan Našokin and Taras Skobel’cyn, and inspection of Prince Ivan Meščerskoj’s estates in O pockoj pogost.

19–30 August 1612. (Pp. 335–388.)

The book is signed in the right margin of each recto with the skrepa of d’jak Andrej Lyscov (pp. 75–305) or d’jak Semen Lutochin (pp. 315–385). In the lower margin, the skrepy of priests.
Notes
O n the first page a heading in Russian. Two lines of German, including the year 1612. O n pp. 31–73 there is an inscription in the right margin: Filed on 14 September 1612 by Vel’jan Berezin and Aleksej O dincov. (Pp. 31–314.)

Extract
Pages 13–14, 302

rk. ⁷ дежабря въ .г. дун куписно для ге деревъ въ | по-3стопы бумаги по дест.⁴ днек.⁷ десть ё то⁷ | шесть тамъ а³ынь четырь. де⁰ги дано | дежабря въ .ка. дун са сто свя³я са³ныхъ | по-3по-3ды дано | дежабря въ .к. дун по юкasz король³ско⁰ величества бойшъ ё бо³шего разъого во³воды|| ⁷окова пу³госовича деля³га³да ро³мистр⁶ ора³де тр³ку и его ратны³ люде³ в на³две³ де³сть | два³ца⁷ шесть р⁶лы³ шесть а³ынь четырь. де⁰ги дано

… да с тымъ | лю³ми до³рили ё переписали в колъ³ны³ слобода³ | в со³цы ё на му³сы . колъ³ны³ метро⁰ люде³ ср³ | ё др³йнъ ё почн³ко⁰ и в ня³ дворъ и во дворъ кр³-т³лъ | ё бобыли по имьнымъ хто на которо³ уча³тке жи³в³ | ё ск³рокъ у ко³ пашни паханыъ. ё са кимъ ск³лко | бед³т [³] живущ³ ё пусто³ ё тому книги .
Type of text: Account book from the mill (Мельничные книги).

Pages: 270

Year(s): 1611/12

Area: Novgorod the Great.

Summary: Income from milling and fishing, over the period 6 January 1612 – 30 (!) February 1612. Citizens of Novgorod, most of them craftsmen, brought grain to the mill and paid a charge to have it ground. Expenditure on wages, candles, coal, lard, hemp, repairs etc. over the same period is also recorded. The miller was Emel’jan (no surname). His assistants were Juška, Stepanko, Proška, Nikoško and Maksimko.

The book also records income from the leasing of fishing rights in the waters around the mill. Fishing was also one of the mill’s regular activities, and the book records expenses for purchases and repairs of fishing gear.

A separate section (pp. 81–87) deals with milling for the households of the Swedes, for which no charge was made. This section covers the period 22 September 1611 – 30 February 1612.

Pp. 99 ff.: By order of Ivan Odoevskij, Semen Lutochin and Andrej Lyscov, responsibility for running the mill was taken over on 23 September 1611 by new sworn men: Michajla, nicknamed Grjaznoj Syežer rybnik, Vasilej Prasol, Matvej Kolačnik and Elizar Chlebnik. This section records income from milling and fishing, expenditure on wages, candles, paper, coal, lard, hemp etc., and milling carried out free of charge for the Swedes, Ivan O doevskij, Semen Lutochin and Andrej Lyscov. On 13 December the mill stood idle owing to a northerly wind, and from 1 to 5 January on account of the cold.

1 September 1611 – 30 February 1612.

Rough draft. A fair copy of the same accounts can be found in I:22, on pp. 99–200 (up to 5 January).

The book is signed with the skrepa of d’jak Andrej Lyscov in the right margin of each recto.

Notes: On the first page, an inscription in German (no year) and a heading in Russian. On p. 97, a new heading in Russian.
The date 30 February occurs twice, on pp. 25 and 154. No other month can be intended.

63 pages in the book are blank.

Old numbering: N : 57:

Extract

Pages 83–84

рќ го²у снтяёра в кйго | чиёла смолото в бо³шомъ анбаре | на
немецкои обихо² в пятеръы | жерны снтяёра по да | рїа чёт ржин
dенги са то молотёе | ие всатьо молото бо³денсёно
о²тёбра съ ёго чиёла нокабря | по ёс чиёло смолото в бо³шо³мъ || анбаре.
в пятеръы жерны на | немецкoi obihox² и чётъ ржи | денги сa то иe всатy
Revenue book (Prichodnye knigi).

Pages 136

Year(s) 1611/12

Area Obonežskaja pjatina.

Summary:
Summary records of taxes and rents paid in for the year 1611/12 from many different pogosts and areas, including Oštinskoj stan. Sometimes it is stated who paid in the money to the state treasury, and that the money has been sent to Novgorod.

Taxes received from previously tax-exempt service estates, rent payments from 1607/08 and 1609/10, customs duties received for 1610/11 and 1611/12, taxes and fees collected from monasteries, disbursements from Kargopol'skoj uezd to the pogosts beyond Lake O nega, etc.

14 May 1612.

Rents and taxes on vodka distilling and mills, received from three Lapp pogosts: Seleckoj, Čeomzerskoj and Lindozerskoj. The money has been sent to Novgorod the Great. Other pogosts no longer recognize the king and refuse to pay rent.

2 May, 13 June 1612.

Purchases of paper for the state, by order of the Swedish nobleman and officer Anc Muk (Hans Munk), for use in Tichvin and elsewhere (pp. 113-114).

The book is signed with the skrepa of d’jak Semen Lutochin in the right margin of each recto.

Notes:
An inscription in German, including the year 1611.
62 pages in the book are blank.
Old numbering: N : 36.
йолы в. див с ошти| ского погоста с митро| поли| ххъ и с мана| ты| ских| во| чинъ тамож| ейны| дели на ря го| в г| дрву казну взято | десна| ря| дя| трица| а| ти| и в доста| ни| де| га| остря| ско| пого| са с мана| ты| скимъ во| чины в пяти руб| хъ в чет| ты| а| ти| | с по| дя| го| положи| и| описъ са печать ки| фдора || | оболе| сково что би| в| дели на ря| ла плати| и| ки| фдор о боле| скому (да ивану лутохину) и по| дя| чему фдор| ларивонову . и ки| фдорь | оболе| скому да ива| луто| дя| чему фдор| ларивоновъ в ть| таможенны| де| га| в пяти руб| хъ в чет| ты| а| ти| с по| дя| го| остря| ско| погоста мана| ты| ских| кр| ти| о и описъ далъ.
Type of text: Registered real estate transfer deeds (Kupčie zapisı), permits to brew beer and distil vodka. (Razrešenie na pivovarenie i vinokurenie.)

Pages: 299 + 2 fragments

Year(s): 1611/12

Area: Novgorod the Great.

Summary: The book has three separate sections divided by blank leaves. The first consists of 72 registrations of transfer deeds relating to homesteads over the period 3 September 1611-29 August 1612. The second contains 26 registered deeds from the period 30 September 1611-15 August 1612. All of these relate to shops apart from the last one, which refers to a dwelling.

The transfer deeds begin with the date (month and day) and the name of the d'jak who made the decision to register the contract. These particulars are followed by the names of the seller and buyer, the type of property involved, its location, the price, and any legal charges on the property or other conditions attached to its sale. Finally, there is a note of the name of the person who wrote the original deed, the date, and the fee charged for registration.

The third section contains 68 entries concerning permits for individuals to brew beer and distil vodka.

24 September 1611-1627 August 1612.

A loose leaf between pp. 146 and 147 contains an original deed of transfer. There is also a fragment (a narrow strip with Russian text, “bookmark”) between pp. 298 and 299. The book is signed with the skrepa of d'jak Andrej Lyscov in the right margin of each recto, pp. 1-243. The rest of the book is unsigned.

Notes: The book has a brown leather cover. On the first page, a heading in Russian.

Old numbering: N 13.
сектабра въ дѣ дьякоъ смьясъ лѣтохину | да оѣдрѣбло лѣццовѣ вдова
наѣтая оѣтвина | доѣ боѣланоѣскакъ жена икоѣникова подаѣ квѣчлео | в
ропросе сказала продала дѣ биа на рогатникѣ | 8лицѣ поѣдвора своѣѣ
йвашку акобѣлѣву сѣну | иѣвошику потомѣ что дѣтѣмѣ нѣт и тѣѣла платиѣ
| иѣшѣ. а явшако сказаѣ что оѣй жиѣмѣ въ поѣдѣвѣдѣчикаѣ на якоѣдѣвѣ.
8лицѣ. а своѣѣ дѣвора нѣтѣ | й дѣяки смѣйъ лѣтохѣмѣ и оѣдрѣи лѣццоѣ
вѣльѣмѣ | квѣчлео записаѣ въ книги аѣ квѣчѣпишет ...

оѣ тѣбра въ. ка. дѣ по чѣлобѣтуѣ коѣжѣвы 8лицѣ | 8личаноѣ к празѣникѣ к
dмиѣрѣву дѣи смѣѣскаго | нѣшѣнѣго рѣѣ. годѣѣ чѣѣ с осминою пѣва
свѣртитѣ освобожѣно пошлиѣ дѣва аѣѣна взято
Type of text: Confiscation and sowing book (Vydel'nye i posevnye knigi).

Pages: 208

Year(s): 1612

Area: Jamogorod uezd and Kopor'e uezd.

Summary: Confiscation of grain in Poleckoj, Jastrebinskoj, Uspenskoj-Vruckoj and Zareckoj pogosts in Jamogorod uezd and Kopor'e uezd, at the command of Grand Prince Karl Filip and by order of De la Gardie and O doevskij. One sheaf in every five from cultivated plots and one sheaf in every four from outfields was taken, of rye, spring-sown grain, barley, oats, hops, wheat etc. The names of villages and peasants are recorded, together with the amounts taken from each. Prikašik Ivan Tyrkov officiated, together with priests, elders and sworn men.

18 August–2 September 1612.

The book is signed in the lower margin with the skrepa of Ivan Tyrkov, alone or together with that of a priest.

Notes: On the last page, an inscription in German, including the year 1611. On the first page, there is a heading in Russian and it is noted that the book was filed at the chancellery by Ivan Tyrkov, prikašik of the crown villages in Jamogorod and Kopor'e, and by voevoda Detlev von Tiesenhausen on 11 November 1612.

Old numbering: N. 59.

Extract:

Pages 101

лъта жерк. въ преж времена боярите съ градината королевица князя края платили данъкъ съ розетвъ и дърва, косъ съ изпълнение на задължение, и съ ръка въ ноза съ помощта на прикашъкъ съ четири скири съ вземане и съ вземане въ съедимо съ храни и съ зърна съ вземане въ съедимо съ храни и съ зърна.
Inquisitions and inspections relating to Vvedenskoj pogost by the River Sermaksa, of Nikol’skoj pogost by the River Ojač’, and of Prežistenskoj-Imočinskoy, Michailovskoy-Gedevskoy, Dmitrievskoy-Sockoy and Nikol’skoj-Eroslavskoy pogosts, at the command of Karl IX and by order of De la Gardie and Odoevskij. The names of peasants, bobyli and fishermen on monastic and noblemen’s estates in each pogost are recorded, together with the areas of land that they farm. It is also stated which individuals have died or disappeared, compared with earlier cadastres (piscovye knigi).

Some of the inquisition reports describe the state of the pogosts, noting among other things that peasants have lost their lives or been dispersed as a result of military campaigns, poor harvests, famine and pestilence. Mikitka Filipov, d’jaček of Michailovskoy-Gedevskoy pogost, acted as scribe. The inspection was conducted by Ivan Kokovcov, together with one of the under-secretaries O stařej Simanov and Ivan Prokof’ev. Signed in the right margin of each recto with the skrepa of d’jak Ondrej Lysov and in the lower margin by priests.

18–27 March 1612.

Inspection by Vel’jamin Trusov and comrades of noblemen’s estates in different pogosts and of monastic estates. The pogosts concerned are Vvedenskoy, Petrovskoy, Kolomenskoy, Nikol’skoy-Poliskoy, Ondreyskoy-Gruzinskoy, Soleckoy, Nikol’skoy-Gorodickoy and Michailovskoy, all follow ed by the words “by the Volchov”, together with Klimetskoy pogost by the Zlatyń, Roždestvenskoy by the Sjaś, Roždestvenskoy by the Sjaś, Bogojałvenskoy by the Sjaś, Roždestvenskoy by the Vorona, Roždestvenskoy by the Pasa, and Vvedenskoy by the Sermaksa. The monasteries include Spaskij-Chutyn’, Otenkij, Nikol’skij-Beloj, Derevanickij and Jur’ev. Signed in the right margin of each recto with the skrepa of d’jak Semen Lutochin; in the lower margin, the skrepy of priests.
Inspection of the estates of the Novo-Devičij convent in Vvedenskoj pogost, by the Sermaksà and Ojat’ Rivers, covering cultivated and uncultivated areas, haymaking, fishing in the Sver’ and other rivers, rents paid etc. The inspection was conducted by Dmitrij Nefnev and under-secretary Kostjan- tin Petrov. Fomka Semenov, nikol’skoj d’jašik in Ojatckaja volost’, acted as scribe. Signed in the right margin with the skrepy of d’jaki Semen Lutochin and Ondrej Lyscov, and in the lower margin by priests.

11 October 1611.

Notes
The first quire is blank (pp. 1-8).
Two lines in German, including the year 1611, and a heading in Russian.
On p. 9: Old numbering, N:56.

Extract
Pages 125-126

оїтова мицград оїчина |
(дя) везикиничи скрещива а в н. крѣтыя (в) | томи жко михя в пашни под ним по 3 по 1 по 3 ч.ти | обжки (в) столбико михя в пашни под ним | по 3 по 1 по 3 ч.ти обжи да в то жде скречиви нас пашевию нобобы (в) скрка васицѣвъ да два двоири пѣстцы |
(дя) в’ везикинича же на горе а в н. крѣтыяни (в) по разча жко оооои пашнчи под ним | по 3 по 1 по 3 ч.ти обжи нас пашевию нобобы (в) | иванко фундоровь |
(дя) в везикинича же словен потѣвина [?] а в н. крѣтыяни (в) пота жко ивановы с бра то с мъ гнашо пашнчи под ним по 3 по 1 ч.ти обжина
Type of text: Account book for the city's taverns (Vinnye i pivnye knigi).

Pages: 974

Year(s): 1611/12

Area: Novgorod the Great.

Summary: Accounts of the tavern in Rogatica ulica on Torgovaja storona.
  
  September 1611–August 1612. (Pp. 1–486.)
  
  Accounts of the tavern on Sofejskaja storona.
  
  September 1611–August 1612.
  
  Accounts of the tavern in Michajlova ulica on Torgovaja storona.
  
  January–August 1612.

The book records income from the sale of beverages and expenditure on purchases of vodka, raw materials for the brewing of beer, firewood, drinking vessels, repairs, candles, and the wages of guards, water drivers, brewers etc. It indicates the quantities of vodka collected from the crown wine cellars, and the amounts of beer brewed at the taverns. Profits are calculated monthly.

The taverns were operated on the instructions of Ivan Odoevskij. The tavern in Rogatica ulica was managed by Ivan Boranov and Semen Poryvajev. Jakov Šolkovnik and Mat'je Leontiev were appointed as sworn men, and subsequently Kirila Fedorov and Vasilej Mjasnik. The tavern on Sofejskaja storona was managed by Gavrila Beketov and Ivan Tyrkov. Ivan Borovskoj and Istoma Zarinin were appointed as sworn men, followed by Grigorej Chamov. The tavern in Michajlova ulica was managed by Gavrila Beketov and Ivan Tyrkov, with Grigorej Chamov as sworn man. Numerous individuals are mentioned as sworn men in conjunction with purchases of vodka etc. (cf. I: 3).

Just over half the book is signed in the right margin with the skrepy of d'jaki Andrej Lyscov and Semen Lutochin. The rest of the book lacks the d'jak's skrepa. Several quires also have a skrepa in the lower margin.
Notes

The book is poorly bound, and many of its leaves are loose. On the first page, an inscription in German, including the year 1620. Cf. Series II: 110, which includes accounts of these taverns from the same period.

Old numbering: N.51.

Extract

Page 1

лета 1620 скриптория съ ан. чирика на градеч | кабаки на торгови
сторо̀нъ 8 йвана грigòрѐвича | боранова да 8 съвра̀ на порира̀ча да ѝ
cабацки гольмъ 8 юкova грigòрѐва сяа шо̀ъковика | да ѝ мато̀гъ
лёвонтиѐва сяа с товарыщи | вина что вскако съ градеч погрекаба ѝ пива
cварено | ѝ что до пиtя питухом продано ѝ что на томъ | питѐ дjèм
всако и что 8 питя са ро̀ходомъ | градеч прибили ѝ томъ книги.
Type of text: Provision accounts (Kormovye knigi).

Pages: 208

Year(s): 1611/12

Area: Derevskaja pjatina, Bežeckaja pjatina.

Summary: Requisition, for Swedish troops and their horses in the Bronnica fortification, of provisions, hops, beer and vodka, as well as hay and oats, from monastic estates in Mytenskoy and Navalotkoy pogosts (belonging to the O tenskij, Arkaž-Eufimizin', Jur‘ev and O ntonov monasteries).

Requisition for Chrestetkoy stan from peasants belonging to the Spasskij-Chutyn’ and Troitskij-Sergeev monasteries, from the Nikol’skij-Ljatickij monastery and from taxpaying individuals.

Requisition for Swedish solders, Cossacks and chancellery staff in the Voldaj fortification from crown villages and from individuals.

Requisition of provisions, for Swedish troops, Cossacks, Tatars and various officers in the fortifications at Začevskoj Jam, Jazel‘bicko, Kolomna, Kolomenskoy ostrožek and Lıpenskoy Kotlovan, from various monasteries and from individual landowners in several pogosts in Derevskaja pjatina and Bežeckaja pjatina, T verskaja and Belozerskaja poloviny.

The person ordering the requisitions, where indicated, was voevoda Mikitka Vyšeslavcov. The requisitions were conducted by Ivan Tjulnev and Odinec Ivanov, otdatońye kormišiki Mikita Mešerskoj and Dmitrej Vodoskoj, Ignatej Burmasov syn Zašalitin and Grigorej Kostjantinov syn Titov. 18 November 1611- 12 February 1612. The book is signed with the skrepa of d‘jak Andrej Lyscov.

Notes: A heading in Russian and two lines in German. The last two leaves are torn. On p. 1, old numbering: N 21.
лѣта И.зрѣк. гоіту г. кѣ.вары въ. зл. дѣй по наѢкас8 воевody никиты василевци[на] вышеслабѣцова йѣгнатсѢ бѣрмасоѢ | сѣй савалишнѢ да григорѢ костяѢ тиноѢ | сѣй титоѢ вѣкали крпмѢ гѣдрвыѢ раѢнѢѢ | людѢ,Ѣ рѣскѢ и ямѣцѢѢ и тогарѢѢ и косакѢѢ | на липѢѢскоѢ когѣванѢ: томѢ кѣги -

tого яѢ дѢни вѣкато дѣишѢѣнѢѢ вологи 8 стaѣросты 8 тимохи сидороваѢ с.м. хѣбоѢ | ж. яловицыѢ кѣрѢѢѢ. чѣѢѢ и солодаѢ | ж. чѣѢѢ хмѣнюѢ. яѢ. гривеѢѢѢ маслаѢ. яѢ. гриивѢѢѢ солиѢ. ж.д. чѣѢѢ оѢѢѢѢ. ж.д. бостраѢѢѢѢѢ | сѣнаѢ. ж. юсминѢ крѢѢѢѢ и толокняѢ. жѢ. крѢѢѢѢѢѢѢ винаѢ.
Type of text: Expenditure book relating to grain (Raschodnye knigi).

Pages: 196

Year(s): 1612/13

Area: Novgorod the Great.

Summary: Wages in the form of grain, paid to different categories of church servants at St Sophia and other churches in Novgorod, to monasteries and monastery servants, and to representatives of different occupations in Novgorod, including gatekeepers, cannoneers, caretakers at various chancelleries, gardeners, millers and the swanherd Tren’ka Jakolcov. The wages were paid by order of De la Gardie and Odovskij.

Records relating to swans. Expenditure on feed and particulars of how many swans have disappeared or been captured. Expenditure on oats for swanherd Tren’ka Jakolcov’s swannery and for Bogdan Lavrent’ev’s swannery in Zaonež’e.

September 1612–August 1613. Entries are not in chronological order.

The book is unsigned.

Notes: On the last page, five lines in German, including the year 1611.

102 pages in the book are blank.

On the first page, old numbering: N:58.

Extract

Pages 137–138

me³ni³no⁴ roсxo,³

в памя² са припи³нюю дъяка цвана | тиммо³бва п.г. го²дъ в дво²рошо,⁴

прика³ к дъяку к иван³ федо³св³ | написано. по ч³тв,Рти³ грамоте |

ц³ба бориса год³нова п.г. го²д⁸ | me³ ni³нмъ мастикром⁴ ом³³яку |

цванову да оон³ку ом³³янов³ | велено дати г³диво говов³о | хл³нного |

жала³я дес³ ч³ти ржи | дес³ ч³ти овса по пат⁴м ч³ти ржи по | пат⁴м |

ч³ти овса ч³льку . и пат⁴ го²д¹ т³м ма³нмъ мастикромъ || ом³³яку |

да оон³ку то г³диво | жала³я по .р³н.² го³ давано | с ноугоро³чкими |

р³ники и с обро³ни³ки вм³есте .

230
Type of text: Harvest and sowing, confiscation and other books (У жинне, сеяне, выдел'не книги).

Pages: 1008

Year(s): 1612/13

Area: Korostynskoj and Burežskoj pogosts and the villages of Tesovo, Verjago, Golino, Rakomo, Korolevo, Voldaj, Staraja Russa, Porchov etc.

Summary: Reports on sowing, harvesting, threshing and confiscation of grain, deliveries of grain to the state granaries from cultivated land and outfields, and on peasants who have been killed or disappeared in Korostynskoj, Burežskoj and other pogosts and in the villages of Tesovo, Verjago, Golino, Rakomo, Korolevo, Voldaj, Staraja Russa, Porchov etc. from June to September 1613, drawn up by order of De la Gardie and Odoevskij, d'jak Pjatoj Grigor'ev and in a few cases Fedor Voronov. Some reports are dated September 1612. At the beginning of each report is a title page with a descriptive heading, a date, the villages or pogost concerned and, sometimes, the name of the person filing the report at the chancellery. The name of the scribe is sometimes given at the end of the report.

Payments of annual wages to church and city employees, in the form of grain, allocations of outfields for cultivation, allocations of grain for sowing, selling of straw, chaff etc.

The following individuals officiated: Gost' Kokovcov, Kuz'ma Konoplev, Bogdan Dubrovskoj, Semen Boborykin, Luchanin Eremeev, Nikita Obol'njaninov, Ivan Poreckoj, Fedor Charlamov, Sidor Koptev, Ivan Pirogov, Petr Nogin, Fedor Voronov, d'jak Tret'jak Jakovlev, the sworn man Michalka Golikov, Timochko Zulin and Ivan Strašnickoj.

The book is signed with the skrepy of d'jak Pjatoj Grigor'ev, Fedor Voronov and under-secretary Fedor Vitoftov. A few quires are not signed in the right-hand margin. The skrepa of a priest or other individual is found in the lower margin throughout the book.
Notes
On the first page, a heading in Russian, including the year 1612/13. Four lines in German. Old numbering: N. 54.

Extract
Page 885

лѣта,.зрка.ь ситьобря въ . Лиф по приказу и по памяти федора
дуф.свича воронова, карачоникаго, погоста целова-нникъ миха-лка
gоликовъ, да тимо-хко эклпх пряхва въ бо-лчинскомъ пого-тѣ. и всѣ въ съ
собою дмитриевскаго попа васи-лъ эклимъ, да старо-тѣ, бо гдана,
tимофѣева да целова-нника опь-ло ку дѣлдѣва да волостны люди,
kоторымъ вологство выбра. и истомкъ калинина да якша ѵванова, да съ
tѣ, попо и съ старцею и съ целова-никъ и съ волостными людм, въ
бы-лчинскомъ пого-тѣ, досматривали и переписали на побитѣ и
бѣлѣвстныхъ крѣпѣйскихъ участкахъ и на пусты на поро-жихъ смѣлыхъ
ржи и яровыхъ всякаго, хлѣба хто ско-лко пахалъ ко .рѣ.му году ро-жую
и во .рѣ. и году юрно
Type of text: Collection of duty in conjunction with transfers of property (Prichodnye knigi).

Pages: 160

Year(s): 1612/13

Area: Vodskaja, Šelonskaja and Derevskaja pjatiny.

Summary: Collection of duty in conjunction with the issuing of different types of document relating to transfers of landed property in Vodskaja, Šelonskaja and Derevskaja pjatiny. It is stated to whom property was assigned and from whom the transfer occurred, and whether or not the duty has been paid.

2 September 1612 – 15 August 1613.

The book is signed with the skrepa of d'jak Andrej Lyscov, dated 1 September 1612, on pp. 3-123. The rest of the book is unsigned.

Notes: The book has a leather cover.

On the first page, a heading in Russian, with the date 1 September 1612.

Five lines in German, including the year 1611.

On the leather cover, the old numbering: N 66.

Extract: Page 146

йблюя въ . . . д. сано о́дълна грамота | княё о̀дърво княя́ о́дороовь
слу мы́шк.тикомь | на додилю ёго на княя́ данилово помьстъе́|
мышк.тицкого что остало съ на княёмь данилому | опроо тогда что о
изьо о́дошло въ ло́ско | погостъ на го дра корьшку чытрь.хсо пяти
десна | сеи чы.ть в съминьо на сто на соро вдв. чь.ть | съ съминьо
подъ о. чь.тьверны х робъль дуацъ пять азъть | й въ тьхъ пошлина вять
пьрвъ на сро и́шнымь | рка въ на 8сп.день дьйб
Provision accounts (Zapisnye knigi).

Pages: 88

Year(s): 1612/13

Area: Derevskaja pjatina. Obonežskaja pjatina.

Summary: Requisition of provisions and money for provisions, by order of De la Gardie and O doevskij, from service estates and monastic estates in pogosts and volosti in Derevskaja and O bonežskaja pjatiny, including Sustreckaja and Kostreckaja volosti and Ksockoj and Gorodskoj pogosts, for Swedish troops in the fortifications at the river Belaja and at Tichvin. Ivan Kokovcov and O ndrej Goremykin officiated.

24 November 1612–31 January 1613

Distribution of provisions, hay, and money for butter, dried fish, vodka, salt and other provisions to, among others, Captain Irik Berson, Captain Rigert Sokson and Ants Bak and to various bodies of troops.

November 1612–February 1613

The book is signed with the skrepa of d’jak Andrej Lyscov.

Notes: Encapsulated in the paper of p. 80 is a seed.

Irik Berson is presumably Erik Bertilsson.

32 pages in the book are blank.

On the first page, two lines in German and the old numbering N:37:

Extract: деска6ри въ с. Ле вискато корыму | г2-дръвъкъ устроители воло6-телъ 8 сталостъ;

у грани изкрасова къ че6ни | муки къ че6ни иometrics | сололъ отъ че6ни обясъ | а ино

хлбъ останънъ недовъръ мукъ и соло2ъ и хмело2ъ нелъшше2ъ. ||

da по приказу ротмистровъ и по | паме2ъ са его ротмистровъ ряковъ |

ява2ъ никоюровъ кокоцъ при2ъ ма2ъ корымъ на станъ на тъхвиинъ с

обонанские пияпинъ
Revenue and inquisition book (Prichodnye i sysknye knigi) and provision accounts (Raschodnye knigi).

Pages 128

Year(s) 1612, 1613/14

Area Derevskaja piatina, polovina Žicharja Rjabčikova.

Summary

Collection of revenue

Money collected from the widows and children of noblemen. The areas of their estates and the sums collected are recorded. Money was also collected from noblemen and boyars’ sons in Derevskaja piatina, Žichoreva Rjabčikova polovina. The revenue was collected in Buchovskoj and Molvjatickoj pogosts, partly by order of voevoda Matfej Semenovič Bol’šoj L’vov.

The first quire is unsigned; subsequently, there is a skrepa in the lower margin (pp. 3–17, 73–78 and 89–93) and the skrepa of Semen Lutochin in the right margin (pp. 107–112). The year 1612 (no date), and 25 October and 25 December 1612.

Inquisition concerning the estates of noblemen’s widows and children, by order of voevoda Matfej Semenovič Bol’šoj L’vov, in Buchovskoj, Demenskoj, Molvjatickoj and Polonovskoj pogosts. The areas of the estates and places of abode of the widows are recorded, as are the names of peasants and the areas of land that they farm. It is noted that litovskie ljudi have seized crops and put people to flight. The inquisition was conducted by Fedor Skryplev, together with Vasilej Za-vališin or Ontonej Voraksin.

The following acted as scribes: Ignaško Spiridonov, nikol’skoj d’jaček in Buchovskoj pogost; d’jaček Danilka Petrov; Vas’ka Minin, egorevskoj d’jaček in Molvjatickoj pogost; d’jaček Kornilko Michajlov; and porchovskoj nikol’skoj d’jaček Konanko Michajlov.


Signed with a skrepa in the lower margin.

Provision accounts (pp. 107–112). By order of the Swedish voevoda Karbel Jakovlevič, Fedor Kultašev and the sworn man Griša Serebrov, confiscated rye and oats were distributed from state granaries to French troops that had come from
Novgorod to the town of Porchov, and to Swedish troops. Rye was sold to pay for paper and salt. Porchovskoj nikol'skoj d'jak Konanko Michajloj acted as scribe.

21 August 1613 - 11 January 1614. (Pp. 121 - 128.)

One loose quire with the skrepa of d'jak Semen Lutochin in the right margin of each recto, and a skrepa in the lower margin.

Notes

On p. 1, in German, the word “Revisionsbuch”.

56 pages in the book are blank.

Old numbering: N .43

Extract

Pages 23–24

а волостныя людьи зонтона||ва мнёгра крёгаго михаила ступано в| сий да ооМка ступано в сий да матошь насон о в| сий да тимофея в| крёгаго сианова патра|ки игна в сий да матюшка гаврило сий | есисали по гёдру крёгому целова в в нашё в | гёдри в буховском погосте вдова татиан а пабло вёска жена өни кова а помпёства за нью сто | четверги в всел пусто г лесо в поросло а живё в | сама в дёрвишке а у нё то эво два бобылишки а людьи исть а в поле было пахано именного и то | скошено у литовских людях а живота лошадях в | и коро в исти
Account book for the city's taverns (Vinnye i pivnye knigi).

Type of text

Pages

Year(s)

Area

Summary

Notes
Оld numbering: N.4.

Extract
Pages 311–312

лета 3 эрка, го. ноября. съд., мо го числа. по декабрю. по .й. | числа. |

gодовка кабака торговые стороны винов ны улицы збор гостей истомы |

dемидова. да боюмесяц человека. | михаила кукочина с товарищи |

ско ко принята вина 3 годовка погреба | и ско ко вара пива сварено . и что |

tово | питья питья продано . и что на то | питья денег взято. и что у |

tово питья. | за росходы годовку прибыли и что исто | прибыли дано на |

dворовы на кабак и росходы. и что за всоль росходы | в годовку кашну |

dенег снесено и тому книге.
Type of text: Revenue book (Prichodnye knigi)

Pages: 120

Year(s): 1612/13

Area: The whole of the Novgorod area.

Summary:
1. Revenue from fines imposed on different individuals for various offences (e.g. illegal selling of beer, murder). Rents for gardens.
   
   31 October 1612- 10 January 1613. (Pp. 5-48, there is text on only 5 of these pages.)

2. By order of Jakob De la Gardie and Ivan Odoevskij, levies are imposed on Metropolitan Isidor and the monasteries throughout the Novgorod area to compensate for their failure to provide soldiers. The Swedes are defending Novgorod against Poles, Lithuanians and robbers without sparing their own people. The monasteries are required to pay half the levy laid down by Tsar Vasilij Ivanovič.
   
   Decision dated 1 November 1612. (Pp. 49-73)

3. Confiscation of money and goods from a number of individuals in Porchov, accused of illicit trade with Pskov.
   
   15 February and 5 July 1613. (Pp. 81-82.)

4. 20roubles is confiscated from Firs Davydov (bribes accepted during an inspection). He states that he had been sent to Oštinskoy stan to conduct the inspection, and there the peasants gave him 40roubles. He spent 20roubles on a horse and took the rest of the money with him to Novgorod.
   
   No date. (P. 85)

5. Collection of money from widows and boys not yet of age, for soldiers they are to pay for, and from individuals who have failed to report for duty. Šelonskaia and Derevskaja pjetiny.
   
   13 November 1612- March 1613. (Pp. 97-100.)

6. Fees for various documents, e.g. passports (proezje gramoty).
   
   9-13 April 1613. (Pp. 109-110.)

   The book is signed with the skrepa of d'jak Andrej Lyscov in the right margin of each recto.
Notes

On the first page, an inscription in German, including the year 1611, and a heading in Russian.

Half the pages of the book are damaged at the upper and lower right-hand corners.

The Valaam monastery is mentioned on p. 63 (see text sample).

41 pages in the book are blank.

Old numbering: N: 80:

Extract

Pages 11, 63

па̀лънъхъ дѣтъги
гѣвъвра въ л. дѣтъ тѣхвѣна мнѣтъръ 8 ста[...] | 8 вьстьѣна по перѣвоѣчнон 
записѣ тѣхвинскаго посадѣ с посаѣцкѣхъ людѣ | пѣнныѣ денѣй | са 
пошлѣны за то что дѣнѣ | тѣхвѣцыѣѣ били грігорѣя пѣтѣатѣа | сто 
ѣѣлѣѣ

валямскаго мнѣтъръ чѣйкъ конно| да чѣйкъ | пѣшѣи денѣей | протиғ | пѣшѣғ |
годѣ восьмѣцаѣ рѣблиѣ | а половѣна дѣвѣѣ рѣблиѣ
### Summary
Information about the quantities of vodka measured out at the distilleries or taken from the state wine cellars below the Boris and Gleb Tower to the city's taverns, and the quantities sold. (Pp. 9–55) This is followed by accounts of the individual taverns in Rogatica ulica, Vitkova ulica and Ščerkova ulica. Between these accounts there are combined accounts for the three taverns, presented on a monthly basis.

**1M arch– 1September 1614.**

The book records income from the sale of beverages and expenditure on purchases of vodka, raw materials for the brewing of beer, firewood, drinking vessels, repairs, candles, and the wages of caretakers, water drivers, brewers etc. The taverns’ profits were calculated monthly and handed over, by order of Jakob de la Gardie and Ivan Odoevskij, to the Swedish under-secretary at the crown treasury (gosudareva kazna), Isak Månsson.

The taverns were managed by gost' Istoma Demidov and the sworn men Nečaj Bobrovnik, Ivan Semjažnik and Kuz'ma Serebrjanik. Numerous individuals are mentioned as sworn men in conjunction with purchases of vodka etc., e.g. Sava Rybnik, Sava Perečnik, Trofim Krašeninnik (Rogatica), Bogdan Vetošnik, Ivan Mjasnik, Boris Svečnik, Semen Chlebnik (Vitkova), Dmitrij Puryš, Ivan Mjasnik, Varlam Syrnik (Ščerkova).

The book is unsigned.

### Notes
The book is bound in a grey leather cover, which carries an inscription in German (no year) and a heading in Russian. Stress marks are used sparingly in the text.

Old numbering: N:8.
й всего на рогатиком кабак на та | съ. а. г. числа по двѣ и по д. г.
число | питье и продано пива въ д. въ др. д. и д. г. въ сема трiesta недель
рублей | два тифт два артага д. л. съ за въдру по д. д. артаг |
| дрп жили это | пива въ др. | й въ др. жили проданы дневн. взято | два рубли па тифт |
| артаг в. л. съ за дробину взято четыре рубли дес. тифт | артаг д. л. съ |
| за хмелину взято три тифт артаг | в. л. съ й всего съ др. жили и |
| съ дробину и съ хмелину взято триста восемь | рубль в. днева | тифт |
| артаг | й и это число дано съ солома и съ солому и съ лучину |
| пивовару и съ рыхлом водоносу й месчующем сто сорок дневаг | рубль в. |
| двух тифт па тифт артаг .
Type of text: Inspection book (Dozornye knigi).

Pages: 150

Year(s): 1613/14

Area: Starorusskoj uezd.

Summary: Inspection of Ramyševskoj, Čerenčickoj, Kolomenskoj and Ofremovskoj pogosts. The names of peasants and bobily on taxpaying farms and monastic estates are recorded, together with the areas of land they used to and currently farm. Rents are also stated. In addition, it is noted which individuals have died or disappeared since the previous inspections (carried out by Aleksej Bezobrazov and by Luka Miloslavskoj in 1611/12), and which villages are deserted. Particulars are also given of churches in the pogost and of the people associated with them. Immense destruction has occurred. Numerous peasants have been killed and large areas of arable land are no longer ploughed. One village after another is said to be uninhabited.

The inspection was conducted by Luka Miloslavskoj and under-secretary Ivan Zadenskoj. Nikol’skoj d’jaček Gavrilka Semenov and Vas’ka Ondrejev, d’jaček of Ofremskoj pogost, acted as scribes.

1613/14.

The book is signed with the skrepa of d’jak Pjatoj Grigor’ev in the right margin of each recto. There is also a skrepa in the lower margin.

Notes: On the first page, an inscription in German. Year 1614.

There is also an inscription in Russian. It is also noted that the book was filed on 23 November 1614 by under-secretary Ivan Zadenskoj.

Old numbering: No: 22.
погостъ рамышевъ на реки на лову а на погостъ църковъ николы чнодо воцъ. дрвяно въ. въ.ъ въ и. дѣланъ стопъ пустъ а църковны призъникъ. (м.) попа василъ ала дѣйсвва. (м.) дѣйска данила а василѣва. (м.) понамаря. иванъка карповъ. (м.) прокорни даницы. дворы по гли руски. люли которы. селъли въ строги. а попъ и прокорна помѣрли а дѣйскъ и понамъ живутъ на погостъ во крсъ гли а руски. а църковны. искъгли. земли. что пашутъ църкины. причинники югѣжа въ поле а въ дву по тому жъ
(1: 107)

Type of text  Kabala book (Kabal’nye knigi).

Pages  157 + 7 fragments

Year(s)  1615/16

Area  Novgorod the Great.

Summary  Book for the registration of contracts of service (kabala contracts). In exchange for the loan of a certain sum, the borrower undertakes to work for the lender for one year. If the debt has not been repaid by the end of the year, the borrower has to remain in the lender’s service. Each individual contract consists of an official, legal section, the contract proper, and a description of the borrower’s background and appearance. The contracts were drawn up by, among others, the notaries Stepan Bokov, Kornilko Efim’ev, Agej Ofoan’ev, Gavrila Artem’ev and Ortemej Popov. The notaries submitted the original contracts to d’jak Semen Lutochin, who entered them in the books.

9 September 1615 - 8 July 1616.

The book is unsigned.

The book contains seven fragments. Six of them relate to loan contracts, while the seventh concerns parcelling of land.

Notes  On the first page, an inscription in German, including the year 1613. On the second page, a heading in Russian.

Old numbering: N. 18

Extract  Page 116

...
Revenue and expenditure book relating to grain (Prichodnye i raschodye knigi).

Pages 116

Year(s) 1615/16

Area Burežskoj, Sytinskij, Korostynskoj and Golinskij pogosts. The crown villages of Korolevo, Tesovo, Trjasovo and Golino.

Summary Collection of grain in accordance with inspection and confiscation books and harvest and threshing books prepared by, among others, Fedor Buturlin, under-secretary Vasilej Zadenskoj, Fedor Odincov, Ondrej Nogin and Nikita Tyrkov. Information about the quantities of grain held in the state granaries.

August–December 1615.

Expenditure in the form of grain, groats and ruskis given to Måns Mårtenssson, Erik Andersson, Swedish soldiers, crown peasants, the swanherd Sobinka Aristov and others. The grain was taken from the state granaries in the crown villages by order of, among others, Ivan Oдоevskij, Måns Mårtensson and Hans Boije.

According to Nikita Tyrkov's entries for 11 and 15 October 1615, companies of Swedish soldiers stole grain from the granaries in Tesovo.

August 1615–January 1616.

The book is unsigned.

Notes On the first page, a heading in Russian. A few lines in German, including the year 1613.

51 pages in the book are blank.

Old numbering: No 32 (37?).
да в описке. *к села т.сова старо samo* | юшки михаилова с целованик
дика брян въ. под. *де написано вкаги грашо* нынешние люди из
новагорода *идя* к ныскому устью. *во всем честно* | овса. *что вкаги сад
выдено и с разоно ро* | да жить *вальнее четвертый с поолинымо [!] | кучмина. *да четьрый с османо ржи* |
*да по памяти с приписи дяка патово* | григориева поначальн ивай
прокопезь волдам мятрополичны прика снымъ и наиторонокихъ ||
мятин игнано и стацимо на схарь | сорокъ четвертъ честь ||
*полушимоности ржи* | четвертъ честь кечмыни а у нихъ с того | хлебъ взятъ схары и *в пособныхъ по третьи из бошковъ обихъ*
Type of text: Harvest and confiscation book (У жинные, умолотные, выдел'ные книги).

Pages: 816

Year(s): 1615

Area: Šelonskaja pjetina. Vodskaja pjetina.

Summary: Book recording the quantities of grain sown, harvested and requisitioned (or confiscated) for the crown from various crown villages. The names of the peasants concerned are recorded.

The areas around Staraja Russa and Porchov, and Vodskaja pjetina (Tesovo) (pp. 267–375).

From July to 25 December 1615.

The quires are not bound in strict chronological order.

Instructions were given by Ivan Odoevskij and secretary Måns Mårtensson Palm, as well as by Ondrej Šachovskoj, Captain Frans Dücker and under-secretary Fedor Vitoftov.

The following persons officiated: Vasilej Zinov'ev and under-secretary Ignatej Fomin, Lučanin Eremeev and under-secretary Desjatoj Ivanov, Ondrej Nogin and under-secretary Login Perfer'ev, Nikita Tyrkov and under-secretary Ivan Prokof'ev, Mikita Šelepin and under-secretary Ondrej Kolomskoj, Gavrila Karcov, Luka Miloslavskoj and under-secretary Ivan Zadenskoj, Semen Boborykin and under-secretary Ofonja Muranov, and Fedor Nekljudov and under-secretary Bogdan Bereskoj.

The following acted as scribes: Miška Nemerov, zemskoj d'jak in Korostynskoj pogost; Pimin Ignat'ev, klimet'koj d'jak in Tesovo; under-secretary Ivan Prokof'ev (pp. 317–340); the widowed priest Tomilko Ondronov, prev'sten'koj d'jak in Karačjunskoj pogost; Tereška Semenov, dmitrievskoj d'jak in Bolčinskoj pogost; Gavrila Semenov from Parfino; Bogdaško Petrov, zemskoj d'jak in Starorusskoj uedz; and others.

Most of the quires are signed with the skrepa of d'jak Pja-toj Grigor'ev in the right margin of each recto. Several quires lack the d'jak's signature. All of them, however, have a skrepa in the lower margin.

At several places in the book, filing dates are noted.
Extract

Pages 11–13

лѣтъ 3-е 6-й августа вѣнъ Импъ | по наказу королевскаго величества | 
ноугородскаго гѣдрства боярина и воеводы | князя ивана никитича | 
бошоѣкого 6-докѣскаго дѣ старого моѣ ды мартыноѣича са пришѣ 
дѣ жка пивтово григорѣва васильки львонтьевъ сей | силоѣвъ да поѣ ячекъ 
игнатій | фомиѣ присѣва в гѣ дру в новѣ поѣписану | дворцовую в 
сытиѣ вску волость вѣнѣ | с собыо сытинскію погосту 8сѣсѣкво | 
попа пахомина луканова сей | да воѣосныъ людеи тимоѣку 
обрнхимова павѣжеѣкиа олексѣева . ромашка иванова да пск.д тѣми 
люѣми по росписи выдѣлена | в тѣм сытиѣскомъ погостъ: на пустѣ 
нѣсколько противъ и питьѣнъ хлѣба а сколько в тѣм сытиѣскумъ 
погостъ: на пустѣ поѣдѣвъ и шѣко имѣн.мѣ сколько копѣпѣ сотнѣ х 
какоѣва хлѣба выдѣло и что по опѣту 8мѣдоту 5вѣт" и тому выдѣлѣны книги
Confiscation book (Vydel'nye knigi).

Pages 16

Year(s) 1616

Area Vodskaja pjatina, Polužskaja polovina.

Summary Confiscation of grain by the crown, by order of De la Gardie and according to instructions from the interpreter Erik Andersson, on the estates of Mikita Tyrkov in Butkovskoj pogost. The confiscation was conducted by Grigorej Obol'njaninov, together with under-secretary Ivan Prokof’ev, priests and local representatives (volostnye ljudi). Tomilka Olekseev, nikol’skoj d’ja, ak in Butkovskoj pogost, acted as scribe.

12 July 1616.

The book is signed with the skrepa of under-secretary Grigorej Sobakin in the right margin of each recto, and with a skrepa in the lower margin.

Notes On the first page, it is noted that the book was filed on 8 August 1616 by Jakov Častoj.

In addition, there are four lines in German, including the year 1613.

Old numbering: N 0:31

Extract Page 5

...
Type of text Records of the Mint (Knigi denežnogo dvora).

Pages 580

Year(s) 1615/16, 1616/17

Area Novgorod the Great.

Summary Purchases of old coins, with the quantities expressed in roubles, and purchases of silver, expressed in the units grivenka and zolotnik, from named individuals over the period 1 September 1615–31 August 1616. Totals are given for each month and for the whole year (pp. 3–349).

Purchases of roubles, with the weights given in grivenka and zolotnik, from named individuals over the periods 5 September 1615–28 August 1616 and 2 September 1616–28 February 1617 (pp. 355–412).

Amounts of silver, in grivenka and zolotnik, supplied to named mint-masters over the periods 5 September 1616–28 August 1617, 2 September 1616–17 January 1617 and January–February (no year) (pp. 419–476 and 545–560).

Purchases of silver, in grivenka and zolotnik, from named individuals over the periods 5 January–28 February (no year) and 2 September 1616–4 January 1617 (pp. 477–504).

Purchases of roubles from named individuals over the periods 8 December–28 February (no year) and 1 September–17 October 1616 (pp. 505–544 and 561–580).

The book is unsigned.

Notes On the first page, four lines in German, including the year 1615.

Pp. 1–464 consist of quires bound together. In addition, there are 7 loose quires (pp. 465–580). Two of the quires (pp. 505–544) concern purchases of coins and belong with a quire from I: 33(d). In chronological order (over the period 17 October–28 February, no year), the quire from 1: 33 comes first, then pp. 529–544 and finally pp. 505–528.

Old numbering: N: 63.
ркг. в. Фл. др въ въ. к. йвангороцких | богдана шорина привоси.
п. руд въ Лив гр. К. за-т |
p. руд въ Лив гр. йи. за-т |
p. руд въ Лив гр. Кв. за-т |
того ж. дни куплиных |
p. руд въ Лив. гр. Кд. за-т |
того ж. дни куплиных новых |
p. руд въ Кс. гр. Лс. за-т |
Type of text: Account book for the city's taverns (Vinnye i pivnye knigi).

Pages: 116

Year(s): 1616/17

Area: Novgorod the Great.

Summary: Information about the quantities of “Swedish wine” (nemec-koe vino, vodka) remaining from the previous month that were sold at the city's two taverns. The money received for the leftover liquor was sent in September to Måns Mårtensson in Ladoga with the interpreter Irik Andreev (Erik Andersson). (Pp. 3-13) This is followed by accounts of the taverns in Rogatica and Vitkova ulica, presented on a monthly basis: sales of beverages and expenditure on vodka, raw materials for the brewing of beer, drinking vessels, repairs, candles, paper, and the wages of caretakers, water drivers, brewers, woodcutters, scribes etc.

In October, no new firewood was purchased for brewing; instead, existing stocks were used. There are frequent references to sales of “Swedish wine”. Most probably, the beverage concerned was vodka produced by Swedes. Vodka was collected from Oleksandrovskoe podvor’e. Beer was now only brewed at the tavern in Rogatica ulica, and the malt was made from barley and obtained from Ladoga. Both the limited size of this volume and the nature of the accounts it contains testify to a significant reduction in the scale of tavern operations. There were now only two taverns in the city, compared with the earlier three.

September 1616 - 1 February 1617.

The taverns' profits were calculated at the end of every month. From September until January, the profits from beer sales remained in the strong-box at the tavern in Rogatica ulica; they were not handed over to the Swedish under-secretary at the crown treasury, Indrik Isakov, until February 1617. The profits from the sale of vodka were handed every month to Måns Mårtensson's prikaznoj Egan.

The taverns were managed by gost' Istoma Demidov, with Ivan Sergejev and Vasilej Vyšeslavac as sworn men. A number of individuals are mentioned as sworn men in conjunction with purchases of vodka etc.: Jurej Skotnik, Matfej Chlebnik, watermark: 253
Rodion Sukonnik (Rogatica), Sidor Pokareņik and Pervuša Ščepetnik (Vitkova).

The book is unsigned.

Notes

On the first page, an inscription in German, including the year 1615 and a heading in Russian.

Old numbering: N. 72:

Extract

Pages 65-66

й то вино на рогатиκо и на витковскому кабакъ продано декабремъ съ
же числа | генваря по же число въ ведро по | крьштъ крьну и ведрю
время кружко | день вмыто число рубль итъ | въ дека ведро по | рубли по же
и тых день даны прикаскомъ сгани | дьтво ж 
vина нѣмцкъ любивъ | целова нико васила вышеславецъ | дьтъ пода покарни рѣбили вина | скланици мярою въ по | кръштъ кръну | день въ томъ винъ имѣца же | итъ.
Type of text Inspection book (Dozornye knigi) and sowing book (Posevnye knigi).

Pages 718

Year(s) 1611/12-1613/14

Area Starorusskoj uezd. Vodskaja pjaatina, Korel’skaja polovina.

Summary Inspection book from Starorusskoj uezd. The beginning is missing. Probably Petrovskoj pogost. Pp. 49 ff.: Voskresenskoj pogost. The names of peasants and bobyli are recorded, together with the areas of land that they farm. It is also stated which individuals have died or disappeared since the last inspection, and which villages and lands are deserted. It is noted what rents used to be charged. Often there are also particulars of churches and the people associated with them. Numerous villages have been laid waste by Lithuanian troops. The inspection was conducted by Luka Miloslavskoj. No year. In the lower margin, the skrepa of under-secretary Mikifor Koptev.

Pp. 107 ff.: Inspection of Efremovskoj, Dolžinskoj and Losskoj pogosts. The same type of information as above. The inspection was conducted by Filon O ničkov, Gavrila Karcev and under-secretary Michail Nefed’ev.

Year: 1611/12.

In the lower margin, the skrepa of Filon O ničkov and Michalko Nefed’ev.

Inspection book from Vodskaja pjaatina, Korel’skaja polovina. Rovdušskoj pogost. These pages (203-218) belong with another inspection book in the archives (see below under Notes). The names of the villages are written in Latin script in the margin. Signed with the skrepa of d’jak Dmitrej Aljab’ev in the right margin of each recto.

Pp. 221 ff.: Inspection book from Starorusskoj uezd. Kolomenskoj, Ofremovskoj, Dolžinskoj, Losskoj, Petrovskoj, Ramyševskoj and Čerenčitskoj pogosts. The same kind of information as in the first part of the book. Here, too, there is eloquent testimony to the ravages of the Lithuanians. The inspection was conducted by Melentej Vakrasin and under-secretary Ždan Rjabinin.

Years: 1612/13 and 1613/14.
Pp. 221-458: the skrepa of Filon Onićkov and Michalko Nefed'ev in the lower margin.


Pp. 593-716: Inspection of Starorusskoj uezd, by order of the voevoda Prince Andrej Šachovskoj, Smirnoj Otrep'ev and under-secretary Fedor Vitoftov. Dretenskoj and Dolžinskoj pogosts. The inspection was conducted by Stachej Verevkin and under-secretary Oleksej Stepanov. They began their work on 21 and 27 April 1613, respectively.

Pp. 657 ff.: Inspection in Starorusskoj uezd of the estates of the Spasskij monastery in Petrovskoj and Ramyševskoj pogosts and of the estates of the Kosin monastery in Petrovskoj pogost. The inspection was carried out by Timofej Sejanov and under-secretary Grigorej Něčaev and begun on 26 February 1613.

Pp. 705 ff.: Inspection of the estates of the Uzvad monastery in Čертickoj and Ramyševskoj pogosts, conducted by under-secretary Michajlo Nefedeev and begun on 7 May 1613.

The first date given (p. 97) is 1 September 1612, the last (p. 705) 7 May 1613. The section from Vodskaja pjatina is undated.

Pp. 221-233 and 463-715 are signed with the skrepa of under-secretary Fedor Vitoftov in the right margin of each recto and also with a skrepa in the lower margin.

No details are given of the scribes.

Notes

The beginning of the book is missing. The quires are bound in incorrect order.

Pp. 203-218 belong with Series I:30, and should be placed before the text of this book. Between these two sections pp. 17–20 of Series I:8 should be placed.

The quires beginning on pp. 655 and 687 provide details of filing dates: 28 and 20 April 1613, respectively.
книги старорусского убывающего в погостов. ооффрьмовского
до жилищного жесткого погоста. и и в моем сгиским [!] вотчинам.
и в них живущим и пустыневым выглебом. писаны и дозоры.
филонов описка да гавриила кашкина да подлежитого михаила.
и в оооохваааа аааа ко и ымаятого
роцпис дыкко в двух погостовом в коломенском.
в троицком трести и по дозоры и по сказке мельчита вара спина.
да подлежающо ждана рубинина на збавительном участвовом с которыми
участвовом крестяне. [!] ой литовском людя побиты и в полдня
поиманы и которые были неплохо росписались к иншем ко.
ркя. оказую ржен и чтые счако
1. Customs book chiefly covering the period 1 September 1610 - 1 September 1611, kept by the chief customs officers Stepan Polivaev and Vasilej Ivanov. The book is divided into three parts. The first part covers citizens of Novgorod. Their names are recorded, together with the name of the street on which they lived and the goods they brought in. There are also entries for the years 1606, 1608 and 1609. (Pp. 3–276)

   The second part lists merchants from elsewhere, who registered their goods at the custom house. These goods were sold in Novgorod or transported on to other towns for sale there. There are also entries for the years 1607–9. (Pp. 277–675)

   Examples of goods declared: live animals (cows, sheep, goats), skins and hides, fish, salt, honey, wax, fat, craftsmen's products and various foreign merchandise, e.g. woolen cloth, silk, wine, dyes, paper and pearls.

   The third part contains 21 entries for the period 16 December 1610 - 20 March 1611 concerning sales of efimki. On the expenditure side, it is noted that the scribes at the custom house, Kurbatko Sergeev and Ždanko Petrov, each receive wages of six roubles a year. (Pp. 693–713)

   At the end of each part, a total of customs duties received is given.

   Records of expenditure at the custom house. Purchases of paper, candles, firewood etc. and expenses for wages. (Pp. 675–678)

   The book is signed in the lower margin of each recto with the skrepa of Stepan Polivaev, dated 10 September 1611.

2. One loose leaf (fragment of a roll) (pp. 520–521)

   Instructions to gubnoj starosta Andrej Pušin concerning the parcelling of land from an estate in Vodskaja and Šelonskaja pjadiny for Nikita Palicyn. The estate used to
belong to Vasilij Pyžov, now deceased, and a farm is to be allocated to his widow for as long as she lives.

18 March 1610.

Notes

The book has a grey leather cover. On p. 1, an inscription in Swedish: “Tull Special över Land-Tullen i Stora N ovgorod. Åren 7114 d. 1 Jan till 7119 d. 20 Dec (1606–1611).”

Sixteen pages in the book are blank.

Extract

Pages 3, 675
Type of text Revenue book (Prichodnye knigi).

Pages 48

Year(s) 1611

Area Novgorod the Great.

Summary

1. Revenue from the Soloveckoj garden. Sales of apples and pears to a large number of named individuals. The buyers are usually craftsmen, implying that the garden is probably in Novgorod the Great. Apples are supplied free of charge to the household of Jakob De la Gardie.

23 August–8 October 1611 (Pp. 3–26.)

2. Expenses for the wages of the watchmen Evtechik Charitonov, Aleksiko Fedorov and Emel’jan Evtechiev, and of the driver Onton Staričanin and his five fellow drivers. Expenditure on candles.

8 August–10 October 1611 (Pp. 35–37.)

The sale of the fruit was overseen by under-secretary Ivan Lazorev and Jakim Vešnjakov, by order of Ivan Odoevskij, Semen Lutochin and Andrej Lyscov.

The book is signed with the skrepa of d’jak Andrej Lyscov in the right margin of each recto.

Notes On the first page, an inscription in German, including the year 1610.

Sixteen pages in the book are blank.

Extract Pages 8–9 слиттябр’я ви ви йбщ продано красній кущу цв’яшку два кошця яблук взято | три а’єгіє двух дельги | продано дхоня мися рику два | кошця яблук слаєких да квасичних | взято три а’єгіє дві дельги | ві г’єгі продано мосся відву да юблої | слаєких два кошця взято шесть а’єгіє | чотирьох дельг | ві д’єгі продано вінічку вінічка | григор’єву яблук квасичних і слаєких чотирьох чечових взято сорок пять а’єгіє | продано нікитини матері вищої класи по три обміни яблук квасичних | взято дві десяти дельги.
Decisions to allocate grain from the crown granaries to a large number of people from different strata of society. The individuals mentioned include many Tatars (in Ivangorod) and newly baptized persons, or their wives, and huntsmen. On several occasions oats were allocated for Jakob De la Gardie’s hunting dogs. Usually, allocations were granted by De la Gardie and O doevskij or on the basis of a petition signed by one of the d’jaki, Semen Lutochin, Andrej Lyscov or Måns Mårtensson. Requisitions were sent to Never and Subota.

8 September 1612–14 August 1613 (Pp. 5–95)
Supplementary wages for the previous year (1611/12) in the form of grain, allocated to various individuals such as guards at the city gates and different authorities, and to artillerymen (puškari).

24 October 1612–8 March 1613 (Pp. 109–128.)
Wages in the form of grain to beer brewers and cooks in the household of Jakob De la Gardie. Allocations of malt for the brewing of beer and rye for rusk. On 23 April, De la Gardie’s Swedish physician Bal’ber’ received half an osmina of barley.

22 September 1612–23 April 1613 (Pp. 141–153)
Wages in the form of grain to huntsmen who looked after Jakob De la Gardie’s hunting dogs and falcons.

29 September 1612–12 January 1613 (Pp. 157–164.)
Allocation of seed to the crown village of Korolevo.

29 April–3 May 1613 (Pp. 169–171)
Receipt of grain confiscated from various individuals and monasteries.

19 October 1612–7 July 1613 (Pp. 185–199.)
The various measures were undertaken by order of Jakob De la Gardie and Ivan O doevskij and under the superintendency of d’jak Pjatoj Grigor’ev.
The book is unsigned.
The book contains a fragment of a leaf, with text on both sides. One side is concerned with taxation, the other with wages in the form of grain (rough draft).

Notes
On the first page, an inscription in German, including the year **1611**, and a heading in Russian.
The binding has come loose and the last quire has become detached.
83 pages in the book are blank.
Old numbering: N: 32.

Extract
Pages 66–67

 thereof *ж* дани всекуто дати по чесовинъ *и* | sa припись дьяка моиши мастьнова которую принесла в двойную приказ новокрестьянова *объявила жена списана объявлente | апрель въ г. лен и дати по пред. | му на мѣсяцъ апрѣля сь *и* числа | чеT ржи чеT овса. и ли са овца | ожю в | появля для того что му*ж* сь на слушается боjarиномъ и воведено сь еписо | гоняемъ | къ Пловидомъ подо линского | и памятный къ вѣрное да къ суботе. | посланна
Type of text: Provision accounts (Priimoņo-raschodnye knigi).

Pages: 58

Year(s): 1613

Area: Not indicated.

Summary: Food and money supplied to Evert Horn's troops during the campaign against Pskov. The prices of the foodstuffs are recorded.

Fedor Voronov and Gavrilo Mjakinin officiated, by order of Evert Horn.

28 March–3 August 1613

The book is unsigned.

Notes: On the first page, an inscription in German, including the year 1611.

Pp. 3–4 are a leaf inserted loose in the book.

Extract

Page 1

лётта...эрка...марта...ки...числа...да апрем...по...кн. де королевско...величесв...и нотогорское...и...древняти...по...внек...воприна...и...вокводы...эвеком...горна...карлувича...и...по...росписи...океде...вороновь...да...гаврило...мокининь...дал...кармовь...на...мёдъ...на...эвен...горчовь...рогу...карлувича...а...сна...кормывь...са...ячмени...и...солодъ...и...семьло...и...сна...рыбь...и...сна...бораны...и...сна...всесъ...и...сна...масо...и...сна...съло...десетами...и...на...мёдъ...по...век...воприна...и...вокводы...эвен...горна...карлувича...а...сколки...кормовь...дано...трех...больших...и...прикалъных...мелыш...семинасати[!]...чловков...и...рядовых...по...росписи...две...сотъ...ворож...члыко...ржь...и...обса...и...маса...и...съна...и...солодъ...и...вина...и...сна...кормвы...для...
Type of text: Land parcelling book (O de'n'ye knigi).

Pages: 8

Year(s): 1612

Area: Šelonskaja pjatina.

Summary: Parcelling of land and peasants for Ivan Puškin from the estate of Michajla Pleščiev in Pavskoj pogost. The proceedings were conducted by Michajla Neelov, gubnoj starosta of Vodskaja pjatina, Polužskaja polovina, by order of Jakob De la Gardie and Ivan O doevskij. Sen'ka Vasil'ev, zemskoj d'jaèk in the gubnoj stan of Vodskaja pjatina, Polužskaja polovina, acted as scribe.

30 November 1612.

The book is unsigned.

Notes: On the first page, a heading in Russian.
Three pages in the book are blank.

Extract:

Pages 3-4

лъта зърка⁶, нохбрю въл. лъв королевско го величества и ноугороцко го црвото бояринъ и боношно плённо | воеводы юкова ньдьгосовича дѣлгарды да боцарина и воеводы княза цвана нинкитича боношно | онохвоско по грамотъ и по вписъ с книга за д'янами | приписими схема лутохина да онохръ ляццова | вотцкие патины полускипь половинъ г'бнои станроцта михаилла ис'лоо при'жакъ в шелоецкую патину в ньдьполко погоцть и онохдѣлъ цвану цванову | сию ньдькину михаилевского помуцъты плешницева | на погоцть на пава⁴ на цвановъ жереби ньдькина | половина двора помъщиковъ гдѣ жила фатъвъскъ жена ньдькина вдова катрина а хоро⁴ | на полъдворъ герищца с похъклътомъ да повалушца с похъклътомъ да жихъница да дворо заицки
Type of text: Land parcelling books, inquisition books (Otdel'nye, obysknye knigi).

Pages: 244 + 3 fragments

Year(s): 1612/13

Area: Derevskaja pjabina.

Summary:

1. Land parcelling books relating to Derevskaja pjabina. The book describes 24 different land parcelling proceedings, dated from 10 April 1612 to October 1613 (The quires are not bound in chronological order.) All the proceedings were conducted by order of Jakob de la Gardie and Ivan Odovskij. (Pp. 3-182, 205-240.)

   Land parcelling book relating to Cholovskoj pogost. Tichan M art'janov officiated. Ignaško Popov, nikol'skoy d'jaæk in Morozovskoj pogost, acted as scribe. (Pp. 1-4.)

   Ust'volomskoj and Cholovskoj pogosts. Nesluživoj Timofij Mesenickoj officiated. Levka Bogdanov, spaskoj d'jaæk in K asockoj pogost, acted as scribe. (Pp. 9-15.)


   K asockoj pogost. Ignatej Ogalin officiated. Leontiec Bogdanov, spaskoj d'jaæk in K asockoj pogost, acted as scribe. (Pp. 31-34.)


   Peroskoy pogost. Nesluživoj Fedor Izedinov officiated. Frolko Fedorov, petrovskoj d'jaæk in Peroskoy pogost, acted as scribe. (Pp. 49-52.)


   Molvatickoy pogost. Nesluživoj Jakov M olaninov officiated. Vas'ka Minin, egorevskoj d'jaæk in Molvatickoy pogost, acted as scribe. (Pp. 67-71.)

   Poliskoj pogost. Nesluživoj Stepan Baæmanov officiated. Kirilka Semenov, nikol'skoy d'jaæk in Poliskoj pogost, acted as scribe. This section contains quite a detailed de-
scription of farm buildings. (Pp. 75–92.)


Cholovskoj pogost. Ivan Tolmačev officiated. Nikol'skoj venskoj d'jaček Pervuša Terenteev acted as scribe. (Pp. 115–118.)

Ksockoj pogost. Ivan Tolmačev officiated. Levka Bogdanov, spaskoj d'jaček in Ksockoj pogost, acted as scribe. (Pp. 119–121.)

Kurskoj pogost. Nesluživoj Ignatej Oščerin officiated. Gavrilka Semenov, nikol'skoj d'jaček from Parfino, acted as scribe. (Pp. 131–135.)


Michajlovskoj pogost. Posnik Skobeev officiated. Leva Nikanov, rožestva christova d'jaček in Žabenskoj pogost, acted as scribe. (Pp. 151–155.)


Molvjatickoj pogost. Nesluživoj Savelej Tiškov officiated. Vaška Minin, egorevskoj d'jaček in Molvjatickoj pogost, acted as scribe. (Pp. 175–182.)


Village of Cholyn'. Under-secretary Rodja Babin officiated. Ivanišče Artemeev, petrovskoj pop (priest) in the vil-
lage of Cholyn', acted as scribe. (Pp. 223-228.)

Navolotckoj pogost. Peresvet Torokanov officiated. Ivaniče Stepanov, nikol’skoj vдовoj pop (widowed priest) from N avoloko, acted as scribe. (Pp. 231-234.)


One volume, signed with the skrepa of d’jaki Semen Lu-tochin and Andrej Lyscov. Certain parts are unsigned. All the quires have a skrepa in the lower margin.

2. Contents of fragments: Two petitions to De la Gardie and O doevskij concerning allocations of property in Derev-

skaja pjadina. Postniko Skobeev applies for land in Michaj-
lovskoj pogost and Fedorec M asleniccoj in Ksockoj po-
gost.

A report to De la Gardie and O doevskij from Nikiforko Izedinov.

(The fragments actually belong to Series II, but are re-
lated to this book.)

Notes

On the first page, an inscription in German, including the year 1611, and a heading in Russian. Headings also on pp. 21, 129, 149, 159, 173 and 213.

Filing dates given on pp. 65, 73, 113 and 229.

The first 16 pages are damaged along the lower part of the right-hand edge. Pp. 157–158, 163–164 and 237–240 are loose.


84 pages in the book are blank.

Old numbering (p. 2): N :52:

Extract

Pages 77–78
Type of text: Inquisition reports (Obysknye knigi).

Pages: 40

Year(s): 1612

Area: Voskresenskoj-Važenskoj, Roždestvenskoj-Pirkinskij, and Dmitrievskoj-Sockoj pogosts.

Summary: Inquisition reports from the estates of St Sophia. Peasants and bobylj are listed. The reports were drawn up by Firs Davydov and Ivan Boranov, by order of Jakob De la Gardie and Ivan Odoevskij. 4-13 November 1612.

Egor'evskoj d'jak Timoška Sergeev and roždestvenskoj d'jak Nečajko Ivanov acted as scribes. The last section was written by Miška Ivanov, il'inskij d'jak in Venickij pogost, as the d'jak of Sockoj pogost was away.

The book is signed with the skrepa of d'jak Semen Lutochin in the right margin of each recto, and with a skrepa in the lower margin.

Notes: On the first page, an inscription in German, including the year 1611.

Extract: Pages 3-4
Type of text: Customs book (Tamožennye knigi).

Pages: 24

Year(s): 1615/16

Area: Nevskoe Ust’e.

Summary: Customs book kept by order of Evert Horn, in accordance with extracts from the regulations and the directions of d’jak Semen Lutochin. Under-secretary Ofonasej Bražnikov collected state customs duties at Nevskoe Ust’e (the mouth of the Neva) from Swedish and Russian merchants travelling from Nevskoe Ust’e to Orešek (Nöteborg) and then to Novgorod and back. It is recorded which Swedish ships arrived at Nevskoe Ust’e, what goods they carried, the prices of the goods and the duties levied. The prices of the goods were determined by prikaznoj Fredrik Meller (Möller) and duties were levied in accordance with special regulations issued by the Swedes and earlier regulations laid down by the Russians.

18 May 1615 – 8 October 1616.

The book is signed with the skrepa of Ofonasej Bražnikov at the foot of p. 13. Apart from this, it is unsigned.

Notes:
On page 1, an inscription in German, including the year 1615, and an inscription in Swedish: “Ryss skrifwarens kegen rächningh opå 1615åhrs Toll widh Nyie Skantz”.

Four leaves excised between pp. 22 and 23, leaving only stubs.
Nine pages in the book are blank.

Extract:

Page 4

машя в..ш. дн пришло из стокнона судно а на судна некчпии 6,луь ларсо а с нем товару соли по[?]чтве[?та] ласта. ласто по ля. рублей бою 3, ди восья бою боюка по три рубли. горячие две амны цица шестнацть рублей боюса по двадцати. масла коробяо судь бою по восми рублеб боюка. мяса свиное три боюбоюска по девяти рублей бою боюко боюксы. сыры нечпим. цица. и. тюко бою бою по осьми азтнй и бо [?]. сахара три боюко боюко боука. азтнй четырех дефти. да тут же на судна меско бою товару на ви рублеб.
Type of text: Account book from the law court (Knigi sudnogo dvora).
Pages: 124
Year(s): 1611/12
Area: Novgorod the Great.

Summary: Account book from the law court. One party to civil proceedings claims compensation from the other party for various crimes or misdemeanours, such as theft, assault, insults, unpaid debts, horses not paid for etc. The fees charged by the court for considering each case are then recorded. At the end of the book, these fees are added together. On a number of occasions during the year the money collected was handed in at the office of the d'jaki. By order of De la Gardie, some of the profits were used for various items of expenditure: Stepan Igolkin's wife received 30 roubles, Ivan Pepel'nikov received 24 roubles and 22 altyn for cloth (kamka) that was given to the envoys from Jaroslavl', and so on. In addition, the court's expenses for paper, ink, candles, repairs, guards' wages etc. are recorded.

The judge was Vasilej Trusov, the starosta Ivan Pepel'nikov and the sworn man Vasilej Šolkovnik.

7 September 1611 – 27 August 1612.

The book is signed in the right margin of each recto with the skrepy of the judge Vasilej Trusov and d'jak Andrej Lyscov. There is also a skrepa in the lower margin.

Notes: On the first page, an inscription in German, including the year 1611, and a heading in Russian.
Old numbering: N .20.
Sums of money handed in to Fal'tin Jur'ev and Isak Monšon. The money comes from various places, such as the taverns, the custom house, the law court, rents etc., and is paid in against receipts issued by under-secretaries Istoma Volokitin, Ždan Maksimov, Martyn Pervoij and Ivan Lazorev. The money is intended for the maintenance of the Swedish troops and the udel'nyj knjaz' (refers probably to Grand Prince Karl Filip).

28 August 1613-10 October 1614.
Two large, folded sheets, not sewn together. The leaves are unsigned.
Rough draft.

Notes
Three pages in the book are blank.
Type of text: Revenue book (Prichodnye knigi).

Pages: 12

Year(s): 1615/16

Area: Not indicated.

Summary: Fees received for various types of document, such as memoranda, petitions, and certificates for burial. Under-secretary Ivan Prokof’ev is mentioned as the recipient of two memoranda. 11 September 1615–6 May 1616. The book is unsigned.

Notes: On the first page, a heading in Russian. The book contains a beautiful watermark, which can be seen in its entirety. Six pages in the book are blank.

Extract
Page 5: номе́бря вь 31. ли дана похоронная грамота льбя́ницы ылицы посадчкому члѣкъ петра́шка. сапо́жник8 вь людь воро́бьскому попо́м ивану да сьмну о́ного сьво петра́шкина орсо́е осмотря и о́тпьба похоронит или́я пьемо́ по бою́скиму прика́зъ кня́ца ивана никитича и́мь вькаго
Type of text: Provision accounts (Kniga sbora nemeckich kormov).

Pages: 32

Year(s): 1614

Area: Vodskaja pjatina.

Summary: Requisition of food (rye, malt, hops, fish, meat, hay etc.) for the months of July and August, for Axel Mårtensson and his troop of 58 horsemen at the Zareckoj fortress and for “Vlas Eseve’s” ensign of 106 foot soldiers. The requisition was conducted by Mikita Zinov’ev by order of Jakob De la Gardie and Ivan Odoevskij and at the command of Grand Prince Karl Filip, beginning on 15 July 1614.

Later, requisitions were made by order of Evert Horn.

Djagilinskoj, Kepinskoj, Ozerckoj, Zareckoj, Jastrebinskoj, Vzylinskoj, Vruckoj, Grjazenskoj and Orlinskoj pogosts.

The book is signed with the skrepa of d’jak Semen Lutochin in the right margin of each recto. There is also a skrepa in the lower margin.

Extract: da на пü*нюкx нём.чкx людих по-т. в. чети с чет.верико\m и с по-т. чет.верико\m рж. соло-т. ж. со-\m | пудо\k. д. грвв.чкx. хмлёо. з. грвв.чкx | за массо. зл. артнй. в. дс за массо. зл. | артнй. в. дс за рыбу сольную. кг. ар. д. дс за рыбу вялую. г. артна. в. дс
Type of text: Land parcelling book (Otdel’nye knigi).

Pages: 12

Year(s): 1614

Area: Vodskaja pjetina, Korel’skaja polovina.

Summary: Parcelling of land and peasants for Nikita Kalitin from the estate of Ivan Ožogin in Ondreevskoj-Gruzinskoj and Kolo-menskoj pogosts, in Vodskaja pjetina, Korel’skaja polovina. Some of the land was in O bonežskaja pjetina.

The proceedings were conducted by under-secretary Fedor Prokop’ev, who, acting on written instructions from De la Gardie and Odoevskij, arrived on the estate on 8 August 1614. Villages, farms, peasants, meadows and outfields (pus-toš) are listed.


O rtemko O fonas’ev syn Popov acted as scribe.

The book is signed with the skrepa of Semen Lutochin in the right margin of each recto, and with a skrepa in the lower margin.

Notes: Stress marks are used in parts of the text.

Extract:

 Cyrus: возвысил (в) Никита Калитину в сеймь | (в) онисим'кo | тимохо в

 Герман: ефимо в | з ся глум с огури | панько грязь дь | стел'панько дь | дрьже дь | касдико грязь вь | пьень обжик и всего дь | никита калитину борисовскаго ) помысьлы кобылина двинство пять

 че.и четве.ртенье пашны и с пржев]назо го дачию а книги о дь|ны | писа 3 орфом'кo окона сьень сьень попо в
Type of text: Land parcelling book (Otdel'nye knigi).

Pages: 8

Year(s): 1614

Area: Vodskaja pjadina, Poluzskaja polovina.

Summary: Parcelling of land and peasants for Filon Onichkov and d'jak Pjatoj Grigor'ev from the estate of Loban Lugvenev in Nikola'skoj-Butkovskoj and Chrepel'skoj pogosts. The proceedings were conducted by under-secretary Kostjantin Petrov, who, acting on written instructions from De la Gardie and Odoevskij arrived on the estate in August 1614 (day not recorded). No parcelling of land was undertaken in Korboseskoj and Dudorovskoj pogosts, as it was too far to travel there.

Peasants, cultivated land, fallow and outlying land (pustoš) are listed.

Tomilka Oleksev, nikol'skoj d'jak in Budkovskoj pogost, acted as scribe.

The book has a skrepa in the lower margin only.

Extract

Page 6

da того ж. лобановскаго помѣстя лугвенева въ корбослѣскомъ погостѣ восемъдесѧт | пять честь и да въ дудорѣскомъ погостѣ шестьдесят честь и бѣлки || полуосмины всѣхъ отдѣлъ въ помѣстѣ описану | оныя кову да двоѣдѣвому дьяку потому григорьеву | для того что тѣ погосты удалѣли отдѣла вѣхъ | далеко а отдѣльные книги писа и николѣскомъ дьячекъ | бутковѣскомъ погостѣ томилка влекомъ
Type of text: Provision accounts (Kniga sbora nemeckich kormov).

Pages: 16

Year(s): 1615

Area: Vodskaja pjetina.

Summary: Requisition of food from a number of pogosts in Vodskaja pjetina: grain, oats, chickens, rusk, hay etc. The provisions were intended for Jakob Dela Gardie, Ivan O doevskij, gorodničej Aleksandr, Nikifor M ečerskoj, Evert Horn, the voevody of Jama and Kopor'e Detlov Fen Tizenguzen and Efim Bernis (Detlev von Tiesenhausen and Joakim Berendes) etc.

Sujdeckoj, Zareckoj, Kepinskoj, Vzdylickoj, D jagilinskoj, J astrebinskoj and Vruckoj pogosts.

August 1615 and February 1616.


One quire, signed with the skrepa of d'jak Semen Lutochin in the right margin of each recto. There is also a skrepa in the lower margin.

Rough draft.

Notes: The governor of Kopor'e in 1616 was Jochim Berndt (Berendes).
Report on the quantities of rye of varying quality sown, harvested and milled on a number of estates (belonging to Niki-ta Tyrkov, Oleksej Osokin, Postnik Ryndin, Grigorej Jazy-kov, Vasilej Chvostov, Michail Mustofin, Zacharej Bibikov and others) in Vodskaja pjatina, Polužskaja polovina. One sheaf in every four or six was confiscated by the state. Sometimes it is noted who received harvested grain, e.g. under-secretary Dmitrej Ignat’ev and Semen Osokin. On one farm, the rye crop had been stolen by thieves and on another Swedish soldiers had milled the rye before it had dried and taken it to the fortress at Tesovo. It is also reported that some taxable rye was stolen by the Swedes from the Church of St Nicholas in Butkovskoj pogost when they plundered the church.

Grigorej Obol’njaninov and under-secretary Ivan Prokof’ev officiated, having arrived in the area on 12 July 1616 on the instructions of Jakob De la Gardie and Ivan Odoevskij. Nikol’skoj-Butkovskoj, Luskoj and Klimeckoj-Tesovskoj pogosts.

Tomilka Oleksejev, Nikol’skoj d’jaček in Budkovskoj pogost, acted as scribe.

The book is signed with the skrepa of under-secretary Grigorej Sobakin in the right margin of each recto, and with a skrepa in the lower margin.

On the first page it is noted that the book was filed on 8 August 1616 by Jakov Častoj.
Type of text: Firewood book (Drovjanye knigi).

Pages: 64 + 4 fragments

Year(s): 1616

Area: Novgorod the Great.

Summary:

Purchases of empty houses on Torgovaļa storona for firewood for “the boyars’ houses”. These purchases were made by the volostnyje starosti of the crown villages, by order of under-secretary Grigorej Sobakin.

Entries record the date of the purchase, as well as the name of the seller, the street, a short description of the building and the purchase price.

1 July–22 October 1616. (Pp. 3–5; 33–36.)

Deliveries of wood to the boyars’ households. Only three boyars are mentioned by name: Hans Boije, Jakob De la Gardie and Svante Banér. Boije received wood throughout the period, De la Gardie until 3 August. From 4 August, Banér received wood instead of De la Gardie. Posyloņij pod-jaļj D evjatoj Ivanov officiated, on the instructions of under-secretary Grigorej Sobakin at the D vorcovoj prikaz.

1 July–22 October 1616. (Pp. 7–26; 39–61)

The book is signed with the skrepa of under-secretary D evjatoj Ivanov in the lower margin.

The four fragments are narrow strips, “bookmarks”, 1-2 cm wide, cut from a book constituting a rough draft (the text cannot be identified).

Notes:

On the first page, an inscription in German, including the year 1614.

Old numbering: N.26.
Type of text: Inspection book (Dozornye knigi).

Pages: 16

Year(s): 1615

Area: Šelonskaja pjetina, Zalesskaja polovina.

Summary:

Inspection of Pperedol’skoj and Petrovskoj pogosts. The names of peasants and bobyli are recorded, together with the areas of land that they farm. It is also stated which individuals have died or disappeared since the last inspection (by Matfej Murav’ev), and which villages and lands are deserted. Most peasants have been killed or disappeared. The inspection was conducted by Silvester Zinov’ev, gubnoj starosta of Vodskaja pjetina, Polužskaja polovina, and under-secretary Pervoj On-dreev. It was carried out on the written instructions of Ivan Odoevskij and secretary Måns Mårtensson.

October 1615

The book has a skrepa in the lower margin only.

Notes:

Five pages in the book are blank.

Extract:

Page 5

в шелоіскому пяти: в салескоі половине. | в передоліскоі погості: за маісом за мулрахом. сьдо горка шарова вистежена датьно ор вороі бобиль в із пашня из пахана. | (дров) по йогр е в ней крьтоі (і) сашко маісія | про вище: враги сиего с гешкоі (і) друга | веестроі да бобыі іное іной | а іны: крьтоій помеі и побити ор вороі и ор немеских людеі а іны: рідри і байнестк вижувало | в живущем было по 3 по 3 третей выйти
Type of text: Provision accounts (Kniga razdači nemeckich kormov).

Pages: 16

Year(s): 1615

Area: Not indicated.

Summary: Rye, oats, barley, malt etc. were supplied to the troops of Krister Hansson, among others, between 2 November and 12 December 1615. Ivan Boranov and gubnoj starosta Selivestr Zenov'ev officiated, by order of Ivan Odoevskij and Hans Boije. The grain was issued to various individuals: the scribe Andrej, dejatnik Vlas, vachtmistr Jagan, sotnik Anc Benc and others.

The book is signed in the lower margin with the skrepa of Selivestr Zenov'ev.

Notes: On p. 9 (all the following pages are blank), an inscription in German, including the year 1613. Seven pages in the book are blank.

Extract: Pages 4–5

dano progoasu мaтосу да захару дёсмина жита. | дано ваxмиxтру ягану три чет ржи с полуxдёсминою и с чеxтpивикоM. | десaнтику власу дано три чет жита две чет ржи | беспó полуxдёсмины кaк адиць бёдциx приxаль. ||

tого жx дня дано тумасу чет жита. | сoзнiку адиць бёдцу дано сxM четpи с осминoю бечь получxтpивика ржи x жита чете oбca. | десaря въ г. 201

dано сxврину че x | беспó полуxдёсмины жита | того жx дня дано писарю aдидрузо дёсмина oбca.
Type of text: Provision accounts (Kniga sbora nemeckich kormov).

Pages: 16

Year(s): 1615/16

Area: Vodskaja pyatina.

Summary:
Requisition of grain for Swedish troops from the estates in the pogosts around the Ivnja fortress: Petrovoskoj, Peredol'skoj, Gorodenskoj and Butkovskoj pogosts. The requisition was conducted by Fedor Odincov and Seliverst Zenov'ev, by order of Ivan Odoevskij and Hans Boije. Min'ka Grigor'ev was appointed as sworn man.

21 December 1615 – 30 January 1616.

The book is unsigned.

Notes:
On the first page, an inscription in German, including the year 1613.

Extract:
On page 4:
"здесь одни цифры да губернатор склады ценобитья разложили по погостам которые приписаны к Ивановскому строению около них мстами сельские люди по списку на сорок дней [!] дождь брать с каго числа, да губернатор по н чило а что у кого какова хлеба взято по умному целовальнему мстрика и книги из погост Петровского [!] господского мстрика с воинами взято, а и ржи и жита да осменина овса."
Type of text: Provision accounts (Kniga razdači nemeckich kormov).

Pages: 20

Year(s): 1616

Area: Not indicated.

Summary: Rye, oats and barley were supplied to Krister Hansson’s troops between 12 January and 13 March 1616. Ivan Boranov and gubnoj starosta Seliverst Zenov’ev officiated, by order of Ivan Odoevskij and Hans Boije. The grain was issued to various individuals: sotnik Anc Benc, Irik Isakov, dejatnik On-drej, Jakov nemčin (the Swede), dejatnik Jurej, vachtmistr Jä-gan, the scribe Simon, nemčin Knut, the scribe Ondrej, dejatnik Vlas and others.

The book is signed in the lower margin with the skrepa of Selivestr Zenov’ev.

Notes: On the first page, an inscription in German, including the year 1613.

Extract: 6и вело дано крётоа состоя роты немецких ратных и людьм по росписи на сорок | дикн десятируя сь каф числа . да галваря по ли числа . восьмдесят семь числи | бр. третнера . ржи и жита . да г . | числовся овес и | да сенакому дымку дано руги оспина жита | да шишево матюшки дано на хлебы оспина ржи
A quarter of the harvest (wheat, barley, oats, peas, linseed and hemp) was confiscated by the crown from Nikita Tyrkov's estate of Belaja in Butkovskoj pogost.

The confiscation was conducted by Grigorej Obol'njaninov and under-secretary Ivaš Prokof'ev, by order of Jakob De la Gardie and according to instructions from the interpreter and translator Irek Ondreev (Erik Andersson). The order was given on 25 August 1616.

Under-secretary Ivaš Prokof'ev acted as scribe.

The book is signed with the skrepa of under-secretary Grigorej Sobakin in the right margin of each recto, and with a skrepa in the lower margin.

On the first page it is noted that the book was filed on 9 September 1616 by Ivan Prokof'ev.
Revenue and expenditure book (Prichodnye i raschodnye knigi), real estate transfer deeds (Kupche zapisi).

Pages 1146 + 16 fragments

Year(s) 1603-1612/13

Area Vodskaja, Derevskaja and Obonezhskaja pjahiny.

Summary

1. Taxes, fees and rents charged for cultivated land, fishing rights, occupation of farms, haymaking, swan hunting, granted petitions, burials etc. The entries record who was taxed and for what, the area (e.g. the pogost or village) and sometimes the year. Taxes could be levied on a village, a monastery (among them Aleksandr Svirskij monastery) or individuals.

The book begins in 1603 in the village of Trjasovo, and continues up to 1612. Other villages mentioned are Voldaj, Tesovo, Golino and Korolevo, together with Koro-stynskoj and Burezhskoj pogosts. Entries report the sums paid in, the persons by whose order they were collected, the individuals handing in the money, and the purpose for which the money was intended. As a result of disturbances or poverty, fees and taxes were not always collected.

Expenses (pp. 923-1137) for the use of horses and vehicles, for firewood, bread, fish, rope, window glass, tallow (for candles) etc. Large sums were disbursed to Swedish troops. Salaries of various state officials and priests. D'jak Pjatoj Grigor'ev, for example, received 50 roubles a year. Expenditure was often ordered by De la Gardie and Odovskij, but also by Måns Mårtensson and the d'jaki Pjatoj Grigor'ev and Tre'tjak Kopnin. The nun Dar'ja Oleksievna at the Vvedenskij convent was allocated money for wheat, rye, oats, malt etc. It is often stated to whom the money was paid out and whether that person gave a receipt for it. Expenditure for the years 1611-13 is recorded.

2. Eight registrations of deeds, each concerning homesteads on church land, spanning the period 11 October 1611-25 July 1612 (pp. 877-904).

Pp. 3-153 are signed with the skrepa of d'jak Ivan Timofeev, by order of De la Gardie, and dated 17 August 1613. Apart from this, the book is unsigned.
3. A loose sheet from a roll, containing a petition from Ivaško Kolycev addressed to De la Gardie and O doevskij, requesting exemption from rent for hay which the Swedes have harvested and taken. On the reverse, a decision and a date, 15 July 1612.

Notes
At the beginning of the book, between the book and the cover, is a loose, undated leaf with Swedish text. This is a statement concerning the manuscript by "Mikael Raieffsky, Chaplain to the Russian Legation". See Nordlander, 1984, p. 4, for further details. In addition, there are 13 narrow strips with text ("bookmarks") and a sheet from a roll. On the cover and on p. 1 is the inscription: Cod. VII. a) 20,a.

Extract

Pages 62–63

по грамоте. блжженных: памятних рёдра цркв и их великих кёзена одора йвановича вска ряски и дялоло дровы пустшни свирирского на игумени дялоло з брацлю з дрёни з дялкига оброку рёбыль и пошлидя десна ти деня.
I: 137

Type of text: Customs book from Novgorod (Tamožennaja kniga), horse-trading contracts (Dgovory o torgovle lošad’mi).

Pages: 288

Year(s): 1613/14

Area: Novgorod the Great.

Summary: 1. Customs book for the period 1 September 1613–1 September 1614. By order of Jakob De la Gardie, Ivan O dovskij and the d’jaki M åns M årtensson and Semen Lutochin, customs duties were collected by the chief customs officers Ivan (no surname, hole in the paper) and Parfen Jakovlev and their colleagues at the custom house in Novgorod the Great. The duties were paid by merchants who registered their goods at the custom house. The merchandise came from Novgorod, Porchov, Staraja Russa, Ivan-gorod, Tichvin and elsewhere. The weights and values of the goods are recorded, together with the various types of duty. The goods recorded include fresh fish, honey, butter, salt, herring, grain, cattle etc.

1 September 1613–1 September 1614.

The book is not signed.

2. Included in the book are horse-trading contracts (pp. 97–192 and 271–342). Each contract contains the names of the buyer and seller of the horse and their places of residence. Their title or occupation is also often mentioned. Most of the individuals referred to are peasants, living in Novgorod; some belong to the Swedish military forces. A detailed description is given of the horse, including its colour, age, sex and whether its mane lies to the right or the left. Finally, the price is stated and the sum payable in branding duty, pjatennye pošliny.

These pages are not part of the customs records. Cf. Series I: 141.

Notes: The book has been fully restored. Certain pages are badly damaged and difficult to read.

The book includes pages comprising horse-trading contracts (pp. 97–192 and 271–342). These contracts have ended up in the customs book by mistake. Probably the error oc-
curred when a book of horse-trading contracts was restored at the same time as the customs book. The hands are similar.
These books are not included in the catalogue, since they have a different provenance from the other documents of the Occupation archives (see Foreword).
Type of text: Revenue book (Prichodnye knigi).

Pages: 788 + 1 fragment

Year(s): 1610/11, 1611/12

Area: All the pjahiny, the city of Novgorod, Porchov and other towns.

Summary: Revenue from the collection of different types of taxes in Derevskaja, Vodskaja, Béžekskaja, Ononežskaja, and Šelonskaja pjahiny. Information is recorded for the two halves of each pjahina. Arrears of taxes from previous years, from 1606/07 on, are listed. Entries record how much has been collected for past years from different pjahiny, pogosts, towns, and monasteries.

Continuous records of revenue from taxes paid by monastic estates, different types of fees from the chancelleries, taxes for the maintenance of cannoneers, for the provision of horses and vehicles for postmen, taxes on land holdings, rents on arable holdings, taxes for the maintenance of Swedish troops, rents for market stalls, premises (for storage of goods) and other rents, sauna fees, fishing fees, customs duties, income of the Mint in the form of efimki, income from state gardens, taverns, mills etc. Revenue from earlier years and “current” revenue are interspersed throughout the book.

The entries are not in strict chronological order.

The book is signed with the skrepa of d’jak Andrej Lyscov in the right margin of each recto.

A fragment, a “bookmark” (approx. 15×2 cm).

Notes: Quires 45-49 (pp. 664a-664m) have been excised, leaving only a narrow stub. Several pages have been torn out, e.g. between pp. 64 and 65, 240 and 241, 326 and 327. In all, 57 quires.

347 pages in the book are blank.
тамги в’ пятинах.

тамга в бѣжецкой и в дарѣ бѣсков пятина: на мѣстѣ вѣ и на мѣстинских рягах.

томск въ 1781 году собрано токс пошлины: десятина трат рублі въ десять аршин

послѣ вѣкъ вѣчные деньги.

въ августѣ въ д. боровича рѣдко у цѣловѣдника у десятка и василька пошлины таможенныхъ: что въ собралъ въ боровичахъ пошлины съ торговыми людьми съ воску и съ хлѣба и съ соли съ коровъ въ рѣкѣ.

году послѣ лѣтовскихъ людей волны съ семи тратъ аршинъ два деяги взято
Type of text: Horse-trading contracts (Dovgovory o torgovle lošad'mi).

Pages: 232

Year(s): Not dated

Area: Novgorod the Great.

Summary: The book contains 445 horse-trading contracts. Each contract includes the names of the buyer and seller of the horse and their places of residence. Their title or occupation is also often mentioned. Most of the individuals mentioned are peasants, living in Novgorod; some belong to the Swedish military forces. A detailed description is given of the horse, including its colour, age and sex and whether its mane lies to the right or the left. Finally, the price is stated and the sum payable in branding duty, pjatennye pošliny.

Notes: The dates of the contracts show that the book originally contained contracts for the first part of the year according to the Russian calendar of that time, i.e. from 1 September to the following 1 March. The year is not given in any of the existing contracts, but with the help of the name of one of the buyers it is possible to narrow down the range of possibilities. The buyer in question, petty boyar Dmitrej Bestužev, is known to have left Novgorod in 1615, and thus the book cannot have been written later than the year beginning 1 September 1614.

Extract: Page 118

(1:141)
Skoklostersamlingen, number E 8609

Type of text  Customs book (tamožennye knigi)

Pages  454

Year(s)  1614/15

Area  Novgorod the Great

Summary  Customs records giving details of individuals who handed in goods for customs clearance and of the nature and weight or volume of the goods concerned. Finally, the total prices of the goods and the duties levied are recorded. Goods mentioned include hops, honey, salt, sugar, raisins, butter, fat, fish of various kinds, wine, skins, foreign cloths and dyes. The merchants came from Novgorod and the surrounding area, and also from Staraja Russa and Ivangoord. At the end of the book there are references to merchants from Rugodiv, Viborg, Lübeck, Kolyvan, France (p. 390) and Scotland (p. 391). Totals of the customs duties levied are also given.

8 September 1614–20 August 1615. The book is unsigned.

Notes  The book has no cover. On p. 3 there is an inscription in Swedish: “Slavonska Contains old customs records”.

On p. 9, in the right margin, a comment in Swedish on the Russian date: “7123 [after the] creation of the world = 1615 Christo”.

This book was found by Laila Nordquist in 1997.
Customs records divided into two parts. The first part contains details of state customs duties paid by Swedish and Russian merchants who travelled from Nevskoe Ust'e to Orešek and Novgorod and back and who traded at Nevskoe Ust'e.

Duties were collected by order of Jakob De la Gardie in accordance with regulations and with the directions of d'jak Semen Lutochin. Under-secretary Ivan Nemkov and the sworn man Bogdan Gagarin of Nevskoe Ust'e officiated. Entries record the goods in question and their prices, as reported by prikaznoj Fredrik Möller. Customs duties were levied in accordance with special regulations issued by the Swedes and earlier regulations laid down by the Russians.

The second part contains particulars of goods from Rugodiv, Kolyvan, Lübeck, Viborg, Åbo, Stockholm, Novgorod and Ivangoord, delivered by Swedish and Russian merchants to Jakob De la Gardie, Måns Mårtensson and other “great boyars”.

Signed at the foot of pp. 5–9 with the skrepy of Bogdanko and under-secretary Ivanko Nemkov. Apart from this, the book is unsigned.

5 May–3 November 1616 and 8 May–30 September 1618.

Notes

On the first page there is a descriptive heading in German, including the year 1616.

On the first page of the second part (p. 29), the year 1617/18 and an inscription in Russian.

On p. 28 is the name “Lascapelliss”, presumably a corruption of De la Chapelle, Adam Rikard (the captain of a company of dragoons).

The book is included in the volume Baltiska fogderäkenskaper (“Baltic revenue accounts”) F 425, which apart from this customs book only contains Swedish accounts. It was found by Adrian Selin in October 2000.
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